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Allergan Finds A Better
Solution With Fast Tax.

a

One Of The Leading Optical Companies And Fast-Tax See
Eye-To-Eye On Domestic And International Tax Compliance.
"We have six domestic and 40 foreign subsidiaries," says
William McLeod, Vice President, Taxes, Allergan, Inc. "Not all
the domestic subsidiaries can be consolidated. We have to file
separately for our section 936 companies in Puerto Rico and for
our Controlled Foreign Corporations (CFCs). This makes our
tax situation very demanding and complex.
"At first, we went with another company's package, but
that was a nightmare for us. The software wasn't user - friendly
and the training was a real disappointment. So we conducted an
extensive review of everything on the market. System 5 and the
Lens Plus is a registered trademark urAllergan, Inc.

support offered by Fast Tax came out on top. I'm amazed at how
quickly our staff was able to work with it. Last year, we were
able to complete all our domestic returns without any glitches.
I had very high expectations for System 5, and one year later~I'm
still impressed. There's no doubt that System 5 was the right
answer for our international and domestic tax processing needs."
It's clear to see why System 5 is the right solution for Allergan,
and nearly 1,800 other companies. T) see what we can do for you,
call 1 -800 FAST -TAX, Ext.7332.
rr i%
Or in rlbxas,call 214/250-7332. r CiMr -UTER LANGUA6C RESEARU1
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Two reasons to recommend the Quiet Company.
L Your reputation.
2. The superior financial strength of Northwestern Mutual Life.
Northwestern Mutual Life insurance has always
received the highest possible ratings for financial
strength by Moodys, Standard & Poor's, A.M. Best

and Duff & Phelps. It has also been consistently ranked
"the most financially sound life insurance company"
in an annual Fortunestudy.
Perhaps that's why accountants and CPAs refer
their clients to Northwestern Mutual Life. Or maybe
it's because Northwestern Mutual Life can help you
with your clients' estate and business planning needs.
The more reasons you have for recommending
the most secure life insurance, the better the Quiet
Company sounds.

N
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The Quiet Company®
©1992 The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company. Milwaukee, W isconsin. Reprinted by permission of Moody's. Standard & Pours. R.M. Best, Duff& Phelps and hweeme..
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TASKFORCEFOR
QUALITY IN
FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT

41
CREATINGA
COMPREHENSIVE
SYSTEMTOMEASURE
PERFORMANCE

IMA has established a Task
Force for Quality in Financial Management which
advocate the integration of
the total quality philosophy
in the management accounting and financial management process.

BY ROBERT G. ECCLES
AND PHILIP J. PYBURN
There are five steps involved in developing an accurate way to measure corporate and employee
performance that will be fair
to almost everyone.
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Cover. St. Basil's Cathedral, Moscow;
Pictor /UNIPHOTO. Cover design by
Kimberly Bender.

27
ACCOUNTINGIN
RUSSIA:
FROMPERESTROIKA
TOPROFITS
BY ADOLF J.H.
ENTHOVEN
If your company or organization is interested in seeking out business opportunities in the Commonwealth
of Independent States
(CIS), the Institute of Management Accountants' research study, Doing Busi-

MANAGEMENTACCOUNTINGS (ISSN
0025.1690) is published monthly by
the Institute of Management Accountants, formerly the National Association of Accountants, 10 Paragon Dr.,
Montvale. NJ 076451760, (201)5739000. Price $10.00 per copy. Subscription rates, per year: $20 (included in
dues, nondeductible); nonmembers,
$125.00. Second class postage paid at
Montvale. N.J., and additional mailing
offices. To ensure uninterrupted mail
service, send present address label
and new address including ZIP number to Membership Records Dept.,
IMA, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760. Allow
six weeks for change. IMNs telex
number is 9102509487; facsimile number is 201 - 5734)639. POSTMASTER:
Send address changes to MANAGEMENT ACCOUNrINGM, Montvale, NJ
076451760.

ness in Russia and the Other
Former Soviet Republics,

should be on your list of required reading. This excerpt from the study explains the Soviet accounting
and auditing structure and
offers tips on how to succeed in the former Soviet
Union.

32
SPEEDINGUPNEW
PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT
BY DAVID HALL, CMA,
AND JERRY JACKSON

By compressing the time required to introduce new
products or by responding
to customers faster, forward- thinking companies
can achieve competitive advantage over their rivals.
How? By extending the
principles of JIT manufacturing techniques from the
factory floor to the entire
value chain.
Lybrand Silver Medal,
1991 -92.

37
3M REVISITED:
EVOLVINGFORTHE
'90S
BY DAVID A. KUNZ, CMA
3M continues to set standards for management accounting excellence. The
area controller for Europe
describes how 3M controllers are concentrating on
worldwide strategic financial issues.

45
HOWSUPPORT
SERVICESCANUSE
PROCESSCONTROL
BY JACK BAILES, ILENE
KLEINSORGE, AND
LARRY WHITE
First, Oregon Cutting Systems implemented total
quality management and
just -in -time in its production
areas successfully. Now it is
aiming for similar results in
administrative and support
services.
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With 17 years and thousands of installations under our belt,
• Collier - Jackson offers the strength, stabilityand vision that today's

multi - divisional corporations need to meet their accounting requirements. Now and into the future.

The proof is fund in our feature -rich World Class Series"' Accounting software. General Ledger.
Accounts Payable. Accounts Receivable. Fixed Assets. Purchasing. It's all here. Integrated, intuitive, easy
to use. And highlyadaptable to the wayyou do business.
On thejob,the systems give you the power to develop unlimited organizational relationships and
"what if" comparisons on the fly. Download and manipulate data on your PC. Work with powerful
graphical user interfaces like Microsoft Windows and OSF /Motif.
The systems are hardware neutral, too. Portable across UNIX -teased operating systems. Designed to
support platforms from IBM, HP and DEC. Ideal for the most complex client/server configuration.
With flexibilitylike that, you're readyfor any strategic MIS direction your company maytake.
World Class Series Accounting, Payroll and Human Resource software from Collier - Jackson. It's an
investment for the long haul. Call 813 - 872 -9990 now.

CompuServe
Collier-Jackson

World Class Series is a trademark of CompuServe /Collier- Jackson. All other product names mentioned herein are
for identification purposes only and may be trademarks and/or registered trademarks oftheir respective companies.
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52
PLANNINGQUALITY
COSTEXPENDITURES
BY LAWRENCE P. CARR
AND THOMAS TYSON
Some experts argue that
voluntary quality cost expenditures should be curtailed prior to 100% conformance because the costs of
attaining higher quality exceed the benefits. Other
well -known quality professionals disagree and call for
continuous improvement
and zero defects.
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FOREIGNSALES
CORPORATIONSFOR
MANUFACTURERS
BY KEN RUBIN AND
BRYAN LUNDSTROM
As manufacturers become
global- oriented, management accountants should
consider alternative structures that could possibly
provide significant savings
of tax dollars. A Foreign
Sales Corporation (FSQ
may be the perfect opportunity for your company.
Certificate of Merit,
1991 -92.
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Beware of new pension distribution rules.
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Communicating employee
benefit plans.
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Members respond to ethics
case.
Views expressed herein are authors'
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We Took 7he Words
Right Out Of Their Mouths.
"I was really enthusiastic when I heard about pretrained data entry temporaries.
I wasn't disappointed"
Sue Gohm, Tax Coordinator, Great Lakes Bancorp, Saginaw, MI

"Being pretrained for our particular applications, they know what
has to be performed here. They understand our operation"
Steve Whicker, Supervisor of Warranty Claims Processing, Whirlpool Corporation, La Ibrte, IN

"They know the ins and outs. We can always rely on Kelly to provide us
with excellent people"
Lani Ward, Personnel Coordinator, Seafirst Bankcard Services, Spokane, WA

"They're immediately productive the first shift they work,
saving us both time and money."
Shelley Kee, Supervisor of Human Resources, Blue Cross of Atlantic Canada,
Moncton, New Brunswick

"All the feedback from the department has been positive. Things are getting done
much more quickly. Is Kelly the leader? Definitely!"
Lynne Orbin, Recruiting Specialist, Arnett Clinic, Lafayette, IN

The Kelly Customizer Another First From Kelly.
Your Kelly data entry temporaries arrive
on the job ready to work, not just ready to
learn.
You save time. You save money. Because
you don't have to train them yourself.
They've been pretrained with the exclusive

Kelly Customizer. So they know how to handle
your specific data entry formats before they
even come to you.
If you have multiple or long -term requirements for data entry temporaries, call your
local Kelly office for details now.

TemServorary
pc
ies

An equal opportunity employer.

KELU

The Kelly Girl" People —The First and The Best"
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Last year, we saw the presentation of the ten - thousandth
CMA certificate. This year the number passed 11,500
and another 12,270 are working toward completion. The
increase in exam applications rose about 29% between
December 1990 and December 1991. Almost 7,000 candidates took the exam in 1991 -92. CMA corporate sponsorship almost tripled in just three years.
What's important is not the growth in numbers, but
what certification represents to our profession. "CMA"
is not just three letters that look good on a resume. It
indicates that an individual has demonstrated that extra ability to grapple with
the complexities of management accounting in today's global economy.
The CMA is far from an entry level requirement to practice management
accounting, The CMA is being earned at all experience levels as a commitment to continuing learning —the key to all professions. Today we see the
CMA designation from students to top financial positions at such Fortune 500
companies as Johnson & Johnson, Monsanto, and IBM.
In fact, an increasing number of universities encourage their students to
seek the CMA, and the American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business recognizes the CMA as a valid certification for faculty credentials. It's
no surprise that student participants in the CMA program have increased by
36%.
Equally important are the over 125 corporations who have signed up as
corporate sponsors and invested in the concept. They're also investing in the
management accountants on their staff. They organize in -house programs.
They give staff paid leave to study for or take the CMA examination. Many
include CMA as an important credential for certain positions and a few even
require the CMA for some staff positions. There are many other companies
who do the same for their employees but haven't signed up as sponsors.
The CMA program is also serving as a cornerstone of IMA's new Task
Force for Quality in Financial Management.
CMA is a powerful tool. It is evidence of the IMA's ongoing commitment
to raise and maintain the quality of the management accounting profession.
Taking the first big step toward a total quality management philosophy that
embraces highly qualified personnel is as easy as implementing a CMA program in your company. Inside those three letters is an integral program of
professional skills, a healthy respect for business ethics, and an acknowledgement that continued education is essential to success.
We have set a goal of certifying 80,000 management accountants by the
year 2000. I can't emphasize strongly enough how important it is that we strive
to reach this goal. It's important to our profession, our companies, and the
individuals who have strengthened themselves by working toward certification. It's important, too, in contributing to honing skills needed by our coms to compete on a global scale.
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Introducin A Powerful,

Low-costABC oflware Package
FromTheABCExperts,
Profit

Manager

Juniorr"
designed by Robin Cooper and
Robert S. Kaplan — leaders in the
field of activity-based costing —
delivers an easy, quick and inexpensive method for implementing activity -based management.
Easy two-step data entry

High-powered and extremely
user - friendly. Profit Manager
junior is the only low -cost ABC
package offering all these
advantages:

USER FRIENDLY
• Easy data entry: a simple two -step
data entry approach
• Easy access to activity-basedcost
information
• Pull -down menus
• Supports mouse, function key and
hot -key dataentry

FAST START UP
• A computer- basedguided tour
through thesoftware
• Aget- started tutorial
• Comprehensive usermanual
• 900 support number

Priced at only $995, Profit
Manager junior packs the power
of ABC analysis into an easy-touse program that lets you calcu-

High - impact graphics

GRAPHICS AND REPORTS
• High- impact,built -in graphics
• Powerful report generator: user -

late the cost and profitability of
products, services. customers,
vendors and business units.

specified formats
• Previews reports and graphs on
screen before printing

And with its ability to quickly
import data from your existing
database, Profit Manager Junior
allows you to begin utilizing the
power of activity-based profit
analysis in a matter of days.

• Stores customized report and

graph formats

FAST AND POWERFUL
• Fastest processing time of any
ABC product
• Full download capability
• Exports output to mainframe and
other Profit Manager ABC Software
• Compatible with the complete
Profit Manager Series, the most
powerfulandcomprehensive ABC
software available
• Creates exportfiles for spreadsheet
and database programs

So call us today to order Profit
Manager Junior or receive more
information. And get ready to
experience the amazing power of
ABC, for only $995.
) V Y
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WASHINGTONREPORT
STEPHENBARLAS,EDITOR

ACCOUNTANT
LIABILITY REFORM
BILLS PROPOSED
I, /

ep. Billy Tauzin (D.-La.), introduced, as expected, legislation
(H.R. 5828) that would limit the
liability of accountants —be they outside auditors or corporate executives—in cases where investors are defrauded. Tauzin is a fairly senior
member of the House Energy & Commerce Committee, whose influential
chairman, Rep. John Dingell (D:
Mich.), has been an enthusiastic backer of the Wyden "outside auditor" bill.
That bill cleared the Energy & Commerce Committee in July and stands a
reasonable chance of being enacted by
Congress this year. Part of the reason
for that favorable outlook is an apparent "deal" between Rep. Wyden, (D:
Ore.), and the American Institute of
CPAs. The AICPA apparently has
agreed not to scream too loudly about

Rep. Billy Tauzin

the Wyden bill—which the AICPA dislikes—if Dingell gives the Tauzin bill
a fair shot in 1993. The Tauzin bill, introduced in early August, has a number of provisions. One would establish
a standard of "proportionate" liability
in cases where accountants had no
idea they were furthering the schemes
of a corporate financial finagler. Another provision concerns allegations that
someone played fast and loose with a
corporate financial statement. The bill
would set up a standard that there
would have to be "clear and convincing
evidence" that an accountant fraudulently manipulated a financial statement. The current standard is "preponderance of the evidence."

SPOTLIGHT ON
FOREIGN- SOURCE
INCOME TAXES
Most of the publicity with regard to international tax issues has lately been
over the apparently low taxes many
foreign companies pay in the United
States. But perhaps a bigger issue for
U.S. corporations is the taxes they pay
here based on their foreign- source income. Does the American tax system
penalize American companies? Anthony Saggese, general tax attorney for
Texaco, Inc., and a spokesman for the
National Chamber Foundation, says,
"U.S. tax policies are adversely affecting the foreign operation of U.S. companies." Saggese recently appeared
before the Senate Finance Committee.
The same day, Fred Goldberg, Jr., assistant secretary of tax policy, was appearing across Capitol Hill in front of
the House Ways & Means Committee.
His message echoed Saggese's. "The
radical economic changes of recent
years demand a reexamination of our
international tax provisions," he said.
"As these developments continue, our
international tax system may no longer

be based upon or reflect economic reality." The Treasury Dept. is conducting a formal study on this subject. Sag gese gave numerous example of U.S.
tax policies that are harsher than those
of other nations. These include: foreign income expense allocation rules,
U.S. imposition of immediate tax on
foreign affiliates of U.S. companies involved in cross - border sales and service activities, high U.S. minimum tax
on foreign income, a fragmented U.S.
foreign tax credit. Rep. Dan Rostenkowski (DAH.), chairman of Ways &
Means, has proposed a bill (H.R. 5270)
which makes a number of reforms in
foreign source income rules. For example, it would repeal the law that limits the alternative minimum tax (AMT)
to 900 of AMT liability.

CONGRESS SEEMS
UNMOVED ON
PENSIONS
Despite dire predictions about baby
boomers without pensions, Congress
seems disinclined to do anything
about the torrential cashing -in of defined benefit pensions plans by corporate America. Many large companies
have ended their plans since 1986
when a new tax law made it more difficult to integrate pension plans with
expected social security payments to
an individual. That 1986 tax reform
had to do with "nondiscrimination"
and made it more difficult for companies to make contributions to pensions
for higher -paid executives. As a result,
corporate tax deductions for pension
plans nosedived. Those defined benefit plans became even more an encumbrance as the annual payment companies make to the Pension Benefit
Guaranty Corporation increased. That
payment is now at $19 annually per
plan participant, up from $1 in 1975. At
hearings on August 4 in the Senate
Subcommittee on Labor, Sen. Howard
Metzenbaum (D.-Ohio), the chairman,
said: "We need to restructure our pension system. Because of the 1986 reform, defined contribution pension
plans have become more prevalent.
But workers can cash these in as they
move from job to job, and sometimes
that money never gets reinvested in
another pension plan.
■
Stephen Barlas is a journalist with more
than 13 years ofexperience reporting
from Washington D. C.
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AIREXPRESSCOSTSSLASHEDFORMEMBERS
WITHNEWAIRBORNEEXPRESSAGREEMENT
he IMA, by leveraging its collective buying
power, has negotiated an agreement with Airborne Express that will reduce overnight express shipping costs for members by up to
44 %. An $8.75 rate (8 oz. overnight letter) including
flexible, free pick -up, is available to all members.
Those members who average five or more overnight shipments per day qualify for an even lower
rate, saving up to 55 %.
Through Airborne, the world's fastest growing air
express company, member's businesses have access to discount levels normally reserved for high
volume shippers.
Businesses today understand how important fast,
dependable service is to their customers. That is
why air express has grown into a $12- billion industry. Although a high level of services is the most important element to the majority of our shippers, all
companies want to hold the line on their costs, too.
That's why the program has been successful. By

How M
members
rate with us.
4
14

75
Vs.

AIRBORNE EXPRESS
OVERNIGHT LETTER*

5

OTHER MAJOR CARRIER
OVERNIGHT LETTER

•8 oz. Letter Fxpress. Shipments within contiguous U.S. and Puerto Rico.
L

L

combining their resources, the IMA members can
take advantage of a more affordable shipping program—with the strongest emphasis on service.
The Airborne program is a great benefit for growing businesses —the savings from shipping a few letters or other vital documents helps pay for your annual membership dues.
Airborne Express provides free pick -up and next
morning door -to -door delivery of time- sensitive documents, letters, and small packages to virtually every city in the United States. Airborne also services
183 countries worldwide, more than any other express company. Headquartered in Seattle, Airborne
Express is corporate America's preferred carrier.
To participate in the IMA's Airborne Express program, members must sign up by calling 1- 804 -2892776 and tell the operator they are a member of
IMA. They will then be assigned an account number
and receive a starter kit within one week.

EVEN LOWER RATES AVAILABLE TO MEMBERS
AVERAGING 5 OR MORE OVERNIGHT
SHIPMENTS PER DAY. CALL NOW FOR DETAILS!

For a free,
no obligation
supply kit
Call:
1 -800 -289 -2776
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'HOW CAN I BALANCE MY JOB WITH FAMILY ?'U
ROBERTHALF,EDITOR
After 10 years of working for the same company as a management accountant, I'm
ready to devote more time to my family. But, simultaneously, I don't wish to—and
can't afford —to give up my job completely. 1 read about companies instituting programs to allow valued employees to devote less time to their jobs in order to satisfy
the dual needs of career and family. I don't believe my company has such a program,
at least not a formal one. Based upon your long experience in the employment field,
do you have any suggestions on how 1 might approach management in the hope of
achieving my goal?
ou join a growing number of men and women
seeking to accomplish
what they consider to
be a better balance between career and family. In response, an increasing number of companies, large
and small, have sought ways to accommodate such needs. But it isn't easy
balancing the needs of running a company with the personal desires of individuals who wish to spend less time on
the job, yet preserve their status within
the company.
Companies have tried a number of
options:
• Flextime — Employees are allowed
to create their own schedules within parameters set by management.
For example, someone who wishes
to be home when their children return from school arranges to come
to work earlier, and leave earlier,
putting in the same number of
hours but on a different timetable.
In other instances, employees cut
their lunch hour short in order to
accomplish the same thing. Naturally, these kinds of arrangements
can only be reached if they do not
negatively impact the company's
daily business.
• Job sharing —Two people with similar needs agree to share one job,
with an appropriate division of the
salary that would be paid to one full time person. If a company allows
this, it is incumbent upon the employee wishing to share a job to find
a colleague who is willing to enter
into such an arrangement.
10

• Reduced schedules— Employees
work out an agreement with an employer to simply work less hours,
and accept a corresponding cut in
pay. As with any of these options, it
depends upon whether the job can
get done in fewer hours, and whether it would impact negatively upon
the company's business.
• Working at home — Depending upon the type of work you do, it might
be possible to do some of it at home
using a computer and modem, fax
machine, and the telephone.
Because your company does not
have a formal policy of allowing variation in employee schedules, you're going to have to convince your immediate supervisor that what you propose
will not only accomplish your goals,
but will, at the same time, not interfere
with the goals of the department and
company. In order to do this, you
1

should approach it with a clearly conceived and developed plan, much as
you would (and should) if you were
seeking a promotion or raise.
Keep uppermost in mind that you cannot stress only the benefits to you. As
with seeking a promotion or raise, your
personal needs take a back seat, and
rightly so, to what you've accomplished
while an employee. How will the new
schedule you propose enhance or, at
least, not diminish your productivity?
If the company for which you work
is large, there might be individuals you
don't know, but who have managed to
forge such an arrangement with their
supervisors. Tap into the grapevine to
see whether there are such persons.
At the same time, research other
companies that have established successful policies of allowing employees
to structure their working time to accommodate personal needs. You can
accomplish this through networking
with colleagues from other companies,
talking with peers in the professional
and civic associations to which you belong, and reading case histories in
business magazines.
Don't approach your proposal casually. Commit your proposition to paper,
and do it with care. Consider it a personal
business plan, pointing out your objectives, the reasons why it would be good
for both you and the company (especially
the company), and back it up with the
factual material you've uncovered during
your research.
Be as specific as possible. And be
flexible. You may have a clear idea of
how you wish to structure a new working arrangement, but that might not
meet the needs of your employer.
What you should hope to accomplish
is a general agreement that something
can be worked out. Once you accomplish that, you're in a good position to
iron out the details, perhaps combining aspects of the various options I
mentioned earlier.
What you have going for you is 10
years of productive service that an enlightened employer will not likely wish
to lose. But do not, under any circlumstances, even hint that if your request
is not acted upon, you intend to
leave — unless, of course, that represents your true intentions.
■
Mr. Half is founder of Robert Half International, Inc., a financial and data processing recruiting farm with 150 Robert
Half and Accountemps offices on three
continents. His latest book is Howto Get
a Better Job in This Crazy World
(Crown Publishers).
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The irresistible force
nnetworkspreadsheets
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New Quattro Pro 4.0.
TheNovell NetWare
spreadsheet!

ffr ue1

"Borland's new Quattro Pro 4.0 is the only
application that takes full advantage of the
NetWare application development
environment."

Novell NetWare isa superiorenvironment for
creatingleading-edge applications. And no
other spreadsheet or application takes
advantage ofthe benefitsNetWare offerslike
rland's newQuattro* Pro.
Nowthe network features
youuse most are easily
accessed fromwithin
Quattro Pro. There's no need
to learn different NetWare
ommandsor procedures, so
getting up to speed onthe network is simple.

extends
graphs
data. P'.
ofadva
enhanc
Now's
up to d
spread,

—john Edwards
Vice President of Marketing
Novell NetWare Systems Group

V

Quattro Pro is
Novell NetWare optimized!

s

i

glum

WithQuattroPro4.0 it's easy to get the maximumbenefit fromthe network environment.
Data and resource sharingis simple and
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LETTERS
TO THE ED /TOR

ROBERTF.RANDALL,EDITOR

GENDER-BASEDSALARY?
he August issue included a table
to calculate salary for IMA members. This had been omitted
from a salary survey story printed in
the June 1992 issue of MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING&
I applaud you for printing what the
female gender has long known. This
is the first time I recall seeing in black and -white exact dollar figures of the
"added incentive" for being a male employee. How disgusting to realize
though I work as hard as any man in
my field, he makes more than I do just
because his anatomy differsFrommine.
Just goes to show where men's brains
appear to be located!
I agree with the rest of the chart:
persons who have additional experience, degrees, skills and /or responsibility deserve compensation commensurate with their background. They
should not be paid, or underpaid, because of their sex, age, race, creed or
color. Salary based on gender or sexual preference is more than discrimination; it smacks with a variation of
sexual harassment.
Anne W. Alderson
Hillsborough, N.C.

PROBLEMSOLVING
AT A NONPROFIT FIRM
I read with great interest '"The Hired
Problem Solver" article by Claudia L
Campbell in the August issue for I
have been hired at least four times
during my career to be the problem
solver.
In three instances the companies
were profit- oriented and in the last instance the entity was a nonprofit junior college. All three profit - oriented
organizations were willing to recog12

nize that a problem existed and commit the resources to resolve the problem. As a result, all of these cases were
successful. In contrast the chancellor
and chief financial officer of the junior
college were not willing to acknowledge the severity of the problem or
commit the resources to resolve the
problem for they had sold the board of
trustees on the original merits of the
computer system.
When I joined the junior college as
comptroller, the decision to convert to
a new software system had already
been made. However, in the interest of
saving money or at least giving the
board the impression of saving money,
the decision was made to not buy a
proven system. Instead the CFO (a
nonaccountant) decided to work with
the software vendor and develop a junior college system that could be sold
to other junior colleges and yield royalty income to the institution. Therefore I was thrust into this project without fully knowing the reporting needs
of the institution for I was given the
mission of developing a chart of accounts. Needless to say, the institution
is still paying the price for this decision
long after the chancellor retired and
the CFO left.
As Ms. Campbell points out, it is
necessary to have adequate resources
to solve the problems within the necessary time frame. In addition to myself, I had one degreed accountant assigned to the project. All other project
personnel were clerical in nature and
were not of real assistance in the problem- solving effort. Even the computer
department staff was nondegreed. Furthermore, the budget for the project
was initially too low and rather than
bite the bullet the CFO even low - balled
his revised budget when he went back
to the board for approval. The project
was doomed from the start and was not
successful.
The software system not only generated inaccurate balances, and inadequate data, but it was next to impossible to audit. Therefore, the clerical
staff became totally frustrated with the
system, the management reports had
to be compiled manually, and the audit
did not go smoothly. Furthermore, senior management would not acknowledge the extent of the problems, accept responsibility for the problems, or
support my efforts to correct the problem. As a result I left the institution and
am now controller of a profit - oriented
organization.
The message here is that one man
cannot solve all the problems by him-

self, but the politics of a nonprofit work
environment make it impossible for a
capable person who is used to working
in a profit- oriented environment to succeed.
J.E. Peirce

TAKE BOTH CPA, CMA
To Chad Bailey (August 1992) and all
other students who are contemplating
a professional accounting examination, I offer the following advice:
First, the student should take both
the CPA and CMA examinations.
While the CMA may be more relevant
to industry, those who do the hiring
are still predominantly CPAs who tend
to hire and promote their own kind; on
the job, the CMA will have lots of opportunity to show the worth of his or
her credential.
One professor at Illinois State University, where I obtained the MBA,
sees taking the CMA as a two -fer:
Study for the CPA exam and pass the
CMA, too. He exaggerates a little since
the overlap is merely partial. But I
found that the MBA training and my
prior analytical experience in engineering provided sufficient preparation for most of the CMA material: I
passed all parts of both examinations
on my first and only attempt in the
summer of 19848 .
Second, take the examinations
while in school or right after. On graduation, the realities of making a living,
such as working 50 -hour weeks, interfere with exam taking. Ideally, a student should get an internship before
the exams to cover some of the gap between reality and theory.
A student cannot afford to take
sides in the worthless and premature
debate on the relative merits of the
CPA and CMA. Times are just too uncertain for anyone to predict a career
path while in school. Furthermore,
preparation for both designations allows a person to increase his or her
value to an employer by taking a much
more comprehensive view of the impact of business transactions.
And as a practical matter, how does
a student explain at a job interview
why he or she is not taking the CPA examination? Tell the interviewer, who is
probably a CPA, that his or her credential is worthless?
Newton I. Owi, MBA, CPA, CMA
Illinois Bell
Chicago, III.
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WANTSMOREJOBSINFO
I am returning your editorial evaluation
response card from the June issue. I am
embarrassed to say that this is the first
response card I have returned. I usually
read the magazine sandwiched in between other activities and the response
card often does not get marked. I will say
that your staff is doing a better overall job
in the past six months. I am interested
more in cost accounting than taxes, and
the majority of your articles are leaning
in that direction.
In the past generally I have found
that the articles submitted by the
members are poorly written and I have
had a hard time following them. Writers must remember that a well -written
article must be constructed just like a
well- delivered speech: introduction,
body, conclusion. If any of these elements is missing, readers will have to
struggle to determine what the point of
the article is. More likely they will quit
halfway through it and move on.
Please include more information on
the changing nature of employment in
accounting. I have been out of work
now for seven months and am finding
it very hard to even get an interview,
possibly because of my background. I
have an MBA and am very computer
literate. Overqualified? Maybe. What
has happened to all those mid -level accounting positions that were so plentiful even 10 years ago? My guess is that
they have largely been taken over by
skilled programmers writing good custom software and personal computers
being operated by people with AA degrees in accounting.
Michael D. Oshero/f
Corvallis, Ore.

BECOMINGABETTER
SPEAKER
I enjoyed reading the "Managing Your
Career" column by Robert Half in the
July issue titled "How Can I Speak
Without Nervousness ?"
I'm writing to expand on the advice
given in the article by Mr. Half about
seeking professional help to become a
better speaker. I would like to suggest
an organization dedicated to helping
the individual become a better speaker, Toastmasters' International.
There are over 7,700 Toastmasters
clubs around the world. Toastmasters
will show you how to express your
thoughts, ideas, and opinions and develop your leadership potential
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1992

through a professional educational
program. You will learn to speak confidently and articulate before large or
small groups, or on a one-to-one basis.
The best way to learn is by doing and
at Toastmasters you will do just that.
For more information on Toastmasters' International write to: Toastmasters' World Headquarters, P.O. Box
9052, Mission Viejo, CA 92690.
Francis G. Pelletier, CTM
Area Governor, District 31
Toastmasters' International

CPAs ANDTHE CMA
In reference to the letter in the August
1992 issue written by Richard G. Roberts, Jr., CPA, concerning the April
1992 article about CPAs taking the
CMA examination, we would like to
address Mr. Roberts' questions relating to the age and work experience of
the CPAs relative to the non -CPAs.
In our sample the average age of both
the CPAs and non -CPAs was about 30
(statistically there was no significant difference in age between the two groups).
This indicates that for our sample, age is
not a factor that explains the difference
in CMA exam performance between the
two groups. The only other concern with
respect to this variable (age) would be
whether or not our sample is representative of the population of first -time candidates who sit for all parts of the CMA
exam at once. The demographics shown
in Table 1 may help to shed some light
on how our sample compares to this population. (Because of space limitations
this was not part of the April 1992 article.)
Mr. Roberts makes a valid point
when he suggests that the "type" of
work experience may be more or just
as important as the years of work experience. However, because the questionnaire we used to gather the data
was already lengthy, we decided to on-

TABLE 1
Demographics

Become a

CMA
(800) 87 -G LEIM

ly request the years of work experience a candidate had in a particular area of accounting. Thus, "years of work
experience" could include a mixture of
several employment areas. This is a
limitation of our study although we do
not believe it's a serious one because,
as shown, the vast majority of all candidates sitting are employed in private
industry. However, many of the candidates in private industry were CPAs.
In summary, the purpose of our article, "Why CPAs Should Consider the
CMA," was to provide the readership
with descriptive statistics on selected
attributes of CPAs vs. non -CFAs.
These attributes represent variables
commonly associated with performance on professional examinations.
However, the operative phrase is "associated with" because in no way are
we implying a cause - and - effect relationship in this study.
Joseph M. Hargadon, CMA, CPA
Frank C. Lordi, CMA, CPA, CIA
Widener University
Chester, Pa.
Dorothy A. McMullen, CPA
Rider College
Letters cannot be acknowledged individually. Readers are encouraged to comment on any accounting or IMA topic.
ne Editor reserves the right to edit for
space or for other reasons. Address all
letters to The Editor, Management Accounting, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale,
NJ 07645 -1760.

ICMA Statistics
(1988 -1991)

Our Sample
(n =47)
CPAs

Average Age of Candidates

32

30.6

(n =62) (n -109)
Non CPAs Total
30.3

30

Employment Areas at the Time of the Exam
Industry (Private)
Practicing CPAs
Government
Education

68%
10
5
4

62%
15
7
4

88%
5
5
5

78%
9
6
5
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TRENDS

IN EDUCATION

RALPHL. BENKE, JR., CMA, AND
ROGERH. HERMANSON, EDITORS

TQM IN THE
CLASSROOM,
"
BY DANIEL M. IVANCEVICH AND
SUSAN H. IVANCEVICH
uality has become an increasingly important issue around
the world. In a competitive
globa market, quality is one of the
most important factors delineating
success from failure.
A recent management philosophy
using a quality oriented foundation is
total quality management (TQM).
TQM strives for continuous improvement in all areas of operations by seeking to eliminate problems before they
occur. Not only have numerous corporations adopted the TQM philosophy,
a growing number of colleges and universities are evaluating its adoption as
well.
The challenge of defining quality is
a top priority for American higher education. According to authors Mayhew,
Ford, and Hubbard, "Quality undergraduate education consists of preparing learners through the use of words,
numbers, and abstract concepts to understand, cope with, and positively influence the environment in which they
find themselves "'
We define quality as preparing students to understand, cope with, and
change the environment in which they
live and work. In academe, TQM is the
strategy for continuously improving
student performance and correctly implies that it is a never - ending process.
TQM in all settings (i.e., plants, offices, laboratories, hospitals, academe) consists of five major subsystems: a customer focus, a strategic
approach to operations, a commitment
to human resource development, a
long -term focus, and total employee involvement. In other words, operations
should center on satisfying customer
14

needs and should strive for continuous
improvement in all areas. Additionally,
personnel should be adequately
trained in TQM philosophies and
strongly encouraged to participate in
operating decisions. TQM requires a
teamwork mentality. Lastly, current
decisions need to be evaluated based
on their long -run rather than short-run
consequences. These five subsystems
are interrelated. If one is left out, the
entire system cannot operate successfully.
The importance of integrating
TQM philosophies into business
school curricula is illustrated by the
complaints of many corporate managers citing that universities are not preparing students adequately to compete
in the business world. Many of these
managers have suggested that new,
cutting -edge management techniques,
like TQM, be required in classroom
reading, exercises, and discussion materials for business students.
Several universities have acted already on such advice. For example, at
the University of Michigan, 15 deans
recently were trained in TQM philosophies. Although the University of
Michigan appears to be well on its way
to full adoption of TQM, Gil Whitaker,
the school's provost, predicts that
mass adoption of the TQM philosophy
by academe will be a slow process.
However, many schools are following
Michigan's lead.'
Schools that have implemented
TQM or other quality techniques in
their business programs include the
University of Chicago, Carnegie -Mellon University, Columbia University,
Cornell University, Duke University,
University of North Carolina, Northwestern University, New York University, University of California- Berkeley,
University of Virginia, University of
Pennsylvania, Yale University, University of Tennessee, and Fordham University, to name a few.
Oregon State began TQM in 1989
because, "the vision of improved quality offered by TQM seemed to offer
great potential and because the university was facing such major challenges
as unhappy customers, a lack of resources, and low employee morale. ",
Today other universities face similar
challenges.
Accounting departments provide a
unique setting for implementing TQM
values. Many experts argue that the
major problem facing this country is
that U.S. philosophies often reflect the
reinforcement of status quo attitudes
about quality rather than looking for

improvement.
TQM techniques may help in the
development of a more informative
method for tracking costs. The implementation of TQM into managerial accounting classes appears to be particularly appropriate for this reason.
Before such a system can be developed, TQM should be used in accounting departments so that accounting academicians can get a firsthand look at
and experience the benefits of this philosophy. Once the techniques have
been experienced firsthand, they may
be taught more easily.
The first step in applying TQM is to
view the student as a customer who
must be served. Accounting faculty
should strive to listen to the impressions, needs, goals, and suggestions
provided by students and business
leaders for improving the quality of the
departmental courses and degree programs. Recommendations of the Accounting Education Change Commission also should be considered.
For instance, weekly forums to critique courses provide students the opportunity to list their suggestions for
improvement in structure and content
at one school.' Secondly, local business leaders and companies that routinely hire accounting graduates
should be surveyed periodically to ascertain their perceptions and suggestions for improvement in the accounting curriculum. By closely monitoring
both students' and business leaders'
perceptions of the accounting program, needed additions or changes in
departmental policy and curriculum
content can be made on a timely basis.
These procedures could lead to rapid
improvements in the quality of education offered by the accounting department as well as in improved operations
within the department. In addition, increased customer (student) satisfaction may be a desired outcome.
Another facet of the TQM mentality
is active involvement in decision making by all personnel. In order for TQM
to be successful, the personnel (in the
case of an accounting department its
faculty) must operate as a team. Teamwork is necessary to instill a common
set of goals and to create a culture that
perpetuates quality improvement. For
example, a basketball squad with five
individuals focusing on their own accomplishments is rarely as successful
as a squad with those same five individuals focusing on team goals.
The entire faculty must participate
in curriculum and operating decisions.
To enhance quality in an academic setMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1992
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ting, faculty members must feel they
have a say in setting policywithin their
department. Giving them a role in departmental decision making can increase team cohesiveness, the desire
to improve the quality of the educational program, and the sense of team
accomplishment.
Decisions made by the faculty must
be evaluated according to long -run and
not short-run consequences. At
present, many academic decisions result in providing short-term solutions
to problems. TQM involves viewing
decision making over a longer time horizon. Although a solution may appear
to stem a crisis now, its long -term consequences may be detrimental. It often
is better to endure a little pain now to
improve a future situation.
Today many resources are available
to help organizations begin the TQM
adoption process. For instance, Tennessee Associates International has
created a Total Quality Management
Scholarship Program. The program is
available to college and university administrators to provide the skills needed to initiate implementation of a system for the continuous improvement
of quality and productivity. Nine separate training sessions will be held in
1992 around the United States." Also,
many TQM forums and seminars are
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1992

offered at various locations around the
country each year. Faculty members
should be encouraged and financially
supported to attend such meetings.
To adopt TQM at the higher education level, many hurdles must be overcome. For example, the present tenure
structure focuses on individual
achievements. TQM focuses on team
achievements. Also, many academics
are resistant to change and may be reluctant to learn about and implement
TQM. There also is a training cost to
prepare and train faculty properly as
individuals and as teams to implement
and monitor TQM.
Although these hurdles may exist,
the benefits of adopting TQM far outweigh the costs. For instance, by satisfying customer (student) needs, accounting departments will be better prepared
to continue to compete for and attract the
top business school students.
Additionally, by reducing departmental inefficiencies through continuous improvement, funds previously consumed
by inefficient operations will be available
for other uses such as salary increases,
research grants, and purchasing the latest technology for use in research and in
the classroom. Thus, although the implementation of TQM may take some time
and effort, the potential benefits far exceed the costs.
■

Daniel M. Ivancevich, Ph.D. is assistant
professor, University ofNevada, Las Vegaas
,and Susan H. Ivancevich, Ph.D., is
student at Texas A &M University.
They can be reached at 1601 Moss
Glenn Circle, College Station, Texas
77840, (409) 696 -3773.

Ralph L. Benke, Jr., CMA, Ph.D., is the
AruthurAdnersen Alumni /Journal of
Accounting Education Professor at
James Madison University.
Roger H. Hermanson, Ph.D., is the
Ernst & Young Alumni professor and
Regent's professor at Georgia State University in Atlanta.

' L. Mayhew, P. Ford, 1). Hubbard, The Quest for
Quality. The Challenge for Undergraduate Education
in the 1990s. San Francisco, Josie Bass, 199, p. 29.
'Lawrence Sherr and G. Gregory l.ozier, "Total Quality Management in Higher Education," New Directions for Institutional Research, Vol.71, Fall 1991, pp.
3.11.
'Otis Port and John Casey. "The Quality Imperative:
Overview," Business Week,October 25, 1991, pp. 219.
'L. Edwin Coate, "Implementing Total Quality Management in a University Setting," New Directionsfor
Institutional Research. Vol. 71, Fall 1991, pp. 27.38.
'Gary McWilliams, "Quality in the Public Sector: A
New Lesson Plan for College," Business Week,October 25, 1991, pp. 147.148.
'Tennessee Associates International Newsletter,
1992, pp. 1 -2.
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NEWS
KATHYWILLIAMS,EDITOR

IIA NAMES BISHOP
PRESIDENT

William G. Bishop III

illiam G. Bishop,
III, former general
auditor for Shearson Lehman Brothers, Inc.,
in New York, assumed his
duties as president of the Institute of Internal Auditors
(IIA) last month. The 51year -old international professional association, headquartered in Altamonte
Springs, Fla., represents
nearly 50,(00 auditors.

1SthANNIVERSARYSLOGANCONTEST
On Thursday, October 13, 1994, the Institute of Management Accountants will celebrate its 75th Anniversary. Although they are in the very beginning of the process, Ernie
Huband's committee is hard at work organizing a year -long
celebration for this momentous occasion.

ne

Each Annual Conference has had a slogan and we are
searching for one to use for the entire anniversary year (July
1, 1993 — June 30, 1994). The only hint you will get is that
the 75th anniversary is celebrated with DIAMONDS. The
winning slogan will be chosen by the 75th Anniversary Committee and a prize of Annual Conference registration, four night stay at the New York Marriott Marquis, and airfare
with limousine service to and from airport will be awarded
to the winning member and spouse. All arrangements will
Leadbe made by IMA. The winner will be recognized in
er, and MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® magazine. In addition, a presentation will be made at the 1993 Annual Conference.
Please submit your entry to Joseph Loren, Institute of Management Accountants, Inc., 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ
07645. Entries must be postmarked no later than December
31, 1992. Make sure you include your name, address,
chapter affiliation, and day and evening phone numbers with
your entry.
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Before joining Shearson
in 1986, Mr. Bishop was
vice president and general
auditor of the American Express Co.
An active IIA member for
many years, Mr. Bishop
was an IIA representative to
the advisory board of the
National Commission on
Fraudulent Financial Reporting (Treadway Commission) and is the IIA's
representative on the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Commission.
As IIA president, Mr.
Bishop succeeds G. Peter
Wilson, CIA, who resigned
in March as the organization's chief paid executive.

MANUFACTURERS
PREDICT RISE
IN 1992 PROFITS
majority of midsized
U.S. manufacturers
forecast improved
1992 profits, and nearly half
plan to increase capital
spending this year, according to a national survey conducted earlier this year by
Grant Thornton. The accounting and management
consulting firm found that
56% of midsized manufacturers expect profits to improve. Another 35% anticipate this years earnings to
equal 1991 levels, while only 7% predict that 1992 profits will decline. The firm
surveyed a cross - section of
top executives from manufacturing companies with
annual sales from $10 million to S500 million.

LITIGATIONINCREASE
SPURSCONCERNFOR
ACCOUNTANTS
lie recent spate of both
private and government regulator lawsuits against the Big 6 accounting firms, especially
the size of damage awards
and settlements, has generated concern for litigation's
effect on the U.S. economy,

especially if one of the firms
were to fail because of savings -and- loan - related litigation. "The ripple effect ... would have a
profound impact," John
Howard said at a recent
seminar on "The Crisis in
Professional Liability" held
by the Manhattan Institute.
The Manhattan Institute is a
nonpartisan public policy
research organization that
focuses on legal, economic,
and government issues.
Howard, counsel to Vice
President Dan Quayle, conceded that he was unaware
of any cost - benefit analysis
done by federal regulators
before bringing suit against
auditors or other professional service providers but
emphasized that liability
was reaching crisis proportions.
Other panelists were
Philip Lacovara, managing
director and general counsel, Morgan Stanley; Walter
Olson, author of 73re Litigation Explosion;and Glen Yago, professor of economics,
State University of New
York at Stony Brook.
Charles Morin, senior partner of the Washington law
firm of Dickstein, Shapiro &
Morin, and founder of the
Morin Center for Banking
Law Studies at Boston University Law School, chaired
the session.
Although the other three
panelists suggested that
lawyers and accountants
were victims of "scapegoat
litigation" by federal regulators trying to shift blame for
the S&L crisis, Howard disagreed. 'Ile government
may be a concern, but it's
not the only one," he said.
Excessive private litigation
is the real threat, he emphasized.
Nevertheless, the others
noted, we should be concerned about government
suits seeking billions of dollars in damages from lawyers and auditors who
worked for failed thrifts.
Philip Lacovara said the
surge in litigation was an attempt to shift the burden to
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those perceived to have
deep pockets or who are
covered by liability insurance. He added that prosecutors, judges, and juries
more and more are considering accountants "public
watchdogs" who are supposed to guarantee their clients' behavior. "That had
never been the view by the
accounting profession of its

responsibilities," he noted.
He also advised that joint
and several liability—the legal principle under which
one defendant may be responsible for the full
amount of negligence damages irrespective of degree
of responsibility— should
be eliminated to reduce excessive litigation.
Glen Yago emphasized

THECOALITIONTOELIMINATE
ABUSIVESECURITIESSUITS
A Coalition of a broad -based group of U.S. companies, firms
and organizations is urging Congress to enact the following
reforms to 10b-5 securities litigation. These reforms are designed to focus litigation on the merits of a case so that baseless, harassment suits are eliminated from the system and
the actual victims of securities fraud are compensated.
■ Proportionate Liability. Establish a proportionate liability

rule to target actual wrongdoers. Intentional defrauders
would remain subject to joint and several liability, but defendants who did not stand to gain from the alleged fraud
would be responsible only for their proportionate share
of the plaintiffs' damages.
■ Fee shifting. Require unsuccessful litigants to pay the
prevailing parties' attorneys' fees in order to discourage
plaintiffs' attorneys from bringing unwarranted cases
and give innocent defendants an incentive to fight unjustified claims.
■ Curb Abusive Litigation Practices. Prohibit: (1) attorneys
from paying "bounties" to induce potential plaintiffs to
sue; (2) payments to stockbrokers for referring plaintiffs;

the overall economic impact. "As we move from value creation in the economic
sector to value confiscation
through liability litigation ... the indications are
clear. The prosecutorial environment has diminished
the whole period of entrepreneurial growth that we
experienced in the 1980s.
Net new commercial bank

loans have dropped fairly
dramatically. The high -yield
bond market has drifted totally into the BB category ... capital is shifting to foreign markets and
enterprises..." We must
take a hard look at what's
happening to the U.S. economy with this criminalizadon of business practice, he
emphasized.
■

and (3) law firms' use of their profit- sharing plans as a
means of providing in -house plaintiffs.
■ Clear and Convincing Proof Standard. Establish a "clear
and convincing" standard of proof for allegations of fraud
to discourage suits based on a statement that in retrospect turned out to be inaccurate but that was not intended to mislead.
■ Pleading Reform. Require securities plaintiffs to plead
with specificity the circumstances of the alleged fraud to
enable courts to dismiss unwarranted claims at an early
stage in the litigation.
■ Aiding and Abetting Liability. Clarify that peripheral defendants are not liable as "aiders and abettors" unless they
knowingly intended to assist the fraud for their own direct
monetary advantage. This will eliminate unnecessary litigation and defendants will not be forced to settle cases simply
because they are fearful of unjustified liability.
Absent enactment of meaningful reform measures, the
Coalition opposes any lengthening of the statute of limitations for securities fraud actions, as was proposed in the last
session of Congress.
If you are interested in supporting the efforts of the Coalition, please complete the form below and fax it to Gail
Harrison at The Wexler Group (202) 638 -7045.

NO FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTION IS REQUESTED.
Name of Organization:

Street Address:
City /State /Zip:

I

Contact Person:
Title:
Signature
Phone /Fax:
Yes, my organization would like to participate in the Coalition to Eliminate Abusive Securities Suits.

I,
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TAXES
ISRAELBLUMENFRUCHT,EDITOR

BEWARE OF
NEW PENSION
DISTRIBUTION
RULES j
n July 3, 1992, President Bush signed into law the Unemployment Compensation
Amendments of 1992
which
extended
benefits to the unemployed. To help finance these additional benefits, the final version of the bill
included a tax provision for pension
distributions. While this new provision
does not call for a new tax or increase
an old tax, it does "accelerate" the tax
on lump -sum pension distributions.
Specifically, the new law imposes a
20% withholding requirement on lump sum distributions of pension payouts.
Thus, if a taxpayer leaves his or her
current place of employment and is
given a lump -sum distribution of the
vested amount in the company's pension plan, the trustee of the pension
plan can distribute only 80% of the payout to the employee. The employer
must withhold the remaining 20% for
payment to the IRS.
Taxpayers, however, have two opportunities to avoid the 20% requirement. First, the taxpayer may direct
the pension plan trustee to deposit the
entire lump -sum distribution directly
into an IRA or another qualified plan.
The employer must make sure the
check for the distribution is not made
out to the taxpayer. If it is, the distribution will be subject to the 20% withholding requirement, even if the taxpayer establishes an IRA and deposits
the check in the account immediately.
Second, the taxpayer may leave the
vested pension funds in the former employer's pension plan. If the employee

ID
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decides to withdraw the funds at a future date, the distribution will not be
subject to the 20% withholding requirement as long as the funds are deposited directly into an IRA or another qualified pension plan.
This new provision is a significant
departure from what was allowed previously. Under prior law, the taxpayer
could receive the entire lump -sum distribution and have 60 days (from the
date the distribution was postmarked)
to decide whether or not to deposit the
funds into an IRA or another qualified
pension plan. Now the taxpayer must
make his or her decision before the
trustee writes the check. Thus, Congress has devised a method for collecting additional taxes without raising
taxes.
Note that even if the taxpayer does
not meet one of the exceptions, he or
she will not be required necessarily to
pay tax on the funds distributed. As under prior law, the taxpayer can still deposit the funds within 60 days to an
IRA or another qualified plan and avoid
the tax. The taxpayer, however, will be
required to contribute the 20% withheld by the employer in order to avoid
any tax or penalty. If the taxpayer is
able to satisfy the 60 -day requirement,
then the 20% withheld will be refunded
to the taxpayer when he or she files
their current year's federal income tax
return.
For example, assume Mr. Taxpayer, age 45, quits or is fired from his current position and has $150,000 vested
in his pension plan. If he receives a
lump -sum distribution, the payout will
be only $120,000 because the law requires 20% to be withheld. If Mr. Taxpayer wants to avoid paying any tax on
the distribution, he is required to deposit the entire vested pension amount
($150,000) into an IRA or qualified plan
within 60 days. Thus, he must deposit
$30,000 of his own money which will
be returned to him when he files his
federal income tax return.
Not everyone who is forced to leave
a job may have access to such large
sums of cash. In this case, if Mr. Taxpayer does not have the $30,000 he will
be treated as any other taxpayer who
withdraws funds from a pension plan
prior to age 591/2. That is, he will be
subject to a 10% nondeductible penalty
of $3,000 and the entire $30,000 withheld will be included in his current
year's gross income. Assuming Mr.
Taxpayer is in the 31% tax bracket, he
will be required to pay an additional
$9,300 in tax, for a total tax and penalty
of $12,300 ($3,000 + 9,300).

Parson - Bishop's proven, systematic
programpays off—in faster collections,
better cash flow and Impressive savings.
Results guaranteed. Proven results since
1973. Call our clients in 24 states.
For full information, write or call:
1-800. 543 -MB (Ohio: 513-551-5560).

Parson - Bishop Services, Inc.

7870 Caurargo Road, Cincinnati, OH 45243

Attn: Mktg. Dept, M-A
Parson-Bishop
Services, Inc.
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Mr. Taxpayer could avoid the entire
problem by requesting the pension
plan's trustee to deposit the funds directly into an IRA or another qualified
plan. Another option is to leave the
funds in the current plan until some future date.
Clearly, the unsophisticated taxpayer is more likely to be hurt by this new
provision than any other individual.
The new law does require pension plan
trustees to explain the lump -sum distribution options to employees receiving a distribution. But if someone is in
the process of being laid off or fired
from a job, he or she faces many difficult financial and personal decisions.
It's understandable that a thorough
analysis of the tax consequences of a
pension distribution can be overlooked.
The main purpose of the new
law— scheduled to take effect in
1993 —is to provide extended benefits
to the current long -term unemployed.
Unfortunately it appears that these
benefits will be financed, in part, by the
mistakes made by those who will be
unemployed in the future.
It is interesting to note that some of
the provision's staunchest proponents
were those mutual fund firms and financial institutions that hope to benefit
from a projected $100 billion of potential IRA rollovers for 1993. As the potential adverse effects of this new law
become known, Congress may move
quickly to have it repealed.
■

Israel Blumenfrucht is associate profes-

sor of accounting at Queens College.
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ARNOLD J.CHASSEN,EDITOR

COMMUNICATING
EMPLOYEE
BENEFIT
PLANS
ever before have employers spent so
much for so many
and received so little

appreciation for it.
Studies indicate
that. employees think their employer
spends less than 10 cents for every $1
of actual employer benefit expense. In
reality, employee benefits' costs to
U.S. companies:
• Exceed 37% of payroll expense,
• Include $600 billion for health
care alone,
• Are currently in excess of $1 trillion, and
• Are likely to cost a 100-employee
organization more than $700,000
a year.
It's staggering to think that the
biggest single business expense after payroll cost is 90% undervalued
by its intended beneficiaries. Employees not only underestimate the
cost of their benefits, but they frequently do not understand many
provisions of their benefits. This
confusion leads to employee dissatisfaction and management frustration.
Employee benefits have become
very complicated. For example,
many 401(k) plans offer employees
a bewildering array of investment ab
ternatives for their deferrals. Generally deferrals can be allocated
among several alternatives. Often, a
separate choice is also required for
how an employee wants employer
matching funds invested. Then every year thereafter, employees have
the opportunity to select different investments for "old" money and
"new" money.
Recently, I helped a close relation
20

with her 401(k) plan investment decisions. She was able to choose from
more than 15 equity and guaranteed
interest alternatives. Many of the equity fund choices were redundant —similar funds under different management. In fact, there were two S&P 500
indexed funds! like most employees,
she had never invested in equities and
had little understanding of how they
work. Also, like most employees, she
knew she should take maximum advantage of the plan in order to put tax
advantaged money away for her retirement.
She was presented the plan on a
Thursday and had to make her selections on Friday! She was practically in
tears over this. Luckily ( ?) her employ-

ETHICSCOUNSELING
SERVICE AVAILABLE

TOALLMEMBERS
he toll -free
800
number
of the Ethics
Counseling
Service is
1 -800- 638 -4427
(1- 800 -6ETHICS)
Members also
may write to
the Ethics
Committee at
the IMA office,
10 Paragon Dr.,
Montvale, NJ
07645 -1760.
The envelope
should be
clearly marked
to the attention
of the "Ethics
Committee."
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er does not offer a Section 125 cafeteria plan yet. I say, luckily, because she
would have faced complicated decisions for that plan, too.
I asked to see the prospectuses of
the available funds. She was not given
any. The SEC violation aside, this is
not actually a problem in itself. How
many people understand a prospectus
anyway? She did have a one - paragraph
description for half of the funds, but no
investment results history. The other
funds also stated investment results
for the previous two years, not the past
five years, or even this past year. There
was no explanation of what a mutual
fund is, what stocks or bonds are, and
how they are valued.
She had a lot of choices and a little
understanding. Was she uncomfortable and confused? You bet. I think she
is happy that she has the plan. I know
she is happier that another decision
won't have to be made until next year.
Too little understanding about employee benefits is a problem. Rarely
have I seen benefits explained in language appropriate for the average
American. Ask yourself if you totally
understand your company's benefit
plan descriptions. Yet, as a management accounting professional you
probably are more knowledgeable
than many employees.
Furthermore, how many employees consider the following items
part of their employer paid benefits
package?
• Mandated benefits such as social
security, unemployment compensation, state -run disability insurance, and workmen's compensation programs,
• Paid vacation and holidays, and
• Paid sick leave.
The cost for these programs really adds up, yet many employees take
them for granted. This certainly contributes to the 90% undervaluation
mentioned earlier.
Bob Senay, president of RA Systems, Inc., a benefit communication
consulting firm, says, "If you ask employers to identify their worst investment, they'll tell you it's employee
benefits. Employees don't realize
what they have and how much it
costs."
Benefit plan changes also contribute to the confusion. New government regulations, income tax
changes, mergers and acquisitions,
and benefit expense management
can affect plans. In an attempt to conMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1992

trol medical inflation, plans are introducing new cost containment features
on a regular basis. How many employees really understand:
• Precertification, mandatory second
opinions, and different coverages
for outpatient versus inpatient treatment?
• The differences between indemnity, HMO, and PPO plans?
• Provider networks and what happens when one gets treated outside
the network?
Melissa Cumbest, who manages
benefits for Capitol Network Systems
Inc., reports that most employees have
a mental block with benefits. "They
say, 'tell me where to sign and I'll be
on my way.' As benefits professionals,"
Ms. Cumbest says, "we have a hard
enough time to comprehend all the
changes. Then we have to relay them
to employees on a timely basis in a way
they can understand."
The solution is not to abandon or return to the "one size fits all" plans of yesterday. Rather, companies should evaluate their benefit plans to see if they are
overly complicated. Employees should
be included in the evaluation process.
I also believe the challenge is to increase employee awareness of employee
benefits provisions AND their cost to
employers. When this is accomplished,
employers get what they pay for and employees are more appreciative.
The communication program for
the benefits package is probably the
single most important determinant for
the successful reception of otherwise
well- conceived benefit plans. An effective program considers:
• The timing for benefit communications. Every individual in every
work group should have adequate
time to understand plans and make
good choices.
• Communication media. Most Americans prefer to get their information
from audio-visual instead of written
media. Yet few plan sponsors use
video or narrated slides in their
benefit communications.
• Employee comprehension. Plan descriptions written by attorneys, actuaries, and other specialists can be
incomprehensible to many employees. I suggest that companies tailor
the communications program to
the educational backgrounds of
their employees. Companies also
should consider employees who
speak English as a second lanMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1992

Few employees
realize what benefits
their companies
provide and how
much money these
plans cost.
guage.
■ What is communicated. Not only is
it important for employees to understand what benefits they are receiving but the total cost for the benefits
as well. Include individual employee benefit statements citing employer and employee costs for each
benefit (include FICA, FUTA, SUTA, vacation, holidays, sick leave,
and so on) as well as the total cost
for an employee's benefits. The total cost should be expressed in actual dollars and percentage of paid
compensation.
Companies concerned about the
quality of the communication programs may be interested in contacting
specialists in benefit communications
to work in partnership with their human resources department. The company's human resource staff members
can provide the outside benefit specialists with information about the organization's culture. The specialists, who
are trained in benefit communications,
can design an effective program that
will minimize confusion and maximize
understanding of the plans and appreciation. Furthermore, employees are
generally more receptive to someone
who works outside the firm than someone who may be in a position to hire
or fire.
I also recommend holding annual
benefits meetings in small group (1535 employees) settings. At these meetings, information about every benefit
should be presented using audio-visual media. Employees should be given
the opportunity to ask questions. After
the meetings they should have enough
time to consider any benefit choices
they must make. Trained personnel
should be available to help employees
needing further assistance.
Even well- communicated plans require managements' continued attention. Most larger organizations have a
full -time benefits staff. Smaller firms
may want to hire an expert third party

to answer their employees' general
benefit questions and assist employees with difficult claims. Some organizations will even review employee
claim forms before they are submitted
to carriers to help ensure claims are
not delayed or denied. In large or small
organizations, periodic newsletters
with information on specific benefits
provided by the employer will enhance
employee satisfaction and morale.
You may be thinking that these ideas sound great but who can afford
them given the already high cost of
benefits. Actually, the cost to keep employees informed about their benefits
represents a very small percentage increase in the cost of the total benefits
package. If you consider that it will
turn an employer's worst investment
into a program well perceived by employees, the question becomes, "Can
you afford not to communicate ?" ■
Arnold f Chassen, CEBS, CLU, ChFC,
provides consultation on employee bene-

fits and executive perquisite plans. His
office is in Philadelphia, Pa., and he can
be reached at (215) 877 - 8383.
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HARDWARE. /SOFTWARE REVIEWS

CIAIRF RARTH, EDITOR

ON TIME FOR
WINDOWS

both in Windows 3.1 and in DOS and
for ease of operation Windows with a
mouse takes the prize going away.
The software sells for $129.95 for
the single -user version. It is also available in a network version. For more information, contact Campbell Services
Inc., 21700 Northwestern Highway,
Suite 1070, Southfield, MI 48075; (313)
559 -5955.

ike most people I find it difficult to
keep my appointments straight
and the work ranked in order of
priority. On Time for Windows from
Campbell Services, Inc., is the kind of
calendar program we dreamed about
before the advent of Windows for the
Robert F. Randall
PC. On Time displays three full
Circle No. 36
months on the screen with a colored
box over the current date. By pressing
a toggle switch, you can get either appointments or "things to do" on any
ABRA 2000
date that you move the mouse to.
BRA 2000 is a versatile human
"Things to do" automatically roll over
resource information system
until each is deleted and supposedly
(HRIS). With more than 6,000
accomplished.
An outstanding feature
about the version for Windows is that it remains resident on your screen,
which means you can pop
up the calendar and your
appointments just by moving the mouse and pressing the button. What's
really exciting about this
program is the weekly or
monthly grid with your appointments blocked off.
When you move the
mouse to the square and
press and hold the button
down the appointment
pops up.
Birthdays and anniversaries can easily be added
just once so you won't forget that special day no
matter what year it is. The
program also allows you to
set an alarm to remind you
of an important appointment or meeting.
I tested this program
ABRA 2000 software.
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installations, it is a widely used system
for DOS compatible or Macintosh personal computers. An HRIS automates
and integrates employee records with
computerized payroll systems.
ABRA 2000 is very easy to install
and use, with menu -bar prompts, online help, and pop-up windows that assist in selecting user - defined codes,
employees, or other information. The
DOS system is written in Clipper, the
Macintosh version in Foxbase, allowing users to customize reports.
The main functions of ABRA 2000
are performed in the Main Employee
Screen, which contains basic employee data and information needed to
comply with EEO reporting requirements. From this screen, you can
quickly toggle to and from the Job.
History, Benefit, Dependent, Skills,
Events, Wellness, and OSHA screens.
The current Job screen tracks the
effective date for the last performance
review and the date of the next review,
pay change effective date, and the reason for the pay change. The system
automatically calculates the percentage and dollar amount of last pay increase.
In the History screen, ABRA 2000
maintains an unlimited job /salary history about each employee. The user
can view in detail or in summary each
job an employee has held.
The Dependent screen stores an
unlimited number of dependents per
employee, information helpful for insurance and emergency
notification purposes.
The Benefits screen allows an unlimited number
of benefit plans. Employees may enroll in any number of plans and in whatever benefits they like. The
user may specify eligibility
rules for each plan and add
employees to the plan
automatically as they become eligible by age or
days employed. ABRA
2000 can compute premiums, contributions, and
coverage automatically if
desired and recalculate if
the plan or the employee's
status changes. Adding a
new plan to the benefit table can add it automatically to all eligible employees'
records. These features
help exclude ineligible
participants, which may
reduce the cost of health
care and help with reconMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1992

ciling insurance premium statements.
When a terminated employee selects COBRA coverage, COBRA benefits will be continued automatically
through their desired expiration date,
and non -COBRA benefits will be terminated automatically at their desired
termination date. Removing a plan
from the benefit table will delete it
automatically in all employee records.
The employer can terminate an employee and still track continuing retirement benefits. The COBRA law provides that dependents should be
offered insurance coverage in the
event of the employee's death, divorce,
or legal separation. With ABRA 2000
you also can track dependent COBRA
coverage, independent of the employee's coverage.
The Skills and Education screen
stores information about the employee's skills and educational background.
The Events screen is a versatile way
to track licenses and renewals, certifications, bonuses and awards, test
scores, company credit cards, company cars or other property, professional
memberships, or continuing professional education hours earned.
A Wellness screen allows you to
track emergency phone numbers and
contacts, allergies, up to three wellness programs, blood type, date of last
blood donation, next donation eligibility date, and 70 characters of notes.
The OSHA & Workers Compensation screen stores information needed
to produce two OSHA reports —OSHA
101 and OSHA 200 —and tracks an unlimited number of cases per employee.
ABRA 2000 provides a convenient
place to store, analyze, and report incidents and claims, tracking detailed
specifics about each incident.
ABRA 2000 contains several useful
utilities, including Mass Pay Rate Update and Mass Update of any data
item, which changes a whole group of
employee records, such as changing
the supervisor for a group of employees, or insurance premiums. Four user- defined fields on the main employee
screen and four more user - defined
fields on the employee job and job history screens provide flexibility in customizing the system to the needs of
your company, without losing data integrity or ability to upgrade the software as new versions are released.
The system allows up to five passwords with specific privileges.
The code tables used in many
screens are user defined. Code tables
include benefit plans, dependent
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1992

codes, divisions, departments, locations, EEO classes, EEO job groups,
employment status, ethnic IDs, event
codes, job codes, OSHA injury codes,
salary codes, reason codes, salary
grades, shift codes, skill codes, state
codes, union codes, rating codes,
OSHA injury location, and OSHA body
parts. ABRA 2000 comes with recommended codes the user can modify,
add to, or delete. For smaller, less
structured companies, job codes and
salary grades can be disabled.
ABRA 2000 comes with a report
writer, allowing you to sort, subtotal,
and combine information in the main
personnel database and a user- selected database. The built -in letter writer
allows you to create custom letters to
send to employees. You can merge data from the ABRA 2000 database into
the body of a letter, include tables such
as lists of benefits, and specify which
employees are to receive the letter.
The ABRA 2000 retail price varies
with the number of employees, ranging from $595 for up to 75 employees
to $1,295 for the unlimited employee
version. ABRA 2000 integrates with
ABRATRAK, an applicant tracking system, allowing you to move resume information to employee information for
the newly hired; with ABRAPAY, a payroll processing system; and with many
third -party payroll systems.
An HR1S can help consolidate and
compare salary and benefit information for daily decision making and
long -range planning purposes. It also
may improve control, accuracy, and security of employee information. Finally, a good HRIS will help simplify compliance with the increasingly more
complicated federal and state agencies
such as EEO, OSHA, COBRA, ERISA,
and others.
ABRA Cadabra Software, Inc., a
wholly owned subsidiary of Best Programs, can be reached at 5565 9th
Street North, St. Petersburg, FL
33703; (813) 525 -4400.
Annette West, CMA
President, Raleigh (N.C.) Chapter
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ABCFLOWCHARTER
ses of flowcharts range from
computer program documentation, office procedure guidelines, and training tools to troubleshooting complex procedures and
processes. Many hours can be spent
drawing a flowchart manually, only to

have a step added or altered, requiring
a redraw. It is this frustrating need for
redraws that produces demand for an
easier, less time - consuming way of developing and maintaining a flowchart.
Several software companies have responded with flowcharting software
packages.
ABC Flowcharter is such a package. The hardware and software requirements to run the software are an
IBM or compatible computer, DOS 3.0
or later with Microsoft Windows 2.11
or later, a 5 1/4" or 3 1/2" floppy disk
drive, and a hard disk with at least
1MB of free storage. The software also
requires a VGA, EGA, or Hercules
graphics card compatible with Microsoft Windows, at least 512KB of RAM,
and a Microsoft Windows compatible
mouse.
The use of the Microsoft Windows
environment allows the user to execute virtually all commands easily,
making the package extremely user
friendly. Primary commands are displayed on the screen. Pointing at a
command and clicking the mouse
brings up a secondary menu. The pri-

Selected for their expertise and
knowledge of concepts covered on the
CMA exam, twelve specialists have
written a self - contained review in
four volumes (one for each part of
the exam) of all the information needed to pass the examination. Each
volume consists of text that discusses
the concepts often illustrated by
previous CMA questions with step by -step instructions on how to answer
the questions, and other CMA problems and solutions that relate to the
concepts discussed. Also available are
audio cassettes (over 60 hours of instruction) recorded by a professional
reader.
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mary commands are divided into
broad areas of action, and the secondary commands allow for more detailed
actions. Another point and click will
execute the secondary command selected. For example, to save a chart, a
point and click of the "File" command
will display a secondary menu. The
secondary menu displays various alternatives for saving the chart. The most
difficult part of the point and click environment is learning to control and direct the pointer with a mouse.
Flexibility is key to the success of any
software. ABC Flowcharter has that ingredient. The ease of placing and moving
symbols within the document is impressive. With the point and click environment it's as easy as pointing at the shape,
clicking the mouse to "pick up" the
shape, relocating the pointer to the desired location, and clicking again to
"drop" the shape into position. The lines
associated with the shape are rerouted to
the new location. Rerouting of lines is
very important as previously drawn
charts are edited. What previously required hours to redraw is accomplished
in a matter of seconds.
Many flowcharts are included in
training manuals and used in presentations. These uses require good
graphic capability. ABC Flowcharter
allows the user to select different font
sizes, as well as bold and italic printing
for text. Various line styles, line
widths, and arrow styles are also available. All of these features, combined
with the available background patterns and borders, allow for the production of very impressive graphical
flowcharts. If there is any drawback to
the many graphical options it is that
there are too many to explore.
Of importance equal to the graphic
capability in printing is the ability to
see exactly what a printed copy will
look like. The What- You - See- Is -WhatYou -Get display fulfills this need. It
shows bold, italic, and different fonts
and indicates page breaks.
In most cases, a user can install the
package and produce simple charts in
a matter of minutes. The ease of use almost makes the user's manual an unnecessary piece of equipment. However, in the event that a command is not
easily understood or easily located, the
user's manual, divided into 11 separate
sections, is a helpful and clearly written reference. Each section takes the
user through the process of designing
and producing a different part of the
chart, from drawing shapes and lines
to adding text and editing after the
chart is complete.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1992

ABC Flowcharter may give a good
glimpse of what the future of software
will look like. The impressive user
friendliness and flexibility make this
software package a must for anyone
who produces flowcharts on a regular
basis. ABC Flowcharter is available
from many software retailers and discounters or by contacting Micrografx,
1303 Arapaho Rd., Richardson, TX
75081; (800) 733 -3729. The retail price
of the package is $295.
Mike Long, CMA
St. Mary's Medical Center
Knoxville, Tenn.
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@PROJECT
®Project is a Lotus add -in program for
1 -2 -3 and Symphony versions 2.2 and
later that lets you build and manipulate
schedules directly on your spreadsheet. The program has its own menu
system similar to that of Lotus 1 -2 -3
and is very simple to use.
Its functions are accessible from
READY mode or from Lotus -style menus. @Project computes earliest and
latest start and finish dates, performs
critical path analysis, and calculates
project, task, and resource costs.
Graphic Gantt charts, PERT network
diagrams, and Resource charts provide identification of critical tasks and
status of projects and resources. Flexible reporting allows you to access all
calculated date and cost information
anywhere on the worksheet.
Installation of this program is very
quick. The program requires 640K
RAM and a hard disk. ®Project uses
only 190K RAM; however, if you have
many memory- resident programs
O SRs), you may have trouble. The
®Project manual has a good appendix
on solving memory problems.
There is no installation program.
The DOS copy command is used to
copy the @Project files into the 1 -2 -3
subdirectory. The 1 -2 -3 subdirectory is
the default Lotus directory; therefore,
the ®Project files need to be copied into the appropriate directory with the
Lotus system files.
From this point, attaching the
®Project add -in is the same as attaching any other add -in. The OProject
manual is very good at stepping novice
users through this process.
A sample spreadsheet is given. It is
important to work through this spreadsheet because the program introduces
Lotus compatible functions that are a

function of time. Lotus does not offer
these or similar functions.
After you feel comfortable with the
new functions, you can build a spreadsheet in Lotus for your particular
scheduling problem. This single
spreadsheet acts as a template for the
reporting features of ®Project. You
can prepare Gantt charts and Pert
charts for your project. The time- related functions of ®Project push the outer limits of PC analysis.
The @Project program is an easy4ouse and very powerful tool. Almost any
project or goal can be scheduled with the
program. There seems to be only one restraint; you need to be able to break the
project down into clear, concise, individual tasks, and you need to have an idea
or estimate of completion time for each
individual task. You also need to know
which tasks depend on each other and
which jobs can be started without the
completion of another. These are very
flexible restraints, and the spreadsheets
can be adjusted easily if time constraints
occur.
The only possible drawback to the
program is that small business owners /managers are under incredible time
management constraints themselves and
also are not computer experts. Thus,
they might not take the time to use this
program for simple or routine projects.
The program would be very useful for
the managers who are undertaking a
large project. The ®Project Resources
version sells for $249. For more information, contact Convergics Corporation,
7910 Ivanhoe Ave., Suite 405, La Jolla, CA
92037; (619) 689 -2433.
Anwar Y. Salimi

California Polytechnic University
Pomona, Calif.
Circle No. 39
BUSINESSVALUATIONSOFTWARE
Menu - driven Lotus 1 -2.3 template,
and "stand- alone" provides low, medium
and high values of eight common
valuation methods --41 graphs -51 ratios.
Only $195.00 4,000+ sold. Free info!

BUSINESSPLANNINGSOFTWARE
Eight financial models for business plans,
raising venture capital, leveraged buyouts,
and budget cash flow planning. Used with
Lotus 1 -2.3, Excel, SuperCalc5, etc.
Great value! 12,800+ sold. Free info!

CALL: 1. 800.777 -4920
or

(714) 759 -8987
ILAR Systems, Inc., 334 Baywood Drive
Newport Beach, CA 92660
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TASKFORCEFORQUALITY
IN FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
he Institute of Management Accountants has
created the Task Force
for Quality in Financial
Management. The task force
will address the role of the total
quality philosophy in the managementaccounting and financial management function.
IMA, the world's largest organization of management accountants and financial managers, has brought together a
task force of financial leaders
of major organizations, including winners and finalists for the
Malcolm Baldrige Award.
The task force will advocate
the integration of the total quality philosophy in the management accounting and financial
IMA Task Force listens to presentation by consultant Robert W. Gunn. Clockwise, Lou Vlasho; Keith
management process and deBryant,
Jr.; Donald T. Hughes; Leo Loiselle; and Tom O'Toole.
velop programs to assist and
support managements with the
implementation of total quality
nancial and accounting officer for both a publicly held Forprinciples in this process.
In making the announcement, IMA Chairman Donald W. tune 500 company and a large privately held company. He
is a former president and chairman of IMA. Mr. Vlasho said:
Baker, CMA, who is also vice president and controller of
Southwire Company in Carrollton, Georgia, said: "I believe "the achievement of quality in management will determine
the extent of the country's economic strength."
the item of most significance to this country's competitive
The IMA task force includes members from some of the
capability in the global economy is the adoption of the total
country's most prestigious corporations and universities. In
quality concept by every organization. This is critical to the
addition to Louis Vlasho, Chair, the task force is composed
ultimate economic positioning of the United States in the
of Keith Bryant, Jr., CMA, vice chair of the task force and
world market."
also associate dean of the School of Business at the UniverBaker stressed that quality must be present throughout
sity of Alabama at Birmingham; Donald W. Baker, CMA,
the entire organization in order for quality to be in the final
vice president - controller of Southwire Company and chairproduct or service. Noting that accounting is the language
man of IMA; James Bulloch, CMA, managing director, IMA;
of business, he pointed out that quality in management acR. Leslie Ellis, retired vice president of Armstrong World
counting and financial management is an important compoand former president of IMA; Charles Horngren, the Ednent in the management process.
mund W. Littlefield Professor of Accounting, Stanford Uni"Progress is being made integrating the principles of total
versity, Graduate School of Business; Donald T. Hughes,
quality in the manufacturing operations," added Baker.
CMA, controller, Monsanto Corporate Research; Clark
"These same principles can be applied to the management
Johnson, CMA, vice president finance and chief financial ofaccounting and financial management process itself. As the
ficer, Johnson & Johnson; Kenneth Johnson, corporate vice
management accounting and financial management function
president & controller, Motorola, Inc.; Robert W. Liptak,
touches every part of the organization, it should be the leadCPA, partner and chief financial officer, Faison Associates,
ing facilitator for applying the principles of total quality to
and president of IMA.
Loiselle, CPA, managing partner,
all aspects of the business."
Loiselle and Beatham, CPAs, and president -elect of IMA; JoBaker pledged that IMA will play an important role in enseph Martin, CMA, assistant controller, IBM Corporation;
hancing the quality in management accounting and financial
Thomas M. OToole, CPA, retired partner of Deloitte and
management through efforts of the task force. He said that
management accountants and financial managers are espe- Touche, a former president of IMA, and IMA's representative to the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations (COSO);
cially well positioned to contribute to the quality throughout
any organization, from top management to the factory floor. Oren Shaffer, executive vice president and chief financial officer, Goodyear Tire & Rubber; and Robert Weiss, CPA, seLouis Vlasho, CMA, was appointed chair of the task force.
nior vice president - financial control, Schering- Plough Corp.
Mr. Vlasho, a consultant to business, has served as chief fi26
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Accounting in Russia:

FROMPERESTROIKA
PTOPROFITS
Profitmaking is now considered an organization's main goal.
BYADOLFJ.H. ENTHOVEN
ince the 1920s, accounting in
the former Soviet Union' (now
Commonwealth of Independent
States — CIS — comprising 11 of
the former 15 republics of the USSR)
has not been a well- recognized discipline. Under the centrally planned economic structure of the USSR, accounting consisted of record keeping and
statistical recording essentially.
During this period, the estimated
Soviet gross national product (GNP)
was about 35% of the GNP in the U.S.
For several decades, production grew
at the rate of 7% to 10% annually. The

economic slowdown began in the
1970s because of the country's inability to adapt to technological progress
and to make a breakthrough into the
postindustrial era. Other major problems of the centralized Soviet economy were mismanagement and the
poor infrastructure, which led to enormous waste of the goods and services
produced.
Although the former Soviet economy now is in the process of transition,
it still retains basic features of the centralized, or command, mechanism at
the republic level. Joint ventures, like
other profit - oriented businesses, still
must operate in a highly controversial

environment.
In a market - oriented economy, it is
necessary to measure the results of operations and the efficiency and effectiveness of the activities performed or
to be carried out relevantly and reliably. Such objectives were not apparent in a centrally planned economy
where adherence to output targets set
by the planning agency was the principal guiding force. The efficient use of
scarce resources (e.g., capital) will demand sound income - determination
standards and effective planning, control, and decision - making systems and
related cost - benefit appraisals. Otherwise, investments may not produce the

Joint ventures will play a major role in the economic restructuring and development of the CIS. Pictured here is the Palace Square in Leningrad.
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most economically favorable results in
either individual enterprises or from a
national point of view.

SOVIETACCOUNTING

• Financial record keeping dealing
with assets, liabilities, revenues,
and expenses in financial terms.
• Statistical record keeping for aggregate economic data, including volume of production, cost of production, productivity, productive
capacity, and resources; and
• Operational- technical record keeping, which physically monitors the
movement of materials and products within a plan.

Until very recently,
the main goal of
analysis was control
overfulfillment of
state -fixed plans.

nu-

ollowing the revolution in 1917,
every aspect of accounting in the
former Soviet Union was proclaimed an integral part of national
economic accounting. Accounting was
carried out in factories, and the information was taken from the system of
accounts.
Financial statements of factories
were summarized first by central
branch administrative boards and then
by ministries. Thus, all the information
required to be reported to the upper
levels of the hierarchy was provided by
accounting, which summarized but
did not consolidate balance sheets.
Statistical accounting included all
forms required by the state offices of
statistics. Operational accounting,
which provided financial statistics on
operations, was carried out by the factory for its own rather than external
use. The peculiarity of the administrative command system was and is that
all the subordinates always must
present any information required, so,
in practice, operational accounting was
carried on by accountants who drew
up different reports required by
merous higher administrators.
Centralized management of accounting had as its goal the unification
of every sphere of accounting activity.
Until recent times, the objective was
complete uniformity, even as to the
forms of all the documents. Special albums of forms were issued, and these
forms were the only ones authorized
for use anywhere in the country.
The chart of accounts was unified
first of all through the branches of the
national economy and in the last 30
years has been unified for most of
these branches. This fact has been of
major importance for the organization
of all the economic information in the
country and has implications for the
way Soviet accountants think.
The accounting objectives and functions in the former Soviet Union have
been different from those of the West
because of distinct socioeconomic conditions and objectives.
The Soviet accounting system basically was designed to provide economic /statistical information necessary for
central planning and for controlling
the economy. This prime function has
been of a dual nature: (1) To control
operations to achieve plan targets

through the economic use of resources; and (2) To protect socialist
property. The accounting system,
therefore, has been used as an instrument of national economic management.
The Soviets have been applying a
single accounting system with three
subsystems:
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The main feature or requirement of
Soviet financial accounting is that it
should be realistic. That is, it should be
accurate and objective and based on
actual accounting documents. The accounting system also should be uniform so that all enterprises provide
comparable information to central
planners. Accounting information
should be timely to adjust the production process to meet planned targets.
Finally, the accounting system should
be efficient. The cost of information
should not be excessive.
Comparability is achieved by using
the standard chart of accounts, by
which various pieces of accounting information are accumulated and systematized. The present chart of accounts for business activities was
approved originally in March 1985 by
the USSR ministry of finance and by
the USSR Goscomstat, the state committee for statistics (the statistical office). The chart was revised in 1990
and 1991.
Balance sheets and income statements are drawn up, based on the
chart of accounts. The objective of
these financial reports is to provide in-

formation about the financial position
and performance for a given period.
The financial reports must reflect fully
the results of all economic operations,
as well as the availability of cash, fixed
assets, and inventory.
The organizational structure of an
enterprise can be seen as a functional
departmentalization (the process of allocating work to departments within
the company). Management gets
some instructions and regulations necessary to manage the company. The
chief accountant is instructed to make
the balance sheet and the income
statement, which have to be forwarded
to the ministry of finance of the USSR
(and now of Russia or other republics),
the local authorities, top management,
and the state committee for statistics.
Though in theory they all need different information, in practice they all get
the same balance sheet and income
statement.
The Soviet system may have
worked adequately for the requirements of a tight, centrally planned
economy. However, the advent of perestroika and the simultaneous need for
attracting Western joint venture partners required a reorientation of the
prevailing Soviet accounting, statistical, and operational systems. The various republics intend to have their own
specific guidelines, although presumably following the general established
framework. The former Soviet republics clearly recognize that especially
joint venture operations require bringing the accounting system in line with
international norms and, accordingly,
that accountants need to understand
Western accounting methodology and
practices. To achieve such harmonization, the existing Soviet accounting
system, including its chart of accounts,
had to be, and still needs to be, further
adapted.
What is needed most of all is the development of a sound theoretical base
for Soviet accounting. The Soviet accounting system needs a conceptual
framework that contains fundamental
concepts and assumptions capable of
guiding the setting of standards for financial reporting and managerial decision making. The incorporation of international standards into such a
framework would be warranted; however, domestic standards have to be
seen in the context of the socioeconomic structure and environment.
Russia and other republics intend
to appraise carefully which Western
norms are suitable to their socioeconomic structure and the extent to
MANAGF.MEN7' ACCUUN "l'lN(G /UC 1 U13tK 1992

DOING BUSINESSIN THE FORMER SOVIET UNION
The former Soviet Union is changing,
and the whole foreign business organization is being reshaped. U.S. companies interested in doing businesss in
the CIS will discover that new laws and
regulations have reduced difficulties
for businesses operating under free
market conditions.
For example, foreign trade organizations, directly supervised by the
Ministry of Foreign Trade, no longer
monopolize foreign trade but instead
act as trade agents. In Russia and other
republics, state enterprises deal directly with their foreign partners. The non state sector (private and quasi - private
business entities, including cooperatives, business associations, and joint
ventures) is becoming more active in
international business as the advent of
new business partners encourages entrepreneurial spirit and diversity.
Cultural variety is another business
reality that international managers
need to comprehend. Soviet business
culture and negotiating style have
been dominated by Moscow, but increasingly the unique historical and
cultural traditions, work ethic, and peculiar legal and administrative environments of different parts of the former
Soviet Union are influencing business
style.
U.S. businesses should be aware
that the negotiation- authorization relationship is changing. The endless negotiations typical of past contracts occurred because decision making and
approval were usually parallel step -bystep processes. Negotiations with new
Russian and other republic partners
may be much faster, more informal,
and more successful, but allowance
must be made for the red tape involved
in obtaining authorization from regula-

The taxation climate may appear
horrendous at first glance, but two
things must be kept in mind. Draconian governmental fiscal policies are
largely explained by the budget deficit.
The ministry of finance is still guided
by the old command -style philosophy,
which denies the very idea of laissez faire. However, the financial robbery
of profit- making enterprises, dominant
prior to 1987, no longer exists. The
current taxation climate cannot be regarded as other than temporary as the
transition to a market economy continues, especially when it is probable that
the various republics of the USSR will
be adopting more liberal tax policies.
Second, the practical absence of
competition permits joint ventures and
many other profit - oriented businesses
to realize profit margins enormous by
Western standards. After -tax profits in
the former Soviet republics today are
much higher than in most competitive

which Western standards can be incorporated into their system. Most officials and educators in the former Soviet Union are aware that the existing
rules must be modified and also that
academicians and practitioners need
to be updated and upgraded into Western accounting.
Differences between Soviet and
Western accounting have been the result of both historical traditions and
the distinct Soviet economic system.
The accounting methodology also is
different. For example, assets have a
historical value base. Such concepts as
LIFO and FIFO or accounting for

changing prices (e.g., current value)
are not well known. Land was excluded from the balance sheet because it
belonged to the state. Know-how and
goodwill also were not recognized.
Nonproduction expenses, which in
the West would be expensed as a general overhead, are apportioned to the
cost of production. Accordingly, total
cost includes both direct and indirect
costs. Under international practice,
general overhead costs are treated as
period costs, not as product costs. In
Soviet accounting, the general overhead costs are included in product
costs and are carried forward in the
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tory agencies.
Western negotiators who understand the situation will apply themselves to learning their new partners'
capabilities and the relevant Soviet
procedures. Doing so will give them a
realistic view of the whole process of
making a deal in the republics. Some
tips for negotiating and doing business
in the changing former Soviet Union
are:
• Learn the new environment.
• Know your partner's capabilities.
• Identify decision makers, and evaluate power distances.
• Create confidence.
• Respect Soviet standards for documents.
• Be known.

environments —it is almost impossible
to find a company with foreign participation already in business in the former Soviet Union that would like to
withdraw.
The whole currency situation in
Russia and other republics today is
quite a mess. As of August 1991, three
of the exchange rates were the "touristic" exchange rate, at $1 =1133; the
market exchange rate, at $1- R3O -35;
and the auction rate, at $1=835 -50. As
of December 31, 1991. these rates
were $1 =RI00 -110, and in August 1992,
$1 =R16O. Two trends characterize the
growing monetary crisis in the former
Soviet Union and clearly indicate that
confidence in the ruble will not be restored until the governments undertake measures to reshape the banking
and pricing systems and introduce a
realistic official exchange rate.
First, more domestic transactions,
between both companies and individuals, are carried out in dollars. Second,
various republics (such as Ukraine
since November 1990) will take steps
to protect their domestic market by
adopting their own currencies.
For the ruble, 1992 may be a critical
year. Unless the ruble is stabilized by
the federal government, it faces a mortal threat. Its precarious situation
means that the long debated issue of
convertibility of the Soviet currency
will have to be resolved much sooner
than the government had expected. ■
This is an excerptfrom the Instituteof
Management Accountants' research
project,Doing Business in Russia and
the Other Former Soviet Republics:
Accounting and Joint Venture Issues,
by Adolf J.H. Enthoven, Jaroslav V. Sokolov, and Alexander M. Petrachkov. To
obtain a copy, call Special Orders 1-800638 -4427, press 4.
value of finished products, as well as of
unfinished products. This practice results in overestimation of profits. On
the other hand, according to Soviet accounting principles, rent for production facilities is not included in the production cost but is taken up directly in
the income statement. As a rule, this
approach results in a decrease in the
cost of production and an understatement of inventories.
The balance sheet is the basic reporting form that predetermines the
chart of accounts and at the same time
has as its basis the accounts of the general ledger. Accounts comprise syn29

thetic (main) and analytic
of accounting information to
shareholders and creditors.
(supporting) accounts. During the entire Soviet period,
Because there are no shareholders in the Soviet Union
the balance sheet has been
(as yet) and nearly every
defined as the instrument
fcreditor is a state enterthat shows the assets of an
prise, only designated state
enterprise, along with the
agencies are entitled to aufunding sources for those
dit accounting statements.
assets, at a definite moment
There is, however, a system
in time.
of complex "parallel conCalculation is the computrol" over the economic actation of cost per unit of fintivity of enterprises. The
ished products or services
state subsidizes the organirendered. Pricing in Soviet
zations exercising this conaccounting has been deter" 0
%4 . -.
,WIr
trol.
mined not by supply and de- Major economic reforms are expected to transform Soviet society
The idea of shifting the
mand but by adding a
inspection function away
charge (margin) on cost
from a central institution is
(grossing up on cost). CalAuditing, as the term is understood
emerging, along with the establishculation receives much attention bement of departmental auditing boards
in the West,. has never existed in Ruscause price and profit are directly prosia
or
the
USSR.
Throughout
the
hisand
the penetration of the term "audit"
portional to planned cost, while net
into financial and bank controls.
tory of Russia, the pervasive power of
revenue and, therefore, bonuses are
the state and the absence of private
inversely proportional to the difference between planned and actual cost. ownership (or the very strict limits on
AFOREIGN CONCEPT
it) have made the emergence of an auThe purpose of the Soviet financial
diting profession impossible.
he term "management accountreporting system is to furnish governing" is foreign to the Russian acThe notion of an independent conment control agencies with concise incounting tradition, evoking inadtroller was alien to the consciousness
formation. The system uses accountof people living in the eastern Europe- equate associations in the minds of
ing indicators such as direct labor to
an plains and northern Asia. They do
Soviet administrators and accountants.
reflect business activities of enterIn the Soviet Union, cost accounting
understand that their performance
prises and organizations during a parand prime -cost calculation never have
must be monitored, but they believe
ticular period. Reporting indicators are
been treated as an independent branch
that the evaluator should report what
shown similarly on a number of reportof accounting but only as an integral
he is told, rather than what he thinks
ing forms, and the same item can be
part of unitary accounting. Cost acor has discovered about an organizatraced through two or more forms.
counting is nothing more than an antion's activities. Nor do government ofOne of the tasks of an accountant is to
alytical expansion of the main producficials have any use for independent
verify that such indicators are the
tlbn account.
auditors. They regard all subordinate
same on all forms.
Internal operational management
enterprises as being under their full
Reporting is necessary only for exsystems are a conglomerate of very difcontrol and would not want an outsider
ternal purposes —for the administraferent methods independent of each
to investigate their operations. The intive agencies that make management
other. Therefore, it is difficult to speak
dependent auditor is a stranger who
decisions for the enterprises. Reports
yet about "management accounting,"
meddles in other people's affairs. Acare submitted to superior organizaalthough cost accounting and cost
cording to Lenin's views, accounting
tions, financial and banking instituanalysis are practiced extensively,
and control were not private affairs but
tions, and agencies of the State Commostly by administrators.
matters
of
national
concern.
mittee on Statistics (SCS), each of
However, aspects such as accountBecause Russia is a country of adwhich focuses on different aspects of
ing for flows of values within an entity,
ministrative rather than civil law,
the reports.
cost formation and calculation, intrawhere vertical ties have always domiSuperior organizations analyze the
firm payments, and unit efficiency
nated over horizontal ones, the conreports to obtain information for plananalysis do exist. Such functions are
cepts of "control" and "controller" are
ning, to evaluate performance, to aid in
performed by the administrative staff,
used instead of "audit" and "auditor."
management decision making, and to
not by accountants, who are engaged
Also the term "revision" (inspection) is
assure the continued protection of assolely in financial accounting. The
used widely. Inspection usually is unsets. Financial institutions determine
training of specialists in the above the sums due for payment according to derstood as documentary verification,
mentioned administrative aspects of
and an inspector (revisor) is an acthe budget, calculate whether financial
accounting falls into three subject -matcountant who performs the inspection.
subsidies are required, and find out
Auditing has a different meaning in
what financial reserves are available
ter areas:
the Soviet Union than in the West. The
for the use of enterprises. Banks verify
• Operational accounting,
concept of auditing was contrary to the
the security of loans and the proper
• Cost accounting and cost calculatraditional ideas about control. There
use of the wage fund. SCS agencies
are no auditors in the Western meantion,
summarize the reports to provide gen• Analysis of economic (business) acing of that term. Auditors in the West
eral information about the national
work as independent associations of
tivities.
economy, either in its sectoral or in its
experts who guarantee the reliability
regional aspects.
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Operational Accounting has no conceptual accounting basis, but certain
features can be identified.

1. Data are provided rapidly. This feature has given its name to this type
of information processing because
in Russian the word meaning "operational" derives from the same root
as the word meaning "fast." The
speed with which data are provided
is considered the principal merit of
operational accounting. This feature also distinguishes operational
accounting from financial accounting and its strict recording procedures.
2. The objectivity of information is not
maintained as strictly in operational
accounting as it is in financial accounting. Usually, operational accounting requires no documented
evidence, and data may be transmitted verbally.
Approximations can be used for operational accounting data. Rapid estimates often are more important
than accurately calculated numbers; that is, speed prevails over accuracy.
4. Operational accounting very characteristically uses ratios, whereas financial accounting deals only with
numbers in rubles. Different ratios
help in organizing and consolidating substantial data flows for managerial purposes.
5. Operational accounting information
often deals with events and numbers that are possible rather than
certain.
6. In operational accounting, data are
recorded and reported selectively,
based on their relevance to managerial decision making.
Financial accounting, however,
records all data about operations of a
company.
Operational accounting is very specialized, according to its application. It
exists in various forms —such as technical operational accounting, manufacturing operational accounting, and
selling operational accounting —according to the industry or activity and
therefore often merges with the planning and control of operations of a
technical and administrative nature.
By means of operational accounting, management achieves control
over: (1) execution of contracts, (2)
the meeting of plan goals, (3) internal
reporting, (4) special purpose reporting, and (5) projections.
Cost accounting and cost calculation
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form the second component of Soviet
"managerial" accounting. Costs are expenditures of material, labor, and financial resources for the production of
goods or services. This formula was
transformed, however, by Marx's theory that both costs and prices in the
end are determined by labor expenditures. Marxist views have influenced
Soviet accounting theory a great deal.
According to his theory, all finished
products are expenditures of past labor (materials and depreciation) and
current labor (wages and profit). Such
an approach to cost has dramatic practical implications. That is, accounting
for expenditures is considered a tool
for calculating costs of every specific
item (whether a product, a semifinished product, a process, or a service).
Analysis of business activities is the
third component of Soviet managerial
accounting. It is more an extension of
operational accounting, as referred to
previously, than it is financial analysis.
Until very recently, the main goal of
analysis was (and for many Russian et al.
enterprises still is) control over fulfillment of state -fixed plans. Currently, analysis of profitability is more important,
and a future field of analysis is solvency
and liquidity of enterprises. However,
cases of bankruptcy already exist. In the
old command economy, bankruptcy was
conceptually impossible.
In Soviet accounting for enterprises, the variance analysis is the
main aspect of control over profitability. Two measures of profitability are
used— returns on sales (used by enterprises) and returns on assets (used by
academic analysis).
Costs are analyzed in order to re-

duce them. When they rise, as is usually the case, management's goal is to
prove to planning agencies that the increases were justified because of the
growth of input costs and the better
quality of finished goods.

FUTUREGOALS
rior to 1917, Russian accounting
was in line with Western accounting, but in 1918 radical changes
took place in the accounting system and
its theoretical concepts. During the period of communist power, accounting was
merely seen as an instrument to serve
national economic planning. As a result,
a sense of stagnation or even relative decline occurred in the body of knowledge
of accounting and auditing. Today, however, Russia and the other CIS republics
are making major efforts to bring their
accounting system in line with international standards and practices.
I hope that accountants and educators in the West will actively assist our
CIS accounting colleagues in enhancing their accounting methodology and
practices. Accounting education reform has a long way to go. In the future, such reform might cover several
aspects. For example, teaching methods would be reformed. More emphasis would be placed on class discussion about case studies than on
lectures and more on encouraging students' enthusiasm than on passive acquisition of information. Educators also would put greater emphasis on
developing the ability to analyze and
solve practical and theoretical problems and cases independently.
Intense international assistance will
be needed by practitioners and educators (e.g., students) in the former Soviet Union and east European countries (especially from multilateral
agencies such as the World Bank, International Monetary Fund, European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development) and bilateral agencies and institutions, including the IMA. Our cooperative efforts will be rewarding for
everyone.
■
Adolf J. H. Enthoven is professor of accounting and director, Center for International Accounting Development at

the University of Texas at Dallas. He is
a member of IMA's Dallas Chapter.

Adolf J. H. Enthoven

'Throughout this article, we are referring to "Soviet
accounting," as the accounting system prevailing in
the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS),
which republics use as the basic formats of the Soviet system of accounts,
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New Product
Development
JIT can help put products in customers' hands faster.
BY DAVID HALL, CMA, CPA,
ANDJERRYJACKSON
1991 -92 Lybrand Silver Medal
Winner
Suppose you want to purchase a Motorola pager. All Motorola pagers are built
to orderfor customers. None is built and

held in stock waiting for a customer to
order it. Your custom order is transmitted to a factory in southern Florida by
computer. The finished product can be
ready within two hours. The typical order has a total cycle time,
from the time the customer
places the order until the pager is in the customer's hands,
of four days.
n today's society, time
has become a precious
commodity. As consumers we frequently
want instant gratification,
and that desire can be applied to purchases of goods
or services.
When traveling, we
choose the quickest means,
such as highways, expressways, or airlines. In recent
years, we have seen dramat
is increases in the use of microwave ovens and fast -food
restaurants. When we shop
for food we use convenience
stores and "express" checkout lanes in supermarkets.
In health care, we find onehour eyewear stores in
shopping malls and hospital- sponsored minor emergency facilities. Other examples are "quick lube"
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centers for our automobiles and onehour photo processing shops. Although most of these time savers
come at premium prices, the popularity of these examples suggests that we
are willing to pay these prices.
Beyond instant gratification, consumers also want innovative products.
This is reflected by the popularity of
the compact disc, the VCR, and the
minivan. As we shall see, innovative
products are inherently connected
with time.
In responding to these consumer

demands, companies can time differentiate their goods or services. Traditionally, firms will differentiate products
along either a quality or price dimension. Now, time may be a third dimension in which to differentiate, and, as
with quality, this type of differentiation
will allow companies to command a
greater price for their goods or services.
Time applies not only to marketing
a product, but also to producing it as
well. The steps taken to decrease the
time used by a product as it moves
through the value chain are
steps that also increase efficiency and lower costs. Finally, reducing the time it
takes to introduce new products will decrease the need
to forecast and lowers its associated risks.

JIT'S EVOLUTION

Customized Motorola pagers can be put in the customer's hands,
such as this body - builder, within four days.

tme -based competition is not a resurrection of Frederick Taylor's industrial engineering
but is an evolution of just -intime (JIT) production techniques from manufacturing
systems to the entire value
chain. This includes every
stage from the procurement
of supplies and raw materials to the distribution and
sale of the final product to
the consumer.
A hallmark of JIT is small
batch production. Supplies
and raw materials are ordered frequently and received in small lots. Thus,
setup times are necessarily
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NEW PRODUCTS
he parameters used to define
the JIT manufacturing model
also can be used to describe
time -based strategies. These JIT techniques are expanded to encompass the
product's entire value chain (see examples in Table 1).'
The small batch sizes used in the
JIT production environment can be applied to the transfer of information in
new product development. An example is the transfer of information from
the development engineers to the process engineers to the manufacturing
department. When each department is
allowed to complete 100% of its task before passing on the design (i.e., the information) to the next stage (the "classical" method), each department must
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1992

engineering

produce a perfect product, acceptable
to the downstream departments, for
the system to work properly. This is
highly unlikely, as the upstream departments probably will require considerable feedback from downstream
departments on design specifications.
But this feedback will be difficult to
achieve unless the downstream departments have the product (i.e., the
design or information) first. Thus, the
classical "catch -22." Transfer of information in small batches will speed this
feedback and improvement, although
the information is imperfect.
It is typical for the physical layout of
an organization to be by function. For
example, accounting is in one location,
engineering and design in another location, and manufacturing in yet a
third location. Such physical distance
discourages information flow between
departments, and this can be especially disadvantageous in new product development. The "JIT" model encourages manufacturing layout not by
function but by product. Expanding on
this concept, everyone who works on
a new product development project
would be at the same physical location
or as close as possible. For instance,
the design engineers, the process engineers, and the manufacturing personnel could be assigned to the same
room when working on the same project.
A byproduct of proximity of the
product team is improved coordination
of information flow between the functions. This is also known as simultaor parallel processing. If information is transferred in
small batches —aided by physical
proximity and product layout —the development takes on the look of parallel
processing because of the resulting
neous

short. These small batches allow flexibility in manufacturing and keep inventories at low levels. This process also requires high - quality supplies and
raw materials along with high production quality. Fortunately, small batches
allow quality problems to be caught
very quickly. Quality problems cannot
be hidden inside small inventories.
JIT production methods usually rely on the process layout being derived
from the product being produced. This
is in contrast to the "classical" plant in
which production layout is by function.
This product layout reduces the
amount of movement of a particular
product as it moves through the production cycle, thereby reducing non value added time. Because of the product- oriented layout, production
activities can be better coordinated
due to the proximity of the processes.
Another hallmark of JIT is localized
control of the production process. Instead of centralized process control
(frequently consisting of expensive
material requirements planning systems), the workers performing the
tasks are largely responsible for the
movement of the products through the
production process. Localized control
requires a high level of employee involvement and participation.
Probably when most of us think of
JIT we think of close supplier relations. This includes deliveries of raw
materials and supplies in small lots and
receipt of these deliveries just as they
are needed. This high supplier involvement may be the most environmentally influenced parameter and is aided
by close physical proximity of suppliers and purchasers and joint ownership of the two entities.

Parameters
Batch Size

Batch Manufacturing
Large Batches

overlapping of activities. This overlap
can reduce greatly the time to complete a project.
The localized control used in JIT in
a manufacturing environment can be
carried over to new product development where the project team is responsible for management of the project activities. This type of management was
used in Lockheed's "skunkworks,"
which developed many of its high performance military jet aircraft. This locaked management speeds decision
making and increases employee involvement and commitment.
Finally, just as in a manufacturing
environment, high supplier involvement will improve the performance of
new product development. Suppliers
are yet another link in the chain of
product development, along with the
engineering and manufacturing activities. If suppliers are left out of the design of new products, the firm developing the new product might find out too
late that suppliers cannot fulfill the
specifications of the product. Constant
communication and information exchange is required between the new
product development team and suppliers to minimize this possibility.

SO, WHAT'S THE BIG HURRY?
1983 research study on a high growth industry by the McKinsey and Company consulting
firm indicated that delays in getting
new products to market can be very
costly. According to this study, a sixmonth delay in shipping a new product
results in about a 33% reduction in profit when compared to a product being
introduced on time. If the product was
introduced on time, but at a 9% increase in production costs, the profit

JIT Manufacturing
Small Batches

Product Development

Information Processed & Transfers
in Small Batches
Layouts
Functional
Process
Grouped by Project
Team
Process Flow Sequential Activities Coordinated
Overlapping Activities,
Activities
Parallel Processing
Management Centralized
Localized
Management by
Project Team
Supply
Low Cooperation
High Cooperation High Cooperation
Relations
in Design
Lead Times
Long
Short
Short
Source: Joseph Blackburn, Time -Based Competition, Richard D_ Irwin,

BLE 2/TIME -BASED COMPETITION
Firm
Honeywell Bldg. Products
Navistar
Hewlett- Packard
Northern Telecom
Motorola
Brunswick
3M

Product
Thermostat
Trucks
Printers
Switches
Pagers
Marine Motors
Microfilm Readers

would be reduced only 20 %. Furthermore, even if the new product incurred
a 50% development cost overrun, the
lost profit would only be about 3 %. A
Hewlett- Packard study supported
these findings and reported that being
six months late on a project is worse
than being 50% over budget on costs.
A 1987 study on the automobile industry takes the case of a (generic)
$10,000 automobile. For each day of
delay in introducing such a product to
the market, the company will lose
about $1 million in profits!2 Although
timely introduction of new products
would intuitively seem more critical in
rapidly evolving industries such as
electronics, this study indicates that
the time it takes to introduce a product
is also important in such slower
growth industries as automobile manufacturing.
Beyond the JIT production methodology described above, many companies seem to have an entirely different
mind -set toward new product development. Too often they attempt to use
their scientific and engineering prowess to come up with a "home run."
They try togo forthe fence and, in doing
so,often swing wildly and strike out.
Ford Motor Company, for example,
dramatically improved its fortunes in
the past decade by introducing a succession of innovative, aerodynamic inspired products: the Thunderbird in
the early 1980s, along with the Tempo
and the highly successful Taurus in
the mid- 1980s. Honda, however, introduced a new generation of the Accord
about the same time the Taurus was introduced. Since then, another generation of the Accord has been introduced. Meanwhile, Ford plans to
introduce a second generation of the
Taurus around 1995, but by then Honda already will have introduced yet another generation of the Accord.
Are the cumulative singles of Honda out - scoring Ford's 1985 home run?
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Results
4 years to 1 year
5 years to 2.5 years
4.5 years to 22 months
20% -50%
3 years to 1.5 years
25 % -30
3 years to 2.5 yearl

Does Ford have to hit another home
run in 1995, at least, to catch up with
Honda? Maybe the decline of many
firms in world markets is not due to a
lack of science and engineering but to
an absence of production skills and
achievement of incremental improvements (hitting the singles).
Before the introduction of the compact disk and player, there was much
disagreement over technical specifications of the to-be- marketed product
among manufacturers. The arguments
centered on disk size, single- or double -sided medium, and the pick -up
mechanism. Sony decided to introduce a succession of compact disk
players, using what it thought to be the
appropriate design specifications. It introduced both high- and low- priced
players and subsequently found that
the market demanded lower -priced
players. Sony responded rapidly by introducing additional low -priced models. In doing so, Sony forced its own
design specification as the industry

standard.,"
Bennetton's, an Italian clothing
manufacturer, found success in the
trendiest market of all: clothing for
teen -aged girls. By keeping a supply of
basic white cloth, ready to be dyed,
and by faxing sketches for new designs to its factories in the Far East,
the firm has been able to respond
quickly to new trends.4
Table 2 lists some well -known domestic companies that are using time based principles to speed new product
development. Though heavily weighted toward the electronics firms, this
Est also includes trucks (Navistar,
which has reduced development time
by 50 %) and marine motors (Brunswick, reducing time by 25% -30%).

PRODUCTS PRONTO
he primary goal of some companies is to get the product or service to the customer as soon as
possible. Many companies are aware
of this strategy and are experiencing
remarkable results by increasing responsiveness, as is illustrated in Table
2. Each company has used its response
advantage to grow at least three times
faster than the competition and to support profits that are twice the industry
average.
Two examples of such responsiveness are Wal -Mart and Atlas Door. Responsiveness has been a key element
to Wal -Mart's success. The company
has responded to consumer desires
for greater selection by making shipments to each of its stores at leastdaily. The merchandiser also allows supPhoto courtesy Ford Motor

Ford's Taurus has brought the company huge success so far, but can it continue without
quicker design changes?
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pliers access to its information network, thus speeding orders of inventory.
Atlas Door is a leading supplier of
industrial overhead doors. The doors
are simple, but the variations in length
and width are endless. The industry
average waiting period for these types
of doors is several months if the door
is not in stock. Atlas Door has compressed the time to process the order
down to 3-4 weeks, or one third the industry average. Customers are rewarding Atlas by buying more doors
from them, often at 20% premiums.
This responsiveness has led to growth
of three times the industry average
and profits that are five times the average.'
As can be seen, time -based strategies enable these companies to obtain
very profitable positions. According to
George Stalk and Thomas Hout,
"when a time -based competitor can
open up a response advantage with
turn around times three to four times
that of its competition, it will almost always grow three times faster than the
average and be twice as profitable as
the average for all competitors."

Innovative products like the Motorola pager are inherently connected with time.

achieve this goal.

o compete against time, a company must follow certain procedures to be successful. Author
Tom Peters in his article, Time -Obsessed Competition, lists the steps companies should follow to ensure future
profitability
■ Link Communication Between All

Parties. All information must be
available to everyone in the value
chain, including employees, vendors, and subcontractors. This
open communication will allow all
parties to act quickly and resolve
problems easily.

■ Flatten the Organizational Structure. "You can't survive, let alone

• Make Time the Principal Basis for
Measurement. Management must

realize that time is more important
than profits, costs, or service. Customers are willing to pay higher
prices for items that are available
now, so time should be the number
one priority. Many people also feel
if time is the main focus, profitability will follow.

• Give Front -Line People Authority.

The company must give employees
the managerial background and
training, so that real -time decisions
can be made effectively. After the
proper training has been given, the

employees must be trusted and encouraged to make these day - today
decisions. This process will save
costly hours that would otherwise
have been spent waiting for management approval.
■ Decentralize. Decentralization and
empowering the people "in the
trenches" is a key to achieving time based success. Each organization
must make sure the latest information is not given only to the chief information officer. In a world where
information is power, decentralization can aid in communicating new
information to all employees.
■ Trost New Partners.If the goal of

previously

TEN STEPS FOR SUCCESS

thrive, in a time - competitive world
with a six- to eight -layer organization structure." There is no time to
call committee meetings with management or to circulate memos
among departments. The time based organization should be flat so
that the existing barriers are eliminated.

■ Redesign the Business Process to Reduce Delays. This redesign is ac-

complished by reducing the cycle
time. Slashing production batch sizes and revamping quality and service procedures also wi ll help
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1992
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two companies involved
in a joint venture is to reduce cycle time of a product from 10 weeks to 5
weeks, there is no time to
become angry with each
1ther. Do not worry
lbout the other company
ending out your company's secrets. If the two
companies concentrate
together on a faster cycle
time, both will come out
as winners.
■ No fob Descriptions. Employees should not perform their jobs with
blinders on, They must
be allowed to go anywhere and talk with anybody to get the needed
information. When
something goes wrong,
the employee should be
ready to cross over
boundaries if necessary
to keep the process running efficiently.

put time, a manager is able
to reduce the overhead applied to his cost center. Note
that this is a use of cost information for control purposes, not product costing.

A NEW PARADIGM?

ime -based competition is catching on.
Research is being
conducted, books and articles are being written, and
companies are using the
ideas. Though it seems as if
the service industry is largely ignored in the literature
of management, marketing,
accounting, and operations
research, this industry has
been the trail blazer in time based competition. Notice
the examples given earlier:
fast food, medical care,
transportation, and auto reAward - winning authors Jerry Jackson Q.) and David Hall.
_
pair. These are the types of
firms that, at least so far,
have made the most of time -based difdefined as the total units produced di• Let Employees See the Entire Picture.
vided by the processing time. Producferentiation.
■
Employees need to feel important
tive processing time is defined as the
to the organization. This need can
processing time divided by the total
be met by showing how each task
David Hall, CMA, CPA, is a planning
time. Finally, yield is the good units
fits into the production process. A
analyst
with Transok, Inc., a natural
produced
divided
by
the
total
units
good example is illustrated by Disgas
transportation
and marketing firm
produced.
Table
3
shows
how
this
can
ney. The firm enrolls employees,
located in Tulsa, Okla. Mr. Hall is a
be expressed mathematically.
even temporary employees, in
memberofIMA's Tulsa Chapter, and he
Factors that influence productive
classes on culture and gives them a
may be reached at (918) 583 -1121.
capacity are plant layout, equipment efvision of Disney's overall goals.
Jerry Jackson is supervisor of Royalty
ficiency, and labor efficiency. ProducBusiness organizations must acOwner Relations, Amoco Production
tive processing time is influenced by
complish this same task so that emCompany, in Tulsa. He may be reached
set -up time, queue time, and moveployees are motivated to perform.
• Time -Based Attitude Is a Way of Life.
ment time. Yield is influenced by qual- at (918) 581 -4130.
ity of labor and materials, and design
Being a time -based competitor
features. All of these factors can be
means questioning every previousThe authors wish to thank Dr. John Harmanaged and correspond with the
ly accepted time delay. All employris, professor of accounting at the Unicommon
argument
of
managing
activees must be looking for faster, more
versity of Tulsa, for his comments and
ities, not the measurements of the acefficient ways of performing tasks.
suggestions in writing this article.
tivities.
Management must indicate to emBreakeven time (BET) is the time
ployees that this time basis of meawhen the cumulative present value of
surement is not for just one day or
'Joseph Blackburn, Time -Based Competition, Richthe cash inflows of a project equals the
one year but is an ongoing process.
ard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill„ 1991, pp. 121-163.
cumulative present value of the total
'Ibid., pp. 200201, 123125.
'Thomas Hout and George Stalk, Competing Against
cash outflows. It is basically the tradiMEASURES OF SUCCESS
Time,The Free Press, New York. 1990, p. 135138.
tional payback period formula with the 'See
reference 1, pp. 126, 247 -248.
time value of money concept applied.
ortunately, there have been ad°See reference 1, p. 157, 78.80, 3.
Hewlett- Packard uses this mea"Tom Peters, 'Time-Obsessed Competition," Manvances in the measurement of
agement Review, September 1990, pp. 16.20.
sure: It has set a managerial perfortime -based strategies along with
' Carol Cheatham, "Focus on Industry,"Journal ofAcmance
goal
of
a
50%
reduction
in
the
the strategies themselves. Three such
countancy, March 1990, pp. 89-91.
BET of a new product compared with
measures are throughput time, breathe BET of a comparable past prodkeven time, and allocation bases.
Throughput time is defined as the
uct'
In an attempt to speed the manufacnumber of goods produced per time
Is this article of interest
Yes
No
to you? If so, circle
56
57
ture of products, some companies are
period. Throughput time can be broappropriate number on
ken down into its components: produc- experimenting with using throughput
Reader Service Card.
time as an allocation base for appropritive capacity, productive processing
ating overhead. By reducing throughtime, and yield. Productive capacity is
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3M REVISITED:
1
EVOLVINGFORTHE 90S
0

Flexibility, quality, timely service, and cost managment leadership
are mandatory.
BY DAVID A. KUNZ, CMA
n February 1986, MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGO published a cover

story titled "Tire Magic
of 3M: Management Accounting Excellence. It
contained an accurate portrayal of the contribution,
importance, and position of
the accounting function
within 3M. Much has
changed in the company
since the article was published, but excellence and
the quest for uncompromising quality continue to be
hallmarks of 3M culture and
tradition. More important,
however, they are considered the starting point, the
basis, and the means to
competitive advantage, not
the objective. As a result,
the questioning, challenging, and reshaping of traditional functions have continued to be part of 3M culture.
They are considered both
prerogatives and expectations. How, then, is 3M
changing its controllers'
function for the 1990s?

3M Europe Controllers Management Committee: L. -r., Klaus Weidekamp, Germany; Pedro Gutierrez,
Spain; Guido Beckers, Belgium; Giorgio Gambetti, Italy; Dave Kunz, Brussels; Marc Biron, France: and
Mike Walsh, United Kingdom.

SELF-ANALYSIS
our years ago the corporate controller chartered a task
force to study the impact of a just -in -time environment
on the controllers' function and to recommend changes
to traditional 3M accounting operations. Although the task
force title included "just -in -time," the group's mission focused on understanding how the controllers' staff could improve its effectiveness in an age of just-in-time, continuous
improvement, optimized operations, activity-based costing,
life -cycle accounting, and total cost management. The committee discovered early that terminology varied slightly between companies and management consultants, but the ultimate objective was the same: to strive for competitive
leadership through efficiency and cost avoidance.
The controllers' task force found many examples of traMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/OCTOBER 1992

ditional 3M operational and accounting procedures and
methods appropriate for the future, ahead of many companies, and validated by the "new" thinking. Many of these advantages were mentioned in the 1986 article: routine analysis of product profitability, multiple cost allocation schemes
based on activities (not just labor hours), nonfinancial performance indices highlighted in manufacturing, and direct
responsibility accounting to the lowest organizational levels.
Quality is emphasized throughout the company, and objectives designed to reduce production cycle times are in place.
The company has devoted considerable effort in recent
years to evaluating and streamlining its logistics function
and is striving to compress its research and development
timetables. All of these areas have given and most likely will
continue to give 3M competitive advantage. Nevertheless,
the task force also found considerable opportunity for improving the controllers' operations throughout the offices of
the company and its subsidiaries.
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CORPORATE EVOLUTION OF THE 19805
he evolutionary change in the controllers' function actually began in the 1970s. During that decade, 3M's
"cost accounting" was renamed "controllers" for better
recognition of financial responsibilities extending beyond
product costing. "Noncost accounting" responsibilities included financial forecasting and budgeting, capital investment financial justification, product and operating unit income statement analysis and communication, financial
counsel to business development units and action teams,
and involvement in acquisition and divestiture activities. The
traditional primary focus and emphasis on production reporting, variance analysis, and factory costs were beginning
to diminish. The full scope of this change and the transition
from cost accountants to managerial accountants that accompanied it were realized during the 1980s.
3M underwent many transformations during that decade.
It was organized into four "sectors," which were reduced to
three in 1991. The company established a formal strategic
planning process. It re- emphasized the importance of a global perspective and established an objective of international
sales being a minimum of 50% of worldwide sales by 1992.
It even initiated a "universal" perspective by conducting scientific experiments in space on shuttle missions.
Also, activities were begun to aggressively increase support of 3M's research and development and sales through
federal government contracts. Five -year manufacturing objectives were established to reduce the costs of labor, cost
of quality, and production cycle times. Subsequently, in
1990, new objectives were established to reduce the absolute costs of products by a minimum of 10% in five years, to
reduce energy consumption and production waste, and to reduce cycle times further.
Other changes also affected the controllers' operations.
The company supplemented its St. Paul headquarters with
another business center in Austin, Texas. Virtually all functions were affected by the infusion of personal computers.
3M reinforced the importance of its people by highlighting
corporate human resource principles and by revamping its
appraisal and development process. Through it all, the company continued its emphasis on innovation, high quality, and
competitive leadership in its market segments.
BECOMING (MORE) GLOBAL
raditionally, 3M was organized primarily along product
lines in the United States and along market or subsidiary lines for international operations. This structure
was matched appropriately by the financial reporting and organizational structure of 3M financial functions. Now the
U.S. financial functions have been centralized in St. Paul and
Austin, while international subsidiaries have their own financial organization. Area headquarters with financial staffs also
have been established in Brussels, Belgium, and in Singapore. St. Paul, Austin, Brussels, Singapore, and subsidiary
financial staffs are mutually supportive. The U.S. controllers
have been the product financial leaders, and the international controllers have been the market /area financial leaders.
3M has a handful of overseas subsidiaries that celebrated
their 40th anniversaries during 1991. This long history of international involvement has made it easier for 3M to spread
the concept of global thinking than it has been for companies that have started overseas operations more recently.
Although more than one -third of corporate sales came
from international during the 1970s, the involvement of U.S.
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(product) controllers' personnel in international activities
was limited primarily to the determination of intercompany
prices —the selling prices for goods being sold to 3M's international companies. The international controller's staff
took care of requirements in the international portion of the
business. The global emphasis of the 1980s expanded the
U.S. controllers' role considerably. Additionally, the European objective of economic unity by the end of 1992 has challenged local subsidiary personnel to expand their thinking
beyond the borders of their countries. It also is challenging
and redefining the traditional role of the local organizational
structure. All these changes affect the entire financial organization.
Today the management of 3M operating units expect
their controllers to provide global financial information for
their businesses. At a minimum, U.S. controllers are expected to report on global results, not just U.S. results, each
month. They are expected to work with the international
controller's staff and be the focal point in evaluating investment alternatives on a global basis for their assigned businesses and products, whether for expansion of existing facilities or for the acquisition of new businesses. The latter
has expanded the roles of other corporate financial functions
by involving them in global acquisition analysis. U.S. controllers are expected to prepare comparisons of production performance and financial indices for their product lines for
multiple worldwide locations. With input from the international controller's staffs, they are expected to prepare annual
international and worldwide forecasts for their operating
units. Additionally, they are expected to make international
trips when their product financial expertise is needed. This
expansion of the controllers' traditional role has led to a major change in operational focus, away from factory accounting and toward financial accounting.
A key ingredient to the globalization of functions
throughout the company has been the advent of global electronic mail systems. Telephone calls and telex machines
have been replaced largely by communication through the
touch of a computer keyboard. More frequent and more
timely communications have made it possible for all functions to address and respond to international issues more effectively.
TIMELINESS AND FACTORY FINANCIAL SUPPORT
ne of the strongest internal 3M business relationships
to exist before and during the 1970s was between the
controllers' function and the manufacturing plants.
Despite the communication obstacles caused by the geographic separation of a centralized controllers' staff in St.
Paul and decentralized manufacturing locations, solid relationships were formed based on routine daily and weekly
communications accompanied by monthly financial feedback and frequent plant visits.
During the 1980s, competitive urgency, a sense of needing factory operational and financial feedback almost instantaneously, and the expansion of the controllers' role mentioned earlier challenged this traditionally strong
relationship. In 1987 the Controllers' JIT Task Force surveyed manufacturing directors, plant managers, and controllers. The results reflected erosion of this relationship. Three
areas surveyed are shown in the accompanying graphs.
Figure 1 shows that nearly 70% of all respondents indicated that controllers' personnel do not visit the factories as
often as they should. Shifting priorities in the 1980s with emphasis on centralized "strategic" global financial processes
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appeared to have lessened the time available for controllers'
personnel to support plant activities.
Figure 2 indicates that a majority of the manufacturing
personnel support the location of accountants in the plants,
while a majority of controllers disagree. It clearly shows a
wide gap in understanding between a customer with an expressed need and a supplier with the ability and willingness
to support it.
Figure 3 shows the wide disparity of opinions concerning
the controllers' timeliness of supplying financial information
to manufacturing customers. Besides the obvious differences shown between controllers and manufacturing personnel, significant differences in opinion exist between the
two manufacturing functions surveyed -the centralized
manufacturing directors and the decentralized plant managers. This disparity is due to differences in timing requirements and physical proximity to the suppliers (the controllers' staffs).
The survey asked many other questions, but answers to
these three clearly indicate the major differences in perception of the quality of the controllers' services provided to
manufacturing customers and recognition of the financial
needs of those same customers. It was a clear sign to begin
addressing the new manufacturing financial requirements.
DECENTRALIZATION BEGINS
he "new' wisdom of the 1980s -of pushing decision making down to the lowest possible levels in the organization -also took hold at 3M. Factory personnel were expected to respond directly to customers and make trips into the
field. Historically this function had been reserved for centralized
"technical service" personnel working out of St. Paul. Producdon-control (scheduling) and materials-ordering activities began to migrate to factories from centralized St. Paul locations.
Purchasing activities also began to migrate to the factories. All
these changes were needed to allow for shortening cycle times,
reducing run sizes and inventories, and, more important, making 3M more responsive to customer needs. In the long run,
these changes will reduce costs and contribute to greater corporate competitiveness.
As I mentioned earlier, 3M's U.S. controllers' function traMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/OCTOBER 1992

DE SPECIALIZATION
ignificant changes to the controllers' traditional human
resource requirements and qualifications also occurred
during the 1980s. The "cost accounting" specialization
of the past was replaced with a need for personnel to obtain
more diversified business and financial exposure, and professional certification is expected of controllers in the company. Experience in international, in U.S. operating subsidiaries, and in other financial functions of the company is
becoming a requirement for advancement. In addition, advancement based strictly on accounting technical merit has
been replaced with a need for better balance of accounting,
general business, and human resource skills. Globalization
is the antithesis of specialization; the 3M controllers' culture
reflects the evolutionary impact of this change in thinking.
PLANNING FOR THE 1990S
I s 11 recognizes that change is implemented effectively
in when employees have the knowledge required to evaluate alternatives and make decisions, which means
that a consistent message must be delivered to all functions.
FIGURE 21We Should Have
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FIGURE 1 /Controllers' Personnel Visit

ditionally has been centralized in St. Paul, with all controllers' staffs located together. The establishment of the second headquarters in Austin changed this setup. Austin controllers' personnel are located with their respective
operating units. Organizational reporting lines remain the
same, but controllers' personnel now are alongside their
customers. This change was the first major assault on established culture, as this new arrangement tends to reinforce
identity with the operating unit and to decrease identity with
the staff function. It also has given 3M a good chance to observe the benefits derived from decentralization of the controllers' function. In fact, the benefits of being closer to the
business clearly outweigh any negatives as evidenced by a
survey taken of Austin controllers' personnel in 1988. Of 41
controllers' employees surveyed, 39 indicated clear support
of the new arrangement and favored retaining it. Controllers'
customers have been overwhelmingly supportive of the system and appreciate having financial counsel close at hand.
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In 1990, the controllers' function held seminars designed to
educate its personnel about new cost management techniques. Since then the market has been flooded with publications and seminars on new approaches to cost management.
The controllers have applied the methods of activitybased costing to two of the operating units in the United
States as pilots. In addition, ABC has been implemented in
a manufacturing site in the United Kingdom. As the company gains experience in this cost management approach, it
will pass the knowledge to other operating units. Further
education and training in cost management techniques are
continuing along with the identification of nonvalue -added
activities.
CONTINUE FUNCTIONAL DECENTRALIZATION
oday's competitive environments have forced the compression of the time required to carry out business processes, including the time required to provide financial
support and counsel. 3M has been moving gradually to "distributed cost accounting." Locating accountants at manufacturing sites has been tested on a limited basis in the United
States and has proved successful. Factory personnel receive
more timely and frequent financial counsel, and the accountants are active in day - to-day plant activities. In the United
Kingdom, accountants have been moved to virtually every
manufacturing location because of the success of early experiments.
One of the plant accountants' objectives is to change the
cost analysis and feedback to match that of the product process cycles, which means providing financial feedback tied
to manufacturing performance cycles, independent of fiscal
accounting calendar requirements. In addition, nondirect
overhead activities are being evaluated and analyzed for value- adding content.
Additional distributed cost accounting takes place between the controllers and laboratory personnel where product costing formats are exchanged electronically or on diskettes. This procedure has allowed technical persons to
improve their prioritization of technical projects through
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APPLIED ACTIVITY -BASED COSTING
he company initiated activity-based costing on a macro
basis by redesigning the structure of its U.S. income
statement in 1990 to isolate costs by manufacturing
function. Operating units receive statements that clearly separate direct production activities from those devoted to supporting production. This setup has allowed for better identification of cost drivers within 3M's diversified businesses.
Activity-based costing has been applied to the analysis of
corporate logistics costs, particularly the analysis of processing customer orders and making credit adjustment decisions. When it looked at credit adjustment processing costs
and time, the corporation discovered that it was almost as
costly to process small credit claims as it was to settle them.
A new policy was initiated to allow sales representatives to
approve on -site credit adjustments for small complaints.
FUTURE VALUE
s the 1990s continue, 3M controllers are well positioned to recognize the effect that changing external
factors have on their function. They are seeing the impact their function can have on business results. 3M controllers recognize the need to shorten their cycle times and are
doing so by moving closer to their customers. The move is
literal in the geographic sense and figurative in the sense
of sharing knowledge. Their own nonvalue- adding activities
are being examined.
3M's controllers are adapting to the external competitive
conditions driving the company. They are maintaining a
high quality of support to their business units while becoming more global, flexible, and timely in serving customers.
They also recognize the potential for creating value from
their activities through cost management leadership. The
legacy of 'Me Magic of 3M: Management Accounting Excellence" lives on in the 1990s.
■
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more expeditious product cost projections and modeling of
costs. It has eliminated repetitious communications in times
when new products and their manufacturing processes are
under development and multiple scenarios are being evaluated.
The migration of cost accounting knowledge to other
functions in the company has enhanced understanding and
sharing of corporate financial objectives. It also is beginning
to assist in time compression, allowing controllers' personnel to spend more time devoted to strategic financial issues
on a global basis.

David A. Kunz, CMA, is the 3M Company's area controller for

Europe and works out of the European headquarters in Brussels, Belgium. When the 1986 article was written, he was a
group controller, Traffic and Personal Safety Products Group,
in St. Paul and was one of the persons interviewed. He holds
a B.S. degree in accountingfrom the University of Wisconsin,
Madison. A member -at- large, he is a former member of the St.
Paul Chapter, through which this article was submitted. Mr.
Kunz can be contacted by writing to 3M Europe s.a., 106 Boulevard de la Woluwe,1200 Brussels - Belgium or by call 32 (02)
761 -23 -07; FAX number. (02) 762 -79 -7718
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Creating a
Comprehensive System
to Measure Performance
Financial results should not generate the most rewards.
" J1 0

I ech Athletic Associction.

Financial measures, like a football scoreboard, can tell you who is
winning but not what plays to call.

BYROBERT G.ECCLES AND PHILIP.PYBURN
ecently a number of companies have begun to create
new performance measurement systems that supplement and extend the more traditional financial
measures of corporate performance.' In response to
changing markets, new strategies, and concerns about a
"short -term orientation," these firms have begun to measure
quality, customer satisfaction, innovation, human resource
development, and market share in addition to accounting results. Advances in information technology and the emergence of proprietary database companies with comparative
nonfinancial information are facilitating these efforts.
While this recent interest in combining financial and nonfinancial measures is widespread, it is not new. Since at least
the turn of the century,2 individual companies and someMANAGEMENTACCOUNTINGfOCTOBER 1992

times whole industries have tried to complement their "bottom line" measures with some indication of nonfinancial results. Still, most companies today use financial and accounting results as the ultimate measure of business
performance.
Of course, we would not deny the central role that financial measures play in assessing the overall performance of a
business. They are legitimate and important indicators of
how well management is utilizing the assets under its control to increase shareholder value. But, as every manager
knows, there are important limitations in relying exclusively
on financial measures of performance.
One of the most important limitations is that accounting
measures are lagging indicators; that is, they are the result
of management action and organizational performance, not
the cause of it. They tell managers the consequences of decisions that already have been made but do little to predict
future performance. As a result, they do not provide much
guidance for what must be done differently.
A recent study9 found that accounting measures played
a limited role in management decision making for this reason. One manager in our research noted that "using financial measures to improve performance is like concentrating
on the scoreboard in a football game. While the scoreboard
tells you whether you are winning or losing, it doesn't provide much guidance about the plays that should be called."
What is needed is information about the intermediate decisions that ultimately affect the score, such as which running
plays are most successful, how well the quarterback is passing, how well the defense is stopping the opponent's attack,
and so on. In business terms, measures are needed of the
underlying processes and prior outcomes that lead to superior financial results.
Another limitation in most systems that emphasize financial measures is that they have an internal rather than an external focus. Most typically, current period measures are
compared to internally developed standards such as the
same period last year or management's estimates of reasonable expectations (i.e., the budget). Although this internal
focus is not inherent in financial measures, it is a natural consequence of the difficulty of getting detailed comparative
measures for competitors. But performance relative to competitors is at least as important as performance relative to
one's own expectations. As an executive at one of our research sites pointed out, "A revenue increase of 15% over last
year and 5% ahead of budget is not such good news when
the market grew 30% and our leading competitor increased
41

A classic story about Nordstrom's "business performance
model" illustrates these points. It is apparent to even the casual observer that Nordstrom's management believes that
WE NEED A BUSINESS PERFORMANCE MODEL
sales associates who are encouraged to make on- the -spot
customer service decisions will lead to highly satisfied and
n our research and consulting we have come across a
loyal customers, which, in turn, will generate superior prof
large number of companies that recognize the value of
itability and returns to shareholders. In one extreme case,
broadening their performance measurement system to
a Nordstrom's associate gave a customer credit for a tire that
include quality, customer satisfaction, innovation, and simiwas returned, even though the retailer did not sell tires.,
lar results. Yet we also have found that such a project is easWhile this story gives anecdotal evidence of Nordstrom's
ier said than done. The question that must be asked is why
belief in the relationship between customer service and fiit has been so difficult to do something that seems so obvinancial performance, it does not tell us much about the form
ous— create a more comprehensive system of performance
of that relationship. For example, does Nordstrom's manmeasurement that combines financial and nonfinancial meaagement believe in customer satisfaction at all costs? Obvisures in the right proportion and in the right way.
ously, if thousands of customers tried to return tires every
One significant stumbling block to accomplishing imday, then handling costs alone would begin to swamp the
proved measurement is that too often managers ignore a
profit generated by the (presumably) satisfied customers.
crucial step. Before a comprehensive system of performance
Thus a cost is associated with maintaining customer satismeasurement can be developed, senior management needs
faction at a particular level, and this cost must be lower than
to agree on the business performance model of the firm —their
the profit it generates over the long term.
understanding of the relationships between management acOf course, life in the real world is quite a bit more comtion and results, which often are implicit, that affect imporplicated than Figure 1 would suggest. To understand the imtant decisions. For example, Figure 1 shows a simple busiplied business performance model fully, management must
ness model of the relationships between quality, customer
answer more detailed questions such as: How long does it
satisfaction, and profitability. As quality increases, so does
take for improvements in quality to lead to increased cuscustomer satisfaction. Existing customers buy more, and
tomer satisfaction? How long does it take for improvements
new customers are added, so that profitability increases.
in customer satisfaction to
Then more money is availlead to increased profitabilable to invest in qu _I:ty, an d
ity? Is there a point at which
this virtuous cycle continFIGURE VA SIMPLE BUSINESS
improvements in quality no
ually reinforces itself.
PERFORMANCE MODEL
longer lead to increased
Even this simple model
customer satisfaction? Is
suggests several important
Increased
there a point at which im– ► Customer –io Profits
issues involved in the meaprovements in customer
surement of performance:
Satisfaction
satisfaction no longer lead
to increased profitability?
IN Managers who rely on
Answering these questhis model presumably
tions requires knowing the functional relationships among
believe that improved quality leads to (causes) increased
these variables. Doing so is especially important because tocustomer satisfaction and that active management can inday there is much careless rhetoric that "quality is free" and
fluence the level of quality. Therefore, it is important to
that "100% customer satisfaction" is a reasonable goal.' A
measure improvements in quality to see if management
performance measurement system that focuses on these aractions are having the desired effect.
eas will expose the rhetoric as shallow sloganeering unless
■ It is important to measure intermediate results (quality
management's business performance model actually exand customer satisfaction) to determine if management
pects these results.
is performing well within the model. It also is important,
Figures 2 and 3 show different possible models for these
however, to measure the financial outcomes to determine
two-variable performance measurement relationships.,
if the model is valid. To some extent, the problems that
Which relationship a manager believes to be true has impormany companies have in designing and implementing eftant implications for decision making. In Figure 2, line A infective competitive strategies result from a confusion
dicates that at a certain point there are diminishing returns
over responsibility for intermediate and overall results.
to quality and that when this point is reached efforts to inSenior management should be accountable for the design
crease quality have no effect on customer satisfaction. Line
and validation of the model and thus for the financial reB represents a very different situation in which improvesults that are produced. The rest of the company should
ments in quality translate into increased customer satisfacbe held accountable only for performance within the
tion without limits. Finally, line C shows the situation where
model —that is, for intermediate results. From a measureincremental improvements in quality lead to ever - increasing
ment perspective, strategy formulation involves the deimprovements in customer satisfaction. In this happy situasign of the business performance model, while strategy
tion it would seem that ever - increasing quality should be a
implementation is concerned with the tracking of results
key management objective.
achieved within the model's context.
How expensive is it, however, to achieve these incremen■ Performance benchmarks must be established for each
tal
improvements in quality? What if each incremental imaspect of the model, presumably by comparison to comprovement becomes increasingly expensive? In this case,
petitive market standards. Overall, the financial results
the relationship between customer satisfaction and profitmust compensate investors adequately for their capital.
ability becomes important. Figure 3 shows three possible reIf management expects to achieve superior returns, howlationships. Only for the relationship indicated by Line A is
ever, then quality and customer satisfaction must be suit possible to justify ever - increasing im provements in cusperior as well.

its sales by 40%."
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tomer satisfaction ( "100% Satisfied'). If profitability levels off
provements in quality will yield improvements in customer
at a certain point of customer satisfaction (lane B) or, even
satisfaction within a year rather than within a month.
worse, actually declines and becomes negative with increasIn spite of Philip Crosby's catchy title, Quality Is Free,'
ing customer satisfaction (line C), beyond a certain point
most of the executives we have talked to believe that tradeimproving customer sales by improving quality will hurt fi- offs among the performance measures are inevitable. This
nancial performance.
more common model comes in two variations. The first variOf course, such a suggestion may seem heretical in this ation presumes that improving nonfinancial measures evenAge of Total Quality Management. but optimizing quality,
tually leads to improved financial performance and that it is
measured in whatever way,
just a matter of being clear
without limit may be just as
about the lag time between
shortsighted as optimizing
FIGURE 2 /POSSIBLE RELATIONSHIPS
the two. The second variathis quarter's earnings.
tion presumes that tradeBETWEEN QUALITY AND CUSTOMER
Even if one is willing to take
offs
are inevitable regardSATISFACTION
an infinite time horizon in
less of the lag time
justifying the returns to
involved. For example, at
quality—an admittedly exsome point the interests of
treme approach to compenemployees and the intersating for an excessively
ests of shareholders conshort-term focus —there
flict, so further efforts to imstill may be circumstances
prove employee satisfaction
in which enough is enough
will not yield improved fiin terms of quality, or cusnancial results. In this situtomer satisfaction, or emation, executives must deployee satisfaction, or whatcide how to balance the
Customer Satisfaction
ever.
relative importance of difThis is not to suggest that
ferent constituencies inevery decision on every percluding employees, shareformance measure can be reholders, and customers.
duced to some kind of net present value calculation in financial
We don't think there is an absolute best answer to this
terms — because it can't. It is to suggest that when nonfinancial question of tradeoffs among measures of performance, and
performance measures are
the right approach probably
introduced into the managedepends upon each compament process, explicit attenny's situation and the belief
FIGURE 3 /POSSIBLE RELATIONSHIPS
tion needs to be paid to what
of executive management.
BETW EEN CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
the relationships are among
The appropriate business
the various measures. Failure
AND PROFITABILITY
performance model is the
to do so leads to uncertainty
one that works in terms of
and ambiguity about what
capturing the empirical renonfinancial performance
lationships that exist while
measures mean and how sebeing credible to people in
riously they should be taken.
the company. On the other
The consequence is that after
hand, relationships that do
a period of flailing around
not actually exist often can
with them, management falls
be created when a business
back on the traditional and
model is believed in and imeasier - to-understand financial
plemented forcefully by an
measurement system.
organization, so manageCustomer Satisfaction
ment's beliefs do play a critDEVELOPING THE
ical role.
BUSINESS MODEL
Thus, the first step in developing a comprehensive performance measurement syshen a company begins to develop a comprehensive
tem is to develop the business model, which requires selectperformance measurement system, it is unlikely
ing the nonfinancial measures that will be used to
that the relationships can be specified with the kind
supplement the financial ones and deciding on the relationof precision shown in Figures 2 and 3. Fortunately, such preships that exist among them. One company simply rank -orcision isn't necessary in order to get started. As a first step,
dered its key measures as follows: (1) customer service,
it is sufficient to ask the following question: Can all measures
(2)cash flow, (3) world -class manufacturing, (4) innovation,
be optimized at once, or are tradeoffs inevitable? We have
and (5) earnings per share. The chief financial officer of this
seen situations in which the implicit belief was that quality,
company, in order to indicate how seriously these nonfinancustomer satisfaction, profitability, and so forth can be incial measures were to be taken, was even changing the basic
creased simultaneously in each period. This belief implies
monthly management reports from traditional financial
that any improvements in one measure lead to improvestatements to a newly formatted report that included only
ments in another and will be captured within the period in
the above measures. He believed that if performance on
which the measures are taken. The longer the period, the
these dimensions were achieved, then the desired financial
more likely this fact is to be true. Except in very fast cycle
results would be achieved as well. As a result, he intended
business, however, it is more reasonable to assume that imto produce formal financial statements only on a quarterly
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1992
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basis for both internal and external purposes.
Deciding on the business performance model usually requires a significant amount of discussion. Part of the value
of such discussion is that it forces managers to make explicit
the models of the business they have "in their heads" and
that influence their decision making. Often we find some important differences in the models held by even the small
group of very senior managers, not to mention the differences among the broader management team. In order to develop an effective performance measurement system, these
differences need to be revealed and reconciled.

DEVELOPING A COMPREHENSIVE
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
greeing on a business performance model is only a first
step. Once this is done, methodologies have to be developed for taking the new measures. Making this second step explicit is important because we have only limited experience with nonfinancial performance measurement as
compared to centuries of experience with accounting and financial measurement. Quality is the measure that has received the
most attention because of the Malcolm Baldrige Award and the
prevalence of total quality management (MM) programs, yet
even here our knowledge is at an early stage.
Included in this second step are decisions on the periodicity of measures, which often are a function of how quickly
the measures change and how difficult and expensive they
are to obtain. Generally speaking, measures that rely upon
data obtained outside the firm, such as customer and supplier information or competitors' sales, will be collected less
frequently than measures generated by a company's own
management processes. Sometimes this second step requires the creation of separate organizations to furnish such
externally obtained data, such as cooperative units sponsored by trade associations or funding of small proprietary
database companies.
The third step is deciding on format and frequency of performance measurement reports, including who receives
which measures. One of the consequences of starting from
a business performance model is that a company involved
in different businesses will have a number of different models and thus a number of different measurement systems.
The measures and model appropriate for one division may
not be appropriate for another. The result will be a diverse
set of management reports with only a few key financial indicators being common across all divisions. This practice is
in vivid contrast to traditional performance measurement
systems, which employ a common format across all divisions and across all levels of P &L responsibility.
The fourth step--a very difficult one—is to make changes
in the personnel evaluation and compensation processes to
reinforce behaviors that improve performance on relevant
activities. When many things are measured but only financial results are rewarded, it is obvious which measures will
be regarded as most important. Getting the cooperation of
the human resources function to redesign the reward system, getting managers to understand and use the new system, and thereby making people believe that the new comprehensive performance measurement system is for real are
hurdles that must be overcome before the benefits of a new
philosophy of performance measurement can be obtained.
The fifth and ongoing step is to recognize that a part of
this new philosophy is that a performance measurement system is not cast in concrete. Rather, it should evolve over time
as conditions change and as managers develop a better un44

derstanding of how various measures are related to each
other. Empirical evidence will make it clear that some measures are redundant or unimportant and that others not being taken should be. The reluctance of managers to make
such changes out of concern for losing historical comparability will be seen as less of an issue when it is recognized
that comparative external performance is more important
than comparative internal performance.

LOOKING AHEAD
s we noted at the beginning, although interest in developing comprehensive systems of performance
measurement is widespread, most of the efforts we
have observed are two or three years old at the most. Many
leading -edge companies are in only their first or second year
of using prototype nonfinancial measures for managing the
company. Over the next five years some of these efforts will
prove extremely successful; others will blow up or simply
wither away from lack of interest or perceived benefit. We
believe that those companies which pay attention to the five
steps we have identified, especially to developing the necessary business performance models, will be more likely to
succeed than those which do not. Companies that succeed
will be a source of important insights about how to use a
comprehensive performance measurement system to improve the management of a company in general.
■
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How Support
Services Can Use
Process Control
The idea is to let people manage themselves.

BYJACKBAILES,
ILENEKLEINSORGE,
ANDLARRYWHITE
itice the early 1980s, Oregon
Cutting Systems (formerly
OMARI) in Portland, Ore., has
been a leader in implementing
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innovative p ro gram s in total quality
management and just -in -time manufacturing. Th e co mp an y has had an o pen

door management style from the beginning, which has fostered an environment of people talking with each
other. This environment was instrumental to OCS during the 1980s when
senior management decided to focus
the company's organizational philosophy on three objectives: employee involvement, just -in -time, and total quality commitment. That organizational
philosophy is still followed today.'
In almost all areas GCS's strategy is
focused on the customer —the next
person or operation in line. The specific objective is to deliver higher value
relative to price in order to be competitive, which OCS believes can be done
best by focusing on quality. The company's operational definition of quality
is to "reduce variability around the target" and to achieve maximum customer satisfaction. In OCS production arenas this philosophy has helped bring
about major reductions in waste and
improvements in customer satisfaction. Now the company is seeking to
transfer what it learned about employee involvement, quality, and JIT in its
production activities to its administrative and support activities, primarily
using the co ncep ts of process co ntro l
to empower su ppo rt p eop le to man age
their daily work to achieve qu ality.

The challenge is to transfer the
knowledge and lessons learned in the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/OCTOBER 1992

OCS employees participate in a daily management training session. Service departments
worked together to document a process to improve customer response time and reduce
key equipment downtime.

production arena to service centers. In
production OCS used statistical process control, communication through
graphics, visual aids, and flowcharts.
These techniques enabled production
employees to identify when a process
was out of control and to know exactly
what corrective action was appropriate
without asking a supervisor. In this
way production employees could improve quality while managing their
own work. At OCS a distinction often
is made between leadership (direction
to be provided by top management)
and management (controlling an individual's work). The general goal at
OCS is to provide employees with
methods and tools that will enable
them to make their own management

decisions. Many U.S. companies have
been criticized for having too many
levels of management, but OCS is
moving toward an environment where
people can m anage themselves.
Today the company is trying to use

process control techniques to guide
activities that are less repetitive than
typical production activities. It wants to
have major support service processes
documented using flowcharts and to
have the people who participate agree

that the visual aid depicts how the process actually works. This combination
of statistical process control (SPC) and
flowcharting can improve quality for
support service in the sam e way it has

improved quality for production. That
is, systems variability is reduced.
45

DAILY MANAGEMENT AT OCS
onmanufacturing personnel are
not used to thinking of their
jobs as a process, so initially it
was difficult for many to visualize how
SPC could apply to them.To overcome
this problem, OCS has developed a
training system that teaches employees how to use the concepts of process
control through a program called daily
management (DM). OCS defines DM
as "... a system to assist with the management and control of everyday operations and processes."The objective of
DM is to focus on the needs of customers and to standardize and improve

FIGURE 1/MIJ ADJUSTED SELECTION TABLE
A

N

processes to ensure they are performed correctly and consistently.
OCS seeks to apply its DM program to
the following types of activities:
■ Most important jobs (MIJ),
IN Work that is performed frequently,
• Processes that are not being performed consistently,
• Processes that are not being performed at desired levels, and
■ Processes critical to customers but
without a control system in place.
Five steps are involved , and each
implies a question to which a specific

answer is sought.
Step #1— Identify customers. Who
are you r cu sto mers?

Step #2 —Identify customer needs
and your accountabilities. What are
your customers ' needs?
Step #3— Develop output indicators
and targets. Are you meeting your customers ' needs?
Step #4—Develop a DM control
system. How do you know you can
meet customer needs consistently?
Step #5—Use the DM control system. How do you know you can continue to meet customer needs?

IDENTIFY CUSTOMERS
he customer is the key in the
OCS view of quality as the customer ultimately will determine
if the job meets expected standards. In
order to have quality, the customer
regularly must be satisfied with the
service or product . Often the ultimate
consumer is considered " the customer." OCS calls such end purchasers external customers, but most service and
administrative personnel should seek
to satisfy internal customers. Other
employees are the internal customers,
and, in particular, the next process is the
46
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customer.To provide a chain of quality
to the external customer, quality must
exist at each link in the chain.

A total score for each accountability
can be computed by summing the
products of the impact ratings and the
customer requirement weights. These

IDENTIFY CUSTOMER NEEDS
AND CORPORATE
ACCOUNTABILITIES

total scores give a prelim inary indication of how to rank accountabilities. To
determ ine a final ranking , adjust the

n this step, each individual will
identify his or her most important
job (MIJ). To identify your MU you

m u st kn o w your c ustom ers' requirements, for example, quality, cost, time-

liness, safety, and morale. Ideally this
information should come from the customer through surveys or direct discussion . Using the information from
customers, each employee then identifies his or her own major accountabilities—for example, the activity or out put for which the individual or the
individual's group is responsible.
These accountabilities should be
ranked and one ultimately selected as
the MIJ . To rank accountabilities you
can assign a weighting factor to each
element of a customer's requirements.
For example, quality may be assigned
a 1.5, costa 2.0, and so on . The sum
of all weights must equal a fixed base,
and the same weights and base are
used for all accountabilities.
Th e n ex t step is to assign a rating

of how strongly each accountability
will affect each customer requirement.

total scores of accountabilities to eon sidersuch factors as relative customer
importance, financial impact , and status of the current situation . These adjustments may be subjective, or they
may be quantified by using weighting
scales for the adjustment factors. For
exam ple, custom er im portance could

be ranked on a five -point scale from 5
=very high importance to 1 =very low
importance. See Figure 1 —Mu Adjusted Selection Table —for an example.
Figure 2 shows an Mu Preliminary
Select ion Ta ble fille d o ut for an ac-

counts payable technician at OCS.
Weights are assigned here by the technician's perceived importance of each
factor. Quality, defined as accuracy, is
most important with a weight of 2.5.
The accountabilities score for quality
for contract purchase orders is 22.5
(rating factor 9 x weight 2.5).
The accountability with the highest
adjusted total score is identified as the
most important job. (For instance, in
Figure 2, standard purchase orders is
the most importan t job with total acMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ OCTOBER 1992

countabilities of 78). Daily management initially will be used to develop a
control system for the Mu, but eventually it should be used to develop control systems for all important accountabilities. Note we are not suggesting
that all accountabilities eventually
should be subject to DM.

DEVELOP INDICATORS AND
TARGETS

es in performing the specific accountability should have a consistent effect on the performance indicator.
5. An indicator should be simple. The
person performing the activity must
understand the indicator. The relationship between performance and
indicator should be readily apparent. Indicators should be easy to explain to other persons.

frequency of measurement must be
appropriate. Measurement that is
too infrequent may not disclose undesirable variation in performance.
Once an indicator has been selected, a target must be set for it. A target
is a numerical value that reflects customers' requirements. These requirements preferably should be related to
objective data obtained from the customer. If these data are not available,
secondary approaches such as competitor performance, benchmarking,
or subjective determination of the target may be used. Whenever targets
are based on one of the secondary approaches, however, there is a risk that
achieving the target will not satisfy the
customer. In all cases, targets should
include information about control limits as well as an average requirement.
If targets appear unrealistic, it may
be difficult to maintain employee mo-

6. An indicator should be acceptable.

0

I. An indicator should be
measurable —that
is,
quantifiable. Preferably

initial focus may be an
internal customer, but,
when appropriate, the
ultimate external customer also should be
considered.

Criteria

4. An indicatorshould be repeatable. Similar chang-

F

G

Quality

(Accuracy)
2.5

9

22.5

9

22.5

9

22.5

9

22.5

1.5

9

13.5

9

13.5

9

13.5

9

115

1

9

9

3

3

3

3

9

9

1

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

9

18

9

18

3

6

3

6

2

3

6

9

18

9

18

3

6

a

Delivery

o_

Cost

cr

W
Safety
0
V

Morale

Impact on
Div. Mission,
Purpose $
Ob s.

3. An indicator should be
supportive of objectives.
a

Impact on
F_
V Dept.
Objectives
2 Resources
a

The objectives to be considered include those related to the specific accountability (the reason
Why this activity is being
done) and those related
to overall company objectives.

E

Contract
Standard
Telephone
#4
Freight #5
N1
Purchase a2 Purchase #3
Verbal
WT. Rate Orders
Rate
Rate
Rate Orders
Bills Rate
POs

$

2. An indicator should be
customer focused. The

No Relationship

ACCOUNTABILITIES
C
B
D

A
Quality

i

this measure would be
appropriate for a graphical or other visual dis•
play. Ratios are useful
measures. In selecting a
measurable attribute,
averages should not be
used alone because an
average may disguise
significant variation in
performance.

—

—

—

he next step in DM measures
Employees must have confidence
how well you are meeting the
in the accuracy of the indicator.
needs of your customers, which
There must be agreement on the
is the function of an output indicator.
meaning of indicator results. The
By relating these indicators closely to
indicator should not be influenced
customers' desires, you can determine
directly by factors that are not conhow 'well you are achieving customer
trollable by the person responsible
satisfaction. For example, a customer
for the specific accountability.
of the accounting department requires 7. An indicator should be sensitive to
a "timely" cost report. An appropriate
variability. The indicator should
output indicator here would be meetshow a timely reaction to changes
ing the required delivery date as would
in performance. In this regard the
be the percent of time the
customer rates the report
as being timely.
FIGURE 2 /MIJ PRELIMINARY SELECTION TABLE
The following guide9 Strong
lines can be used to help
Rating
For: Accounts Payable Technician
3 Moderate
develop the most appropriFactors 1 —Weak
Date: May 11, 1992
ate output indicators:

0

TOTALS
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10

72

78

66

L

60
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courtesy

rale. For this reason, when current
performance is not close to a desired
target it is useful to set intermediate or
short-term targets. In this case the
long -term goal must not be forgotten,
and the short-term targets should be
incremented toward the long -term
goal. For instance, operating managers are the customers for the accounting department's variance reports.
These customers may report that
same -day variance information is one
of their requirements, but current accounting department performance is
to distribute the reports two weeks after month end. In this situation intermediate targets could be 10 days, one
week, five days, and so on until customer satisfaction is achieved. Targets
should be realistic, but it also is important to be aggressive in seeking required performance improvement. A
target that requires only minimal improvement is unlikely to result in more
than minimal improvement.
Remember, achieving target is only
an indicator and is not the final objective. The ultimate purpose of DM is to
improve processes in order to satisfy
the customer. If targets are overemphasized, employees may sacrifice the
long -term objective in order to achieve
short-term targets. If hitting the target
is not benefiting the customer, the output indicator should be reevaluated.
Furthermore, when a target is not being achieved, attention should be given to improving the process for the
specific accountability.
When output indicators have been
identified and targets selected, this information should be presented in the
form of control charts, which offer the
most visual form of communication to
employees. Figure 3 shows two examples of these control charts.

L. -r.: John Muirhead, OCS safety engineer; Steve Van Ootegham, environmental engineer;
and Roger Glaser, plant engineer, develop a DM flowchart for responding to emergencies
such as tire or hazardous material release.

of information regardless of personnel
changes. It also will increase the current consistency of performing Mu
processes. This is a good example of
how OCS seeks to achieve its primary
quality objective of "reducing variability around target" in order to maintain
customer satisfaction. The two parts of
Figure 4 (4 and 4A) show the main
body of the daily management summa-

responsible for and /or involved in
each step. Before flowcharting a process, however, a list of all steps in that
process is prepared. Then the flowchart can be prepared to show how a
process is accomplished from step to
step. One major benefit of this procedure is the documenting of the processes associated with MUs, which
preserves and enhances transferability

FIGURE 31NDICATOR CHART EXAMPLES
6

WHATS

—5 — — —

—

—

— — — —

Target

4

DEVELOP A DM CONTROL
SYSTEM
DM control system is based
around the most important job.
The processes that support the
Mu must be identified and described
in detail. This information is used to
develop specific control methods. OCS
defines a process as "a systematic series of actions directed to achievement
of a goal." The actions or steps in a process can be described in terms of one
or more of the following: people,
equipment, material inputs, information, methods, and environment. DM
requires a flowchart for every process
related to an Mu that always should
identify the specific persons currently

A
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05
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WHATS
Target

5

4

X

Y

Z
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Customers' needs
must be met
constantly.
one process indicator, and each process indicator should be related to at
least one output indicator. If no process indicator is shown for a specific
output indicator, then one should be
developed. Also, if no output indicators
are affected by a particular process indicator, then continued measuring of
that process may not be necessary.
When the final set of process indicators is determined, the next step is to
document the responsibility for tracking each measure. This documenta-

tion should include a description of
what is to be measured, how frequently it is to be measured, and who will
collect the information.
The above control system will allow
continuous tracking of processes indicating which are in control and which are
out of control. To be complete, the system also should include documentation
of contingency plans that are to be implemented whenever a specific process
does not meet its control target.

t is not enough to meet the customer's needs one time. They must be
met constantly, which requires
continuous use of the DM control system. Complacency or using shortcuts
likely will lead to loss of control of Mu

FIGURE 4/DAILY MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
DEPARTMENT: Shipping /Shipping Specialist
2A. MOST IMPORTANT JOB (MIJ): Processing Requests
Shipping

&

Concern for

2B. OBJECTIVES: To ensure shipping systems run smoothly and customers'
needs are all processed.
2C. MIJ CUSTOMERS: Shipping Personnel, CSR, Traffic, Supervisor,
Product Line Specialist, Manager, Production Depts.

02: No. of requests for
clarification.

Target /Limits

Tracking
Method

Requests
completed by
time agreed.

95% on time.

Log
schedule
(or %) per
month.

Clear,
understandable
communications

80% no
requests.

Log of
requests for
clarification
per month_

Who
Checks

Contingency
Plans

Shipping
Specialist

Reevaluate
if below
target for 2
weeks.

#

01: No. of requests not
completed by target date.

Customer
Requirements

&

3. OUTPUT INDICATORS

#

ry and its flowchart developed by an
OCS shipping specialist.
Flowcharting a process has several
other advantages. Critical steps in the
process can be identified so extra attention can be given to them. Flowcharts
make it easier to study and improve the
process. Finally, flowcharts for current
successful processes may be helpful for
persons designing new processes.
The process flowchart itself does not
always contain enough detail to show
how a given step should be done or how
a given decision should be made. In this
case an addendum is used that provides
the detail and documentation required to
complete the step.
The flowchart and supporting documentation provide a description of
the MIJ that can be used to develop
control methods. The next step is to
select process indicators that can be
used to monitor how a process is working. In contrast to output indicators,
which are concerned with the final outputs to customers, process indicators
are concerned with the activities that
occur in completing a process.
Process indicators should focus on
those activities where variation will
have an effect on the final outputs. The
key here is to establish cause- and-effect relationships, which may be done
logically, experimentally, or with statistical relationships based on historical data. As an example, in a payroll
system one output is payroll checks.
One customer requirement would be
that the amounts of the checks are correct. In this case the target for the output objective could be 100% of payroll
checks printed with correct amounts.
A key activity involved in this process
would include timely collection of
workers' time cards, and it could be
measured by the percent of cards collected on time. Another key activity
would be transferring time card data
into the payroll system, which could
be measured in terms of number of errors in data input. These process measures should be tracked over time to
determine the relationship between
variation in the process indicators and
variation in the output indicators. This
information then is used to develop
statistical control limits for each process indicator.
To clarify the relationships between
the selected process indicators and the
output indicators, a process control
matrix can be prepared to illustrate
how all of the process indicators related to each output indicator. This matrix should show that each individual
output indicator is related to at least

4A. SEE FLOWCHART ON PAGE 50
4C. PROCESS INDICATORS
Process
Indicators
P1: No.
of work
plan
changes,

Targets /Units
95% on
time. (No
changes)

What /How
Checked

When
Checked

Scheduled
vs. Actual

Weekly

OCS SHIPPING SPECIALIST EXAMPLE
By Mardi Slick
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processes and failFIGURE 4A/FLOWCHART OF PROCESS STEPS
ure to achieve output indicator targets,
Shipping Specialist
Customer
which ultimately will
Input Request
*
N
o
result in not satisfying the customer.
The first design of a
DM system is not
es
or Concern
likely to be perfect,
but the best way to
uncover any flaws is
to go ahead and implement it. In a manDocument
ufacturing process
Request
the pursuit of quality
requires continuous
improvement. The
same is true with
Schedule
daily management.
Reports
The system should
Yes
be evaluated continuously to see whether it is meeting its
objectives. Output
Schedule
indicators and targets should be reviewed to ensure
Process
Pi
they are consistent
Request/
with customer reReports
quirements. Communication should
be established with
all persons involved,
No
Processing
which will encouron
0
2
age the acceptance
Schedule?
of new systems. Employees who are well
informed will be
No
Yes
more involved. Employees who are involved and readily
Process
Report
Compile /Send Yes
Report
accept the DM apInfo
Clear?
Reports
Required?
proach are likely
sources of suggestions for continuous
No
O1
improvement. Communication with suppliers also is necesApply
Document
Document
Does Request
sary. Finally, in
Process
&info
Changes &
Affect Current
order to continue obYes
Yes
Clear?
Inform Dept.
Processes?
Change
taining
accurate
measures, you must
No
monitor the tools
No
and equipment used
for measurement
Process
purposes.
When an M1J control system has been
des►BTed
t and imPlemented and is operating satisfactorily, the
SERVICE AREA EXAMPLES
granted. Update the matrix first to reflect
entire approach should be repeated with
respect to the next most important job. any changes in customer requirements
you can see, Oregon Cutting
This job may be identifiable from the ma- or other conditions that would affect the
A sSystems
has been successful
adjusted
matrix.
trix that was used to determine the otig
with instituting process control
inal MIJ, but it should not be taken for
Complete

Request

J
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WHAT'S AHEAD?
CS started its daily management training program about
18 months ago and already has
achieved the following benefits:

0

■ An increase in corporate knowledge.

No company would accept having
an individual keep its accounts receivable record in his /her head.
Neither does OCS believe its individual employees should keep what
they know about the company and
its processes to themselves. This is
why DM requires people to document their Mu. Each time the result has been a permanent increase
in the stock of corporate knowledge.
MANAGE'MEN "1'ACCOUNIING /OCTOBER 1992

L -r.: Judy Christopherson, receiving
receiving specialist, fine -tune the
supplies

■ For preparing bills of lading and
manifests for truck shipment of
goods to customers, with the objectives of reducing errors in paperwork and improving inventory accuracy.
■ For exporting product. OCS sells
products in more than 120 companies worldwide, and many countries have individual requirements.
The objectives here are to reduce
errors in paperwork and improve
delivery time to the customer.
■ For locating and restocking finished goods in the warehouse, with
the objectives of improving accuracy for customer service representatives, improving inventory accuracy, and reducing order picking
time.
■ For OCS's annual budgeting cycle,
with the objectives of eliminating
errors of omission, reducing the total cycle time for the budget process, and providing a standard
"roadmap."
■ For producing the monthly actual
product cost report, with the objectives of reducing the number of corrections and improving the delivery
time to customers.
■ For producing bills of materials for
new products or changes to existing products, with the objectives of
reducing errors in bills of materials
and improving delivery time to the
customer.
■ For orienting new employees to the
company, with the objective of providing consistent, complete, and accurate information.

clerk;

for its support staff in the service area.
Service employees use daily management to document the process:

Gale Long, training manager: and Mel Benson,
- ordering process.

• Improvements in the support processes that have been subject to DM. Just

the documentation of Ws has uncovered opportunities to improve
the process associated with them.
In some cases processes that previously were working "fine" are now
working "much better," and inadequate processes have been discovered before they were implemented, thus reducing machine
downtime, due to improved communication systems for maintenance response to problems. OCS
employees identified the need for
an improved notification system
during response to emergencies
such as a fire or environmental
spills.
• Clarification of responsibilities. The
organization chart cannot identify
accurately who has responsibility
for every step in every process. In
some cases formal responsibility
has been circumvented by actual
practice. In other cases nobody
may be accepting responsibility.
DM flowcharts provide much greater detail than an organization chart
and identify responsibilities at each
step.
• Reduction of system variability and
therefore output variability. The doc-

umentation of OCS's employee involvement training process has resulted in consistency in the delivery
of training to and understanding by
students. Documentation of the
management process for OCS training improved student satisfaction.
There's still more work to be done,
as the daily management process and
quest for quality are continual. OCS

has made great strides, however, and
plans to keep up its success.
■
Jack Bailes is a professor of accounting
at Oregon State University. He holds a
B.A. degree in economics from Stanford
University, an MBA degreefrom Columbia University, and a Ph.D. degree in ac-

counting from the University of Washington. He is a member of the Salem
Area Chapter, through which this article
was submitted.
Ilene K Kleinsorge is an assistant
professor of accounting at Oregon State
University. She holds a B.S. degree in
accountingfrom Emporia State University and a Ph.D. degree in business from
the University of Kansas. She is a member of the Salem Area Chapter.
Larry White is production services
manager of the Oregon Cutting Systems
plant of Blount, Inc. (formerly
OMARK) in Portland, Ore. He joined
OCS in 1965 and held numerous management positions before assuming this
one in 1989. He has been directly involved in implementingjust -in -tine production and total quality control in
North America. He holds a B.S. degree
in industrial engineering from Oregon
State University. He may be reached at

(503) 653 -4351.
'The introduction and development of the philosophy and Jrrat OCS are discussed in detail in our article titled "Cutting Waste with JIT." which appeared
in the May 1992 issue of MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING®, pp. 28.32.
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PLANNINGQUALITY
COSTEXPENDITURES
How much should a company spend on improving quality?

WHYMEASURE COQ?

QUALITYCOST CATEGORIES

ost of quality (COQ) information can be a valuable tool
for management. A meaningful use of COQ data can
improve ongoing management control and lead to a
better knowledge of the strategic implications of cost.'
There has been some treatment of COQ policy issues in

he three quality cost categories are prevention, appraisal, and failure costs. In addition, Armand V. Feigenbaum identified indirect and intangible failure costs as
quality cost categories that are far more ambiguous, much
harder to quantify, and usually ignored when quality costs

52

"'

ow much voluntary cost (prevention and appraisal)
should a company incur in order to improve quality?
Should expenditures be incurred beyond the point
where the total costs of quality (prevention, appraisal, and failure costs) appear to be minimized, or should they
be "traded off' against further quality improvement? Is the
optimal quality level far higher than typically portrayed?
These questions have profound strategic and long -range
planning implications for a company. Resolving them hinges, in part, on how quality cost categories are defined and
how quality cost curves are depicted graphically, as well as
on assessing data from companies that have implemented
quality cost measurement programs.

the professional accounting literature. One recent article
said that costs voluntarily spent on prevention and appraisal
should not be incurred beyond the point at which the total
costs of quality are minimized 2 Another article promotes the
concept of an optimal level of COQ expenditures: "Managers
should curtail voluntary expenditures when total quality cost
per unit reaches its minimum, even though 100% quality conformance has not been achieved.
These sentiments essentially contradict calls for continuous
improvement and zero defects made by a number of well-known
quality professionals. Philip B. Crosby in his book, Quality is
Free,contends that the operational philosophy of zero defects
should become a company's performance standard and believes
"there is absolutely no reason for having errors or defects in
any product or service."

BYLAWRENCE P. CARR AND THOMAS TYSON, CMA
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are exhibited graphically.'
Indirect failure costs are existing costs concealed in other
cost categories. They include the costs of producing and
storing excess inventories, of handling due to suboptimal
production layouts, and of manufacturing due to design inefficiencies. They remain hidden until current policies and
procedures are examined in detail. Such an examination often occurs during the early phases of a quality improvement
program.
Intangible failure costs represent the opportunity costs of
lost customer goodwill, reduced market share, and unrealized future profits. These involuntary costs arise whenever
customers choose alternative suppliers because of actual or
perceived quality deficiencies.' One suggestion is that a multiplier effect of at least three or four times out -of- pocket failure costs is needed to reflect their true magnitude.6
In the December 16, 1985, issue of The Wall Street Journal, Damon Darlin interviewed U.S. auto executives who implied that intangible failure costs may be far higher. For example, according to Ford Motor Company's executive
director of product assurance, satisfied customers tell eight
other people about their cars, while dissatisfied customers
complain to 22 people.
Without question, translating indirect and intangible failure costs into specific dollar amounts is subjective, contentious, and often troubling to accountants who have a low tolerance for ambiguity. On the other hand, understating or
disregarding these costs seriously distorts the interrelationships among the quality cost categories and leads to unjustifiable policy recommendations.

periods.
A revised model of quality shows costs on a total rather
than unit cost basis (Figure 2). The revised model suggests
that voluntary prevention and appraisal costs are relatively
fixed over time rather than directly proportional to changes
in the level of nonconformance, as shown in the more static
Juran model. The revised model also recognizes that total
quality costs include indirect and intangible costs and that
these costs probably are not minimized at less than 100%
conformances Intangible failure costs may linger, even
though actual quality-of- conformance deficiencies have
been totally eradicated, because of the high multiplier effect
of perceived quality deficiencies.
Cost minimization is also a subject of contention because
it implies the existence of one specific optimal level of quality
cost expenditures. In actuality, optimization is a moving target because of technology breakthroughs and competitive
pressures." Prevention and appraisal costs themselves can
be reduced with experience and market competition."
The revised model indicates that some prevention and appraisal costs are necessary simply to maintain earlier quality
improvement gains. The model does not encourage cost
tradeoffs, nor does it suggest that cost minimization occurs
before 100% conformance is reached or that a specific cost
minimization point even exists.
Figure 2 also presents a different goal called "zero loss."
The concept of loss, rather than nonconformance, better
covers the total business costs of out -of- pocket, indirect, and
intangible failures.12 Minimizing quality loss acknowledges
the multiplier effect of intangible failure costs and recog1

TRADITIONAL QUALITYCOST CURVES
OQ curves are depicted in Figure 1 according to the
model developed by J.M. Juran. This model indicates
that total quality costs are the lowest at the point where
voluntary prevention and appraisal costs intersect involuntary failure costs on a per unit basis. It also shows that the
cost minimization point occurs before the 100% level of conformance is reached.'
If the cost curves in Figure 1 accurately represent the categories' true behavior over varying defect reduction levels,
we could conclude that a small percentage of nonconformance is desirable, at least from a cost minimization perspective. However, the shape and intersection points of
these curves are problematic for several reasons.
Displaying the cost minimization point at the intersection
of voluntary and involuntary costs implies that each category
represents 50% of the total costs of quality. Information reported by Tennant Company refutes these percentages. Due
to measurement problems, the traditional model also ignores indirect and intangible failure costs, such as customer
goodwill. These latter costs can be incorporated into a model
that presents a different picture of curve shapes and intersection points and brings into question the very existence
of an optimal level of cost expenditure.

Indirectfailure costs arehard
to quantify and usually are
ignored.
FIGURE 1 /JURAN'S MODEL OF
QUALITY COSTS
Cost per Good Unit

Too

To
° O

of Product

Failure Cost

Total Quality
Cost

REVISEDMODEL OF QUALITYCOSTS
M. Juran depicted prevention and appraisal (conformance) costs on a per unit rather than total cost basis
(Figure 1). Per unit cost analysis leads to calls for "a reasonable level of quality conformance "' because unit selling
price is perceived to be the ceiling to unit cost. Allocating
voluntary quality costs to individual products is also equivocal because these costs benefit multiple products and time

J
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Cost of Appraisal
Plus Prevention\ .

100%
Defective

QUALITY OF
CONFORMANCE

100%
Good

Total Costs
Total Quality
Cost

"'

Total
Failure Cost
Out -of- Pocket
Failure Cost

Cost of Appraisal
Plus Prevention

QUALITY LOSS LEVEL

Zero
Loss

nizes the need to sustain the quality improvement effort beyond the minimization point of out -of- pocket costs. An increasing amount of field -based evidence supports this revised model.

-

QUALITY COSTS

ity cost categories. For three similar divisions over a three year period, there was a high negative correlation between
profit margin percentage and quality loss as a percentage of
value -added sales. "Reported TQC is at a minimum when
prevention plus appraisal costs (P +A) constitute about half
of the reported TQC, but profits continue to improve until
(P +A) contributes 70% to 80% of the reported TQC.
The Materials and Controls Group of Texas Instruments
(TI) started a COQ program in response to a corporate program called "Total Quality Thrust." TI's experience shows
how policy conflicts can develop over the decision to reduce
quality costs versus the reduction of failure rates.16 The division's aim was to highlight the high cost of poor quality
and demonstrate the impact on overall corporate profits. It
used the Juran COQ model and emphasized seeking the
most efficient tradeoff between cost and quality level.
The COQ program did gain the immediate attention of
division management as the COQ data were integrated with
the regular financial reporting system. Management expressed great reservations, however, about the "soft numbers" used to estimate the external failure costs and was
bothered by the difficulty in using the COQ data properly.
The COQ reports did not suggest specific action and did not
offer a solution to a quality problem. The cause and effect
of specific quality actions and cost could not be determined
accurately. In this case, COQ data served as a motivator but
obviously were limited as a performance measure.
TI continues to track COQ data and report the information internally. The vice president of people and asset effectiveness, however, understands the "softness" and incomplete nature of the cost data. Consequently, TI has gone to
"hard" statistical process control numbers to manage quality
'

FIGURE 2 /REVISED MODEL OF

THEEVIDENCE
],e Tennant Company has significantly improved product quality and reduced total quality costs. Figure 3 reveals thatTennant's total cost of quality decreased from
17% of sales in 1980 to 7.9% by 1986, with a further reduction
to 2.5% of sales in 1988. Average annual sales growth of 11%
accounted for some but not all of the cost reduction. Figure
3 also shows how the proportional distribution of costs
changed among the quality cost categories over the eight year period.'1
When Tennant began its effort toward quality improvement in 1980, prevention and appraisal costs accounted for
50% of its total costs of quality. (Tennant Company apparently restricts its quantification of failure costs to out -of- pocket
costs.) By 1988 the relative proportion of these voluntary
costs was expected to reach 85% of the total.
Clearly, Tennant does not endorse locating optimal quality cost expenditures at the intersection of voluntary and involuntary costs. Nor does the company target cost minimization if it occurs at less than 100% conformance. According
to a Tennant executive, no one really knows where the minimum cost of quality is: "There may be a theoretical answer
to that issue, but not a practical answer. I feel that message
is out -of -date and belongs in the same category as engineers
that still use slide rules."
Despite the fact that only 15% of total quality costs now
are represented by out-of-pocket failures, Tennant Company
continues to incur additional voluntary quality cost expenditures. It believes that backsliding will occur unless it maintains a steadfast commitment to quality improvement.
A recent look at the relationship between quality loss and
profitability at Westinghouse Electric Company supports
Tennant Company's target 1988 distribution among the qual54

FIGURE 3/TENNANT COMPANY'S
COST OF QUALITY
Appraisal
35%

1980
17% of Sales

Failure
50%
Prevention
15%

1986 through May

)praisal
17%

7.9% of Sales
Failure
42%

1988
2.5% of Sales
From Hate et al,
"Quest for Quality,"
Minneapolis,
Tennant Co., 1987,
page 54.

Prevention
41%

Failure
15%

-

Appraisal
35%

Prevention
50%
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program. The program has three major components: setting
initiatives, establishing a system of quality measurement,
and instituting process reviews. The program's target, as
stated by Jack Kueler, president of IBM, "is to reduce defects to near zero."
At the 1989 senior managers' meeting Mr. Akers stated
that "this [quality improvement] really is a survival issue"
and indicated that the full force of the company was behind
the MDQ program. Macro-level targets of improved product
quality and increased customer satisfaction led to the specific targets of minimizing product defects to the six sigma
level and a significant reduction in cycle time. The focus of
this program clearly is continuous improvement toward zero
defects and not quality cost minimization.
During recent discussions with IBM management at a
major IBM production facility, we brought up the role of
quality costs within the MDQ quality program. The production line manager indicated that the cost of quality was an
issue for the finance people and something he (operations)
didn't get into. "They come around on occasion, but we have
never seen any data."
Apparently, IBM does not use COQ data to get the firm
motivated to improve quality. Instead, IBM has chosen a
specific nonfinancial target— reducing defects to the six sigma level —as the central focus of its quality improvement efforts. Achieving the targeted quality level, however, is used
by many IBM operations as justification for additional capital
investment.

EVALUATINGQUALITYCOSTEXPENDITURES
With a steady, continuous effort, Tennant Co. has increased product
quality and plant productivity.

he following caveats should be kept in mind if quality
cost expenditures are evaluated on a purely quantitative basis:

at the Materials and Control Group. TI has stopped improving quality on some processes because such improvement
is not considered economically feasible, given the existing
process equipment.
Xerox Corporation, winner of the 1989 Malcolm Baldrige
Award for quality, strongly advocates total quality with COQ
playing a major role in its quality program. Xerox, however,
has modified the traditional COQ model by incorporating
lost opportunity cost and the benchmarking process. Quality
management considers prevention and appraisal cost fixed
over the short run and necessary for obtaining conformance
and conducting business. Management views internal and
external failure costs as COQ opportunities.
In the U.S. marketing division alone, 11 COQ opportunities, totaling $250 million, were identified for project management action.' The division estimated the cost of nonconformance for items such as excessive spare parts usage,
sales personnel turnover, and maintenance strategy. Then
they empowered multifunctional teams to reduce the cost of
nonconformance in the identified areas. In 1989, the division
achieved a $53 million cost savings for the 11 projects, which
correlated with the division's income statement. The intention was not to trade off prevention and appraisal costs for
failure costs, as the traditional COQ model suggests, but
rather to continually reduce the costs of nonconformance.
In January 1989, IBM Corporation launched a companywide quality program called "Market Driven Quality"
(MDQ), Senior management identified poor quality as the
root cause for many of the company's recent problems and,
in response to these problems and with the full support and
commitment of Chairman John Akers, initiated the MDQ

1. Direct tradeoffs between voluntary and involuntary quality expenditures are economically difficult to measure.
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Tennant Co. began its quest for quality in 1980. Now the precepts
are an automatic part of daily operations.
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Accounting justifications require subjective estimates
and an underlying belief that a tradeoff does exist. This
approach, however, will not assist in evaluating the effectiveness of expenditures.
2. The optimal level of the tradeoff is a theoretical point that
is probably not at the 50/50 intersection point. It is nearly
impossible to know when this point has been exceeded.
Furthermore, continuous process improvement and the
reduction of quality cost expenditures make the theoretical optimal point a moving target.
3. Zero defects or six sigma programs require significant expenditures and capital investment. Significantly improved
quality takes time to develop and may be realized in higher customer satisfaction rather than in increased shortterm profits. These programs often have a greater impact
on market share than on returns.
4. Accounting data may not accurately capture and distinguish between voluntary and involuntary quality costs. As
a result, incorrect expense analysis may lead to inappropriate policy recommendations.
WHAT'S AHEAD
ore companies are adopting the goals of continuous
improvement, TQM, and zero defects. Management accountants, therefore, must ensure that their
costing procedures and policy recommendations enhance
rather than block these objectives.
Recommending the minimization of total quality costs at
less than 100% conformance undercuts the spirit and objectives of the new manufacturing philosophies. Furthermore,
evidence shows that profits continue to increase as quality
loss is reduced beyond the minimization point of total reported out -of- pocket quality cost expenditures.
Our research indicates that accountants can choose
among four approaches when evaluating the cost implicacourtesy of Tennant Co.

Through a n intensive, company -wide qua lity control program,
Te nna nt ha s reduce d total quality costs to less than 2.5% of sales.
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tions of a TQM program:
1. Incorporate COQ as part of the regular reporting and control process. Adopt the classic COQ model and the tradeoff between conformance and nonconformance cost.
2. Focus on nonconformance cost reduction as Xerox, Westinghouse, and Tennant did.
3. Underscore nonfinancial, "hard" statistical process control numbers, following Texas Instruments' example.
4. Concentrate on output measures of conformance, such as
zero defects, as IBM did.
The classic tradeoff model does not offer much help in
evaluating quality cost expenditures. Reporting delays, soft
numbers, category estimates, and improving quality levels —all suggest the use of other criteria at the operating level. Two of these programs, zero defects and six sigma,
should be evaluated using capital budgeting techniques
rather than expense analysis.
We need additional, carefully planned, field -based studies
to establish if cost minimization is an appropriate strategy
and to determine the specific relationships among failure
costs, total quality costs, and profitability. Until more data
are available, accountants are cautioned against promoting
the concept of minimizing total COQ and implicitly encouraging cost for quality tradeoffs.
■
Lawrence P. Carr is an assistant professor of accounting at
Babson College, Wellesley, Mass. He earned his Ph.D. and
MBA degrees from Union College. He is a memberofthe Boston (Mass.) Chapter and can be reached at (617) 239 -5138.
Thomas Tyson, CMA, is associate professor of accounting at
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o reI n Sales
Or 4 ra tons for
Exporters can increase their after -tax profits
with an FSC.
BY KEN RUBIN CPA, AND
BRYAN LUNDSTROM, CMA, CPA

that coup is a
try ' party to an income tax

treaty or other agreement with the
United States that the U.S. secretary of
the treasury certifies has satisfactory
Provisions governing the exchange of
tax - related information relating to
FSCs.
A timely election with the consent
all shareholders must filed with
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
within 90 days after the beginning of
its taxable year. The FSC must have
the same taxable year as its shareholder who has the highest percentage of
voting power in the FSC. An FSC election may be revoked for the current
year without IRS approval by Sling a
notice of revocation with the IRS no later than the 90th day of that taxable
year.
Usually the new company is created
within a parent - subsidiary structure
with the FSC being the wholly owned

Certificate of Merit, 1991 -92.
lie federal government usually taxes U.S. corporations on
their worldwide income,
whether it is derived from
U.S. sales activities or export sales activities. However, to improve our balance of trade and help U.S. companies
compete with foreign companies in the
international market, Congress created Foreign Sales Corporations (FSC).
If your manufacturing company
sells products abroad, you should be
aware of the significant tax incentives
available to companies that establish
an FSC. It could mean a substantial increase in after -tax profits from export
sales.
There are two types of FSCs, and
they are referred to as "large FSCs"
and "small FSCs." Small FSCs are usually more appropriate for the small or
mid -sized U.S. exporter and are subject to fewer requirements and administrative burdens than large FSCs. Because small FSCs are subject to fewer
administrative requirements and burdens, they are limited to a maximum
of $5 million of the small FSC's foreign
trade income of which approximately
70% may be permanently exempt from
U.S. federal taxes.

,.

IV

HOW IT WORKS
first, a new corporation must be
created or organized under the
laws of a qualifying foreign
country or a possession of the United
States. A foreign country would be
considered a qualifying jurisdiction if
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1992

Seventy percent of a small FSC's foreign trade income may be exempt from federal taxes.
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subsidiary of the parent company.
When an export sale is made by the
parent company, a commission is recorded to the FSC under a statutory
formula authorized by the Internal
Revenue Code. The commission expense to the FSC is tax deductible to
the parent company, and, at the same
time, a portion of the commission income from the parent company to the
FSC is exempt from federal taxes. The
small FSC is really not much more
than a company through which bookkeeping entries are created which generate tax savings for both the parent
company and the wholly owned subsidiary (FSC).

FEATURES OF A SMALL FSC
he benefits of a small FSC can
be best illustrated by a client of
our firm that was exporting
parts to several countries, primarily to
Canada and Venezuela. Because the
administrative burdens of a small FSC
are minimal, the adoption of the FSC
was easy and the annual reporting simple.
Even better, the adoption of the
FSC did not require any changes in the
company's internal record keeping. At
fiscal year-end, entries are made to
record all export activity on the FSC's
books with a corresponding commission expense on the parent company's
books. A separate tax return for the
FSC is necessary. The financial statements are shown on a consolidated basis.
The company's average annual export sales have been approximately
$800,000. At this sales level, the company has realized considerable tax savings, net of administrative costs incurred. As export sales increase,
overall savings increase at a faster rate
because administrative costs are mostly fixed.
To qualify as a small FSC the company did have to satisfy the following
requirements.
1. The FSC must be incorporated under the laws of a certified foreign
country as described above and,
therefore, is also subject to the applicable taxation laws and regulations of that particular country.
2. The FSC must maintain an office
outside the U.S., and there must be
a permanent set of the FSC's tax
records and invoices at that location. The office does not necessarily
have to be in the jurisdiction in
which the FSC was incorporated.
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However, the office must be in a jurisdiction which meets the same requirements that apply to the country of incorporation. The FSC also
must maintain records that substantiate the income, deductions,
and other financial data of the FSC
as required by the Internal Revenue
Code at a location within the U.S.
3. Although the FSC may issue several classes of common stock for bona
fide business purposes, it may not
issue any preferred stock.
4. The FSC must have at least one director who is not a U.S. resident, at
all times, during the company's taxable year.
5. The FSC may have no more than 25
shareholders at any one time.
6. The FSC must not be a member of
a controlled group of corporations
of which a Domestic International
Sales Corporation (DISC) is a member.
The above requirements are for
both small and large FSCs. In addition,
a small FSC may not be a member of
a controlled group of corporations that
includes another FSC, unless the other FSC is also a small FSC.

RELIEF OF ADMINISl`RATIVE
BURDENS
s a concession to small and midsized exporters, small FSCs are
excluded from the burdens that
must be met by large FSCs. These include meeting the requirements of the
"foreign management test" and, under
specific circumstances, "foreign economic processes" tests.
The foreign management test requires large FSCs to be "managed"
outside the U.S. and includes such requirements as:
• All meetings of the board of directors and shareholders must be held
outside the U.S.
• The company's principal bank account must be maintained at all
times outside the U.S.
• All dividends, legal and accounting
fees, and salaries to officers and directors must be disbursed from the
above - mentioned principal bank account.
The foreign economic processes
test requires that certain "economic
processes," with respect to an export
transaction, occur outside the U.S. The
rules covering this test are quite complex, but they determine which of the

foreign transactions will generate foreign trading gross receipts and, thus,
the extent of the tax benefits available
to the FSC. The foreign economic processes test is fulfilled if requirements
concerning foreign direct costs and
foreign sales activities are satisfied.
To meet the foreign direct costs requirement, the FSC has to incur either:
1. Fifty percent or more of the foreign
direct costs while performing some
or all of five specifically categorized
groups of activities, and such performance must be rendered outside
the U.S. by the FSC or its agent; or
2. Eighty -five percent or more of the
foreign direct costs of each of two
of five specifically categorized
groups of activities, and such performance must be rendered outside
the U.S. by the FSC or its agent.
The five groups of activities applicable
to the foreign direct costs test are:
1. Advertising and promotion;
2. Processing of customers' orders
and arranging for delivery of export
property outside the U.S.;
3. Transportation of the export property to the customer;
4. Determining and transmitting the
final invoice or statement of account and receiving payment from
the customer;
5. Assumption of the credit risk.
Under these tests, it is obvious that
the 85% test is usually less stringent
because the FSC only pays 85% of the
foreign direct costs of each of the two
least expensive activities to satisfy this
requirement.
To meet the foreign sales activity
requirement, the FSC or its agent
must participate outside the U.S. in soliciting, negotiating, or making the export contract. At least one of these activities must be performed for each
transaction during the year.

EXEMPT FOREIGN TRADE
INCOME FM
he FSC status of a corporation
has the effect of rating a portion
of the foreign trade income
(FTI) earned by the FSC as foreign source income that is not effectively
connected with the conduct of a trade
or business within the U.S. and, therefore, is exempt from U.S. federal taxes
(exempt M.
The first step in calculating "exMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /OCTOBER 1992

TABLE 11TAX BENEFITS OF SMALL FSC- ADMINISTRATIVE PRICING METHODS

ihgahm xamp

su

empt FTI" is to determine the FSC's
Foreign Trading Gross Receipts
(FTGR). FTGR are the gross receipts
derived from:
1. The sale, exchange, or other disposition of export property by an FSC
(or any principal for which the FSC
acts as a commission agent) for direct use, consumption, or disposition outside the U.S.;
2. The lease of export property by the
FSC (or any principal for which the
FSC acts as a commission agent) to
an unrelated party for use outside
the U.S.;
3. Services performed by the FSC that
are related and subsidiary to any
qualifying sales, exchanges, leases,
or rentals of export property;

=

Factor
23%

=

=

=

23% of NET TAXABLE INCOME METHOD
I Foreign
Trading
Net
Foreign
Gross
Profit
Trade
Receipts X Percentage
Income X
$1,000,000 X
$100,000
10%

Allocated
Foreign
Exempt
Trade
Portion
Income X Factor
$23,000 X 15/23
.with a ne

.lit perce,

4. Architectural or engineering services for construction projects located outside the U.S.;
5. Managerial services undertaken for
an unrelated FSC or DISC, excluding those derived from architectural or engineering services.
At least 50% of the total gross receipts of an FSC must be derived from
the first three types of export activity
described before income from managerial services provided to an unrelated FSC or DISC. Also, property will not
qualify as "export property" if more
than 50% of the property's fair market
value is attributable to imported items.
"Export property" does not include:
1. Property leased by an FSC for use

Exempt
Foreign
Trade
Income
$15,000

X
X

Tax
Benefit
$4,058

a

15/23

Corporate
Tax Rate
34%

Corp.
Tax
Rate
34%

=

X

X
X

=

$18,300

Exempt
Foreign
Trade
Income
$11,935

=

X

Exempt
Portion
Factor

=

Factor
1.83%

Foreign
Trade
income

=

X
X

=

Foreign Trading
Gross Receipts
$1,000,000

=

1.83% of GROSS METHOD

Tax
Benefit
$5,100

and

by any member of a controlled
group of corporations of which the
FSC is a member,
2. Intellectual property such as patents, formulas, trademarks, designs, processes, or.jnvenflons;
3. Oil and gas or primary products derived from oil and gas;
4. Any products prohibited or curtailed by U.S. control laws.
Also, for purposes of determining
FTGR, receipts of an FSC from a transaction are excluded if:
1. The export property or services are
for ultimate use in the U.S. or by the
U.S. government or any instrumentality thereof, and such use of export property or services is re11010

L
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quired by law or regulation;
2. The transaction is accomplished by
a subsidy granted by the U.S. government or any instrumentality
thereof;
3. The receipts are from another FSC
that is a member of the same controlled group of corporations of
which the FSC is a member; or
4. The receipts are categorized as investment income or carrying charges of an FSC.

ALLOCATE FTI TO THE FSC
fter the amount of FTGR is calculated, it is then necessary to
determine the amount of FTI
which may be allocated to the FSC.
The amount of FTI from any one transaction is determined based upon applicable transfer pricing rules. These
pricing rules include either an arm's length pricing method or an "administrative" pricing method (see Table 1).
If an FSC sells property that it acquired from an unrelated supplier or
derives a commission from an unrelated principal, the amount of M allocated to the FSC will be based upon the
transfer price actually charged, and
the transfer price will be subject to the
arm's - length pricing standard of the Internal Revenue Code.
If an FSC sells property that it acquired from a related supplier or derives a commission from a related principal, the amount of FTI allocated to
the FSC still may be determined upon
the transfer price actually charged and
subject to the arm's -length pricing
standards of the Internal Revenue
Code, or it may be allocated based upon "administrative pricing" rules. The
administrative pricing rules allow the
amount of FTI allocated to the FSC to
be determined as 1.83% of FTGR derived from the export transactions of
the FSC or 23% of the combined taxable income of the FSC and its related

supplier derived from the export transactions of the FSC.
The administrative pricing rules are
elective for each individual transaction
and, therefore, allow the FSC to
choose the method for each transaction that provides the largest amount
of FTI eligible to be exempt from federal taxes.
The FSC or its agent, however,
must perform all of the five groups of
direct -cost economic activities described previously that are associated
with the export transaction, as well as
the activities relating to the solicitation, negotiation, and creation of the
export contract. It is not necessary for
all of these activities to be performed
outside the U.S. The FSC, however,
still must satisfy the foreign economic
processes test described previously.
Although small FSCs are exempt
from the foreign management and foreign economic processes test, they are
not exempt from these tests if the administrative pricing rules are used. For
all practical purposes, small FSCs usually appoint their parent company as
their agent to perform the foreign economic processes.
TAX - EXEMPT FTI
nce the amount of FTI allocable
to the FSC is calculated, the
portion of the FTI that is exempt from U.S. federal income taxes
must be determined. This determination is based upon whether the export
transaction is between related or unrelated parties (see Table 2).
If unrelated parties are involved or
the arm's- length transfer pricing rules
are used and none of the shareholders
of the FSC is a corporation, the exempt
FTI will equal 32% of the FSC's total
FTI on that transaction. If, under the
same scenario, all shareholders of the
FSC happen to be corporations, then
30% of the FSC's FTI on that transac-

0

OTHER TAX ISSUES
f FTI is detennined under the administrative pricing rules, U.S. corporate shareholders of an FSC are
entitled to a 100% dividend- received
deduction for distributions from FTI.
However, U.S. corporate shareholders
are entitled to a 100% dividend -received deduction only to the extent of
exempt FTI if the arm's- length pricing
rules are applied.
As you can see, an FSC may not offer any tax benefits to an S corporation
because such an organization is not allowed any dividend- received deductions benefit under current IRS regulations. Noncorporate shareholders will
be subject to tax on all dividends received from an FSC in the same manner as dividends received from any
other foreign corporation.
LOWER TAX BILLS
any U.S. manufacturers could
be missing a tremendous opportunity to reduce their tax
bills by not addressing whether a foreign sales corporation structure would
be beneficial to their business. Although the specifics may seem cumbersome and detailed, the potential of
a significant saving of tax dollars certainly warrants further investigation
with a specialist in this area.
■
Ken Rubin, CPA, is a partner in charge

TAB S2JAX'
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tion will be tax- exempt.
If the export transaction is between
related parties and none of the shareholders of the FSC is a corporation,
then 16/23's (69.57 %) of the FTI will be
tax- exempt. If the export transaction is
between related parties and all of the
shareholders of the FSC are corporations (such as a small FSC and its parent), then 15/23's (65.22%) of the FTI
will be tax exempt.

All Corporate
Shareholders

No Corporate
Shareholders

FSC buys from an unrelated
company or earns commission
from an unrelated company.

30% of foreign
trade income is
tax exempt

32% of foreign trade
income is tax exempt.

FSC buys from a related
company or earns a commission
from a related company and
one of the administrative
is used.

15/23's (65.22 %)
of foreign trade
income is tax
exempt.

16/23's (69.57 %) of
foreign trade incorn
is tax exempt.

of the manufacturing department for
Rubin, Brown, Gornstein & Co., CPAs,
located in St. Louis.
Bryan Lundstrom, CMA, CPA, is a
manager of the manufacturing department for Rubin, Brown, Gornstein &
Co., CPAs.
Both authors are members of the
IMA's St. Louis Chapter.
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800-638-4427, #3.

Among the topics on which you will receive guidance and insight:
■ How to implement FASB 109 on accounting for income taxes
■ How companies are applying activity based cost management for continuous improvement
■ Analysis of recent FASB accounting and disclosure pronouncements
■ Legislative tax initiatives
■ Developments in SEC annual reporting requirements
■ The changing emphasis and direction of financial executive responsibilities
■ Recent developments in the financial instruments project
■ Tips on writing an effective managements discussion and analysis
■ Opportunities for doing business in Russia and other Soviet republics
■ Reengineering internal controls to meet the needs of today's business environment
■ Understanding and accounting for interest rate futures
■ Corporate tax planning strategies
■ OPEB implementation
■ Using electronic data interchange to increase efficiencies and revenues

ETHICS
NEILHOLMES,EDITOR

MEMBERS RESPOND
TO ETHICS CASE
n the June 1992 Ethics column, we
published "A Taxing Situation,"
written by James A. Heely and Roy
L. Nersesian. This ethics case study involves a tax avoidance scheme which,
if adopted, would save the company approximately $800,000 in potential unemployment taxes resulting from
large layoffs in the company's petroleum services business division.
The major players are Charles,
chief financial officer for the company;
John, a partner in the company's accounting firm; and Helen, an outside
director on the company's board of directors and a member of the audit
committee. Helen is also executive
vice president of one of the company's
principal banks but is not directly involved with the bank's lending to the
company.
At the conclusion of the case study,
we asked readers to consider the ethical considerations and what actions
should be taken. We are pleased to
publish several of the responses below. (You may find it helpful to reread
the case study from the June issue before reading the following comments.)
Charles has a responsibility to study
how large reductions in the company's
labor will affect the insurance pool and
if the company will face a potential Lability. In this instance, Charles' competence is clearly in question.
Charles directs the accounting firm
to find a way to "avoid" paying the $1
million tax assessment. His competence and integrity are in question with
this action. Management accountants
are obligated to carry out their duties
in accordance with all relevant laws
and regulations and to refrain from any
activity that would discredit the profes62

sion.
Charles, in his discussion with
John, avoids the ethical issue of skirting the tax liability. This action raises
the question of integrity. Management
accountants are responsible for avoiding activity that directly or indirectly
undermines the attainment of the organization's legal and ethical objectives.
In subsequent conversations,
Charles presents a resolution for action by the board regarding a reorganization that omits information about
the tax obligation. There is a serious
question of competence and integrity.
Management accountants are responsible for preparing clear and complete
reports containing appropriate analyses of relevant information and are rs-sponsible for communicating unfavorable as well as favorable information
and professional judgments.
In summary, Charles fails to uphold
the Standards of Ethical Conductfor
the management accounting profession in all actions presented.
External accountants have an ethical responsibility to be fair and candid
with their client and to serve the client's best interest, consistent with
their responsibility to the public. Because John has communicated the tax
liability and a possible alternative without a strong recommendation and
opinion, questions about his integrity
and objectivity could be raised. John is
responsible for candidly presenting
recommendations and judgments but
should refrain from participating in an
activity that could discredit the profession.
John, in a subsequent discussion
with Helen, is not surprised that
Charles has omitted to present the
complete analysis to management.
John then attempts to persuade Helen
to participate in the scam. Serious
questions of independence, integrity,
and objectivity could be raised. John
has a responsibility to maintain his integrity and objectivity, and when engaged in public accounting, he should
be independent of those he serves.
John also has a responsibility to conduct himself in a manner that will enhance the profession in the public's
eyes.
In summary, John has lowered his
standard of conduct, at least to the level of Charles. In addition, he has tried
to influence Helen to participate in an
unethical process. Helen, however,
has sharpened her ethical standards.
I believe Charles should have
sought advice on possible actions from

competent counsel prior to his action.
Such counsel is not indicated.
If John cannot resolve the conflict,
he should take the matter to Charles'
immediate supervisor and, if necessary, directly to the audit committee.
Prior to further discussion on this
issue, Helen should seek confidential
counsel from competent counsel. If
the resolution is presented to the
Board members for a vote, Helen
should request that each person's vote
be recorded in the minutes individually, as either yea or nay.
Helen could discuss the issue with
Charles' supervisor. However, because his supervisor would have been
a party to placing the topic on the agenda, she is justified in contacting John.
Jack H. Jennings, CMA
Dallas, Texas

Not only are law and ethics not identical —some people suspect that "legal
ethics" is a contradiction. Certainly, if
the final criterion were simply Charles'
question, "Is this legal or not ?" then
ethics would be irrelevant. Ethics is
relevant because the fundamental ethical consideration is, "What is best for
the long -term benefit of our society's
people and structures ?"
In this case, ethical considerations
are relevant to both the company and
the auditor. The company has an ethical obligation for its employees' welfare. That obligation finds expression
in the law that mandates a contribution
toward unemployment benefits. The
company's obligation is not just for a
minimal share but for its fair share of
unemployment benefits. If the company shirks this responsibility, it will
reap a short-term gain of an 80% reduction in taxes, but it will incur a longterm loss of employee confidence. Its
competitors and the legislature are
likely to take steps to turn its shortterm gain to a disadvantage.
John, the auditor, skates close to
subverting ethical objectives and discrediting the profession when his
"right hand" suggests the scheme and
his "left hand" is held up in caution.
The responsibility he accepts as a professional is to promoteethical behavior.
This responsibility includes the full
disclosure of all information relevant
to the situation. When John discloses
the information to Helen, a member of
the audit committee, he is not breaking a confidence given to Charles. Instead, John has the responsibility to reveal the information to Helen.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTWG /OCTOBER 1992
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In fact, John's responsibility for disclosure extends to the entire audit
committee, which acts on behalf of the
full board. The board needs all the relevant information to make the decision
about reorganization, because it will
be liable for that decision. If John does
not fully disclose the true nature of the
situation, he will deny the board the information it needs to make the decision.
First, a recommendation should be
made to reject the proposal. It does not
meet the company's internal criteria
for payback and the questionable ethics of sharing the unemployment burden makes it a long -term liability.
Second, the audit committee
should recommend that the company
have its lawyers meet with key legislators immediately and inform the legislators of the loophole. The lawyers
would ask that the implementation of
the law be delayed, and that hearings
be reconvened. They can argue that
because the law caught the company
off - guard, the legislative process was
evidently inadequate. Further, the law
seems to punish companies in proportion to their economic reversals. In
this way, the company would establish
a leadership position in ethical and social responsibility. This could benefit
the perception of it by its employees
and the general population.
Third, if the company could show
there is a compelling reason for the reorganization, apart from the tax issue,
and the tax benefit is an unintended
and lesser consequence, it could
choose correctly the reorganization. In
that case, however, it should still call
for a revision of the law, in order to
minimize the damage both to its reputation and to the unemployment fund.
Ralph T. Glaser, CMA
Chicago

This case study was reviewed by about
30 management accountants I work
with. As you will see, we did not reach
a firm consensus within the group.
First, we all agreed that Charles violates the integrity and objectivity responsibilities by not telling Helen the
whole story when asked about the reorganization. We are supposed to "disclose fully all relevant information that
could reasonably be expected to influence an intended user's understanding
of the report, comments, and recommendations presented." By Charles'
failure to tell the tax implications to
Helen, objectivity is not met. In addition, both favorable as well as unfavor64

able information should be presented.
Thus, Charles fails in his integrity responsibilities.
The second point we all agreed on
was that John did not violate confidentiality by telling Helen the complete
story about the reorganization proposal when questioned. John is authorized
to work with the audit committee and
to give them complete information.
Failure to tell Helen the complete story would have been inappropriate.
There were a number of us who felt it
would have been appropriate for John
to tell Charles he was going to tell Helen this as a professional courtesy.
Another ethical point was that
Charles might have been threatening
John to find "any solution" in their second conversation. Because Charles is
a major client, it would be difficult for
John to return with no solution, legal
or otherwise, and keep Charles as a client. John should have behaved with integrity even if Charles did threaten
him. At that point, he should have said
we will look for legal solutions and let
you know if we find any.
Not too many of us felt it was unethical for John to present the reorganization option to Charles as long as he
mentions his concerns about paying
the company's fair share of unemployment taxes.
Helen's actions are ethical because
she asks the right questions and insists that the whole story be presented
to the audit committee.
We concurred that John should
place the item on the agenda for the
board meeting and tell the complete
story, including his concerns on the
ethical aspects of the plan. John should
let Charles know that the item is going
to be on the agenda.
We did not agree on whether the
plan should be adopted. There were
two thoughts. One thought was that if
it was legal, the taxes should not be
paid. The second was that the tax
should be paid. The goodwill that
would be lost if the story hit the papers
and the problems that the state could
cause the company in the future would
not be offset by the $800,000 savings.

with the intent if not the letter of the
law. The CPA firm is a party to intended fraud and the suggestion that the
corporation may change auditors is
fine. However if I were the CEO, I
would "can" the CPA firm for ever having made such a suggestion. It is not
within its code of ethics either.
As for the banking firm, if I were the
president of the banking firm and my
member of its board was aware of this
action, I would drop the account. If the
company adopts this plan, which is
detrimental to the business community it is a part of, it is only reasonable
that the bank should be put on notice
of risk.
In my mind, the suggestion is completely unethical regardless of the possible legal loophole. The company
should be sure that the risk of unemployment taxes is included in its overhead costs. The company should also
support the business community it is
a part of. Such schemes give business
a bad name.
While it may be a fact that much of
the tax legislation is unfavorable to the
business community, these regulations do exist. If the company does not
care to comply with the regulations, it
had best get out of business. Other organizations have to pay. Why should
some organizations not pay their fair
share?
John P. Stevens, Lemoyne, PA

1- 800- 6ETHICS
Editor's Note: l want to thank these

members for taking the time to respond
to the case study. I am hopeful that their
input will help put ourStandards of
Ethical Conduct into perspective.
The responses show that the resolution of an ethical conflict will not always
have universal agreement. One interesting observation, though, is that two respondents pointed out that compliance
with the law does not result automatical-

ly in compliance with ourStandards of
Ethical Conduct

Name Withheld by Request

First of all, there is no relationship between law and ethics other than that
the legal profession has its own code
of ethics. Law is law; ethics is a moral
reaction.
The real issue in the case is that the
corporation is a part of the business
community and is obligated to live

Neil E. Holmes is vice president, controller, for The Marley Company, in Mission Woods, Kans. Mr. Holmes is chair-

man of IMA's Committee on Ethics.
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CPIM, EDITOR

LEARNFROMTHEPAST
"Those who cannot remember the past
are condemned to repeat it" (George
Santayana)

anagement
accounting's
roots are rich in problem solving ideas. Ever since
1919, IMA has continued to dedicate
its efforts to sharing real -time experiences member -to- member. Now the
fruits of 30 years of knowledge can be
yours. The third volume of three published to acknowledge IMA's 75th anniversary, in 1994, is now available.
The series is titled Relevance Rediscovered. 1919 -1949.

Each publication consists of anthologies of 25 significant articles from the
annals of the National Association of
Cost Accountants (NACA). NACA was
changed to National Association of Accountants (NAA) in 1957 and finally to
IMA in 1991.
Richard Vangermeersch, CMA,
professor of accounting at the University of Rhode Island selected 75 articles that will:
• Place you in touch with good ideas
that have been lost but could be applied to problems of today and tomorrow;
• Allow you to observe the proactive
stance taken by management accountants in the successful adaptation of accounting to meet a new
need; and
• Guide you through IMA's contributions to accounting literature and
1v1A1VAlrbMClV 1 AI.000N LINO /UUMBE'N 1992

management accounting practice
Professor Vangermeersch offers 10
reasons why past literature should be
studied:
1. Gives you ideas that once were well
developed but now are lost.
2. Supports your proposals with past
writings.
3. Increases your ability to be verbal
in management accounting.
4. Enlarges your knowledge of accounting heroes.
5. Provides you awareness of management accountants in action,
through case studies.
6. Builds your general background in
management, marketing, wage administration, and economics.
7. Shows you the professionalism of
the NACA and its members.
8. Offers you insight of the controversial topics in the field.
9. Adds to your accounting library.
10. Makes you more flexible, more
willing to attempt changes, and
more valuable to your employer.
For $60, you can enjoy three decades of writings, which, if purchased
separately, would be priced at $100, a
40% saving! Individual and set purchases are available by referencing the
following catalog numbers:
Catalog Relevance
number Rediscovered
89227
91258
92274
3R&R

Price

Vol. I: 1919 -1929 $39.95
Vol. 11: 1929 -1939 29.95
Vol. III:1939 -1949 29.95
3- Volume Set
60.00

No discounts apply nor is this publication included on the Research Publication Service (RPS) list. To order,
toll -free, call special order department,
1- 800. 638 -4427 press 4.

NEWRESEARCHTOPIC
GUIDEANDPROPOSAL
GUIDELINESAVAILABLE
MA's Committee on Research
(COR) has issued its 1992 -93 research topic guide. Added to the
"hot topic" list is value chain analysis
and process re- engineering as well as
interest in fostering the proactive nature of practitioners well- versed in applying the "tools" associated with the
management accounting profession.
Researchers are provided guidelines
for submitting proposals for COR's

evaluation and are given insight to
COR's review process with a revised
Statement of Purpose and Operation.
For the new material, call 1- 800.6384427 press 0 and ask for the Research
Department.

CORECOMPETENCIES
OFFERCHALLENGES
TOMANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTANTS
trategic business units (SBU) are
giving way to organizations dedicated to acquiring and building
core competencies (CC) in order to
compete in the global marketplace.
Driven by top management, the analysis of core competence, strength analysis or capabilities -based competition
is critical for survival in the 21st century. Peter Drucker in his Wall Street
Journal article, July 22, 1992, "Planning for Uncertainty," poses the question: "What has already happened that
will create the future ?" and says that
the answers define the potential of opportunities for a given company or industry. 'To convert this potential into
reality requires matching the opportunities with the company's strengths
and competence."
Financial Executives Research
Foundation's new report, Managing IT
for Success: The Empowering Business
Partnership by V. Sambamurthy and
R.W. Zmud, focuses on the information technology (IT) as a change
agent, and identifies 32 core competencies that must be nurtured around
six categories within four control strategies (see sidebar).
The challenge for our profession is
to prepare management accountants
to apply their skills to the enterprise
that is being transformed to a core
competency approach. We need to understand the concept and continuously
improve our knowledge of core competencies. IMA's seminar, Performance Measurement, a dynamic cost
management tool for the '90s, has as
its objective: to show how corporations
and marketing and financial managers
can leverage their company's core
competencies to develop world class
performance measures.
CMAs and future accredited members need to ask themselves: What is
CC? Why is CC important? How do I
learn about CC? What do I need to
know to help transform my employer's
company into a CC enterprise? What
can I do to demonstrate my value to
my employer?
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LISTOFCORECOMPETENCIESFOR
ENTERPRISE-WIDEMANAGEMENT

IMA'SRESEARCH
PUBSPROMOTED
ATAAACONFERENCE
MA's research publications, including the newly issued Russian
study (see page 27), were featured
at IMA's booth at the American Accounting Association's (AAA) convention held in Washington, D.C., August
9-12, 1992. The status of research activities was highlighted at the IMA
breakfast where some 250 academics
heard President -elect Leo Loiselle encourage greater linkages between
AAA and IMA. It should be noted that
newly elected AAA President Gary
Sundem was a past member on IMA's
Committee on Research and Michael
Robinson, now AAA-Management Accounting Section president, is a current COR member. A visit to the Securities & Exchange Commission
featured a review of recent Financial
Reporting Releases and Staff Accounting Bulletins, proposals and requests
for comments outstanding, international accounting, auditing, and enforcement matters. Future research
topics are being sought by IMA's Committee on Research which, in fact,
could be partially driven by regulatory
concerns. Topics should be submitted
to IMA's Research Department for
possible inclusion in the Research
Topic Guide.

GRANTS TOTALLING $ 15 000
AVAILABLEFORSTUDENfFACULTYFIELDRESEARCH
MA and the American Accounting
Association (AAA) Management
Accounting Section (MAS)'s "mini grant" field research program has a
deadline for submitting proposals of
October 31, 1992. Five $3,000 stipends
are available to student /faculty teams.
A team can consist of a number of
individuals (students or faculty) with
at least one faculty member belonging
to the Management Accounting Section of the American Accounting Association.
Each $3,000 grant is expected to
cover all costs associated with the project. The research question should relate to a topic appearing in either
IMA's 1992 -93 research topic guide
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Shared
Technology Strategies

• Articulate a clear [Information
Technology] IT vision
• Articulate enterprise IT policies
• Integrate IT strategic planning with
business strategic planning
■ Articulate business roles of IT
across the organization
Organizational Alignment

■ Educate managers (line, IT, and senior management) about the business, the business role of IT, and
their role in IT management
■ Address senior management concerns about the value of IT capital
■ Rotate high potential managers
(line and IT) through business and
technology areas
■ Motivate senior IT managers to act
as strategic sources of knowledge
■ Motivate business units to take IT
leadership
■ Cultivate good IT image (competence; credibility) with he and senior management
■ Develop informal working relationships among senior management
and senior IT managers
■ Develop informal working relationships among IT staff and line managers
Senior Management
"High - tech" Culture

• Foster innovation through risk -taking and experimentation
• Nurture project champions
• Restructure work processes to leverage IT opportunities
• Senior management sponsorship of
IT initiatives
• Ensure adequate funding for IT
R&D
• Facilitate technology transfer
throughout the organization

dated August 3, 1992, or the prior
year's guide. In cases where approaching organizations in advance of proposal acceptance could be difficult, a discussion of the situation is to be
addressed in the proposal.
Basic guidelines for the IMA/AAA
student /faculty field research program were published in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® (July 1992, pp.
66 -67). Complete guidelines were

Business Unit Management

Technology -based Strategic Alliances

• Create and maintain technology based links with customers
• Create and maintain technology based links with suppliers /IT vendors
rr

The opportunity to advance the
management accounting profession is
here. The next step is yours ... earn
your CMA!

Management
Technology Infrastructures

• Develop long -term data and network infrastructures
• Develop long -term strategy ensuring adequacy of enterprise -wide
processing capacities
• Maintain flexible architectures
(open to changes in standards and
technologies)
• Restructure IT organization to meet
demands of new technologies and
new business opportunities
• Leverage external resources (vendors, consultants, and third party
service providers)
• Ensure appropriateness (priorities,
risk, age) of applications portfolio
Traditional IT Activities

• Maintain effectiveness of IT planning systems
• Maintain appropriateness of IT
evaluation and control systems
• Ensure adequacy of IT personnel
skill base (technical, business and
interpersonal)
• Promulgate effective systems of development practices (maintenance,
implementation, and project management)
• Ensure planning for security controls, standards compliance, and disaster recovery
• Ensure operational efficiency and
reliability of IT resources
■
Reprinted with permission from Managingf f for Success: Ike EmpoweringBusiuessPartnership by V.5anbamurthy and &W. 7mud. Published by Fumcial Executives Research Foundation, Morristown. NJ.

mailed to IMA management accounting campus coordinators and AAAManagement Accounting Section
members in August. If you have questions regarding this innovative "mini grant" field research program, call
Grover L. Porter at (205) 895 -6571.
Julian M. Freedman, CPA, CPIM, is director, IMA research.
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A New Publication in the IMA Classic Series
RELEVANCE REDISCOVERED, VOL. III
The third volume in the Relevance Rediscovered series has just
been published. An anthology of 25 articles from NACA
publications of the 1940s,it completes the series issued to
acknowledge IMA's 75th anniversary, in 1994.(National
Association of Cost Accountants was the IMA's original name.)
Why should you read articles on management accounting
written in the past? There are at least three good reasons:
• They give you historical perspective on the evolution of
management accounting and demonstrate what has
happened before.
• They tell you about alternative methodologies and ideas
that can be applied to present -day problems —they give you
knowledge.
• They help you understand why IMA is a leader in the management
accounting profession. It has gained strength over the years from its
members' sharing of ideas and cases.
Here's an opportunity to find out what you don't know. For $60 -80¢
per article —you can have all three volumes, 75 articles dealing with topic
being discussed in the '20s, 30s, and '40s and still current today. What we
some of the ideas in the 1920s about the development and use of standard
costs? Read about them in Volume I. What were management accountantf
views on transfer pricing in the 1930s? Read the article in Volume II. Lonl
term profit planning was already a subject of interest in the 1940s.Read
about it in Volume III.
Come to appreciate the work and thoughts of IMA members who prece
you.
All three volumes are available as a set for $61

Volume III alone costs $2
Mail to:
Institute of Management Accountants
Special Order Department
10 Paragon Drive
Phone: 1- 800 - 638.4427, #4
Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760
In New Jersey: 1- 201 -573 -6278

_._._._._._._._._.
Payments must be drawn on a U.S. bank
Charge to my credit card:

Please send me—
• RELEVANCE REDISCOVERED, VOL. 1110 $29.95
• VOLS. 1,11, AND III ® $60.00
lbtal boo ks:

Total price:

AMEX#
VISA#

N.J. residents, please add 6% sales tax:
Shipping & handling charge:

MasterCard#

Interbank#

TOTAL:
Member # :
Nonmember; please send me membership
information.
This coupon may be photocopied.
SHIPPING AND HANDLING
All orders within the continental United States are sent by United
Parcel Service (UPS). You should receive delivery within two weeks.
Minimum shipping & handling charge per shipment is $3.00 for 1 -3
items; $5.00 for 4 -10 items; $10.00 for 11 -20 items; and $15 for 21
or more items. Overnight via Airborne Express or 2nd Day Delivery
(Blue Label) via UPS is available at your expense. Please call for
more information. All orders shipped outside the United States will
be charged 30% of the amount of the order, with a minimum charge
of $8.00.

Expiration Date#

Signature

Name (please print or type)
Company (if part of shipping address)
Address (do not use P.O. box number)
City, State, Zip
MA10/92

William E. Roberts

ROBERTSNAMED
ATLONESTAR
William E. Roberts, Connecticut Gateway, has been
elected vice president, chief
financial officer, and controller of Lone Star Industries, Inc., Stamford, Conn.
Janet Dorio, Binghamton,
is now controller with Computerland of Binghamton.
... Cliff Lane is now controller with Intermarine
Corporation, Savannah, Ga.

Bruce A. Hall, CMA, Dallas, has been promoted to
vice president and chief financial officer, Harris Ada com Systems, Inc., Addison, Texas.
George B. Amoss, Delaware, has been appointed
vice president, finance, and
controller of Northern Telecom Limited.
Kenneth R. Adams,
Grand Rapids, is now vice
president— finance and
treasurer of the Kaydon
Corporation headquartered
in Clearwater, Fla.

James A. Cash, Cincinnati, has been appointed
chief financial officer for
The Dayton Foundation in
Dayton, Ohio.

Diane weber

Karl M. Cina, Long Island,
has been named chief financial officer at Suffolk Community Development Corporation, Centereach, N.Y.
Douglas S. Arbuckle,
CMA, Louisville, has established Cost Containment
Solutions, a consulting firm
specializing in expense reduction and other cost restructuring programs.

pointed assistant treasurer
for the city of Waltham.

Kenneth R. Adams

Dick Bottorff, CMA, Minneapolis Viking, was named
CFO at General Pump, Inc.
... Ann Severson has been
promoted to vice president
of sales and marketing at
Thomas Moore, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.
Thomas X. Hennigan,
MorrisEssex, former IMA
vice president, has been
named chief financial officer and treasurer of Felician
College in Lodi, NJ. ...
Richard J. Reboli was
named controller at Plastic
Engineered Products, Inc.,
Branchburg, NJ ....Robert
H. Zeisler, CMA, has been
named vice president controller /administration of
Millington Quarry, Inc., in
Millington, N.J.
William A. Jones, Muscle
Shoals, is now controller
with OrNda Healthcare at
Trinity Valley Medical Center, Palestine, Texas.

Paul Keating, Massachusetts Route 128, has been ap-

Keith A. Pierce, CPA, Columbus, has been named
vice chairman of the board
and chief executive officer
of The McElroy- Minister
Company, Columbus, Ohio.
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Peter McDermott, Lake
Superior, was named finance manager with Fletcher Challenge Ltd., in Auckland, New Zealand....
Diane Weber, has been
promoted to corporate controller at Blandin Paper Co.,
Grand Rapids, Minn.

Marvin F. Reitz, Milwaukee, has been named vice
president /finance at RussellT. Gilman, Inc., Grafton,
Wis.

Gloria DiRubbo, Merrimack Valley, has joined Utility Systems as corporate
controller.... Kathy Stevens has been promoted to
associate professor with

Phyllis Williams, Nashville chapter president, has
been appointed treasurer at
Thomas Nelson, Inc., Nashville, Tenn.
Brian L. Kobischka, Rockford, was named vice president and CFO with North
American Tool Corporation,
Rockford, Ill.
Mark H. Pieske, Sangamon Valley, has been promoted to director- accounting and financial reporting,
Illinois Power Company,
Decatur, Ill.
Thomas W. McConkey,
III, York (Pa.) chapter president has been named as
corporate controller for
Jack Giambalvo Motor Co.,
Inc. in York.

MANAGEMENI Al(:UUIYI11Nt,A3l,

lac

Courtney Cowgill, CMA,
Colorado Centennial former
president, was elected to
serve as president -elect of
the American Society of
Women Accountants. She is
field accounting officer for
the Resolution Trust Corp.
Western Region Office,
Denver.

Terry E. Lyons, Hampton
Roads, has been appointed
controller at Metro Information Services in Virginia
Beach, Va.

tenure at Merrimack College, North Andover, Mass.

tvnnx

PROMOTIONS&
NEWPOSITIONS

Edward Desch, Greater
Topeka Area, is now vice
president and controller of
the Waite Hill Insurance
Group, Richmond Va.
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MEMBER
IN T E RE S T
GROUPS

October 1 -2
Novem be r 9 -10
Im plementing Activity Based Costing Building ABC Models for Success
O'Hare Hilton — Chicago, I L
Sheraton Palace —
San Francisco, CA
October 5 -6
Building ABC Models for Success
No ve m b e r 16- 18
West i n Copley Place Bost on, MA
Professional Education Program
Marriott City Center Hotel —
Oc t o b e r 15
Charlotte, NC
Fed eral Cost Accounting Standards
Da llas Ai rport Marriot t Dallas, TX Novem ber 19 -20
Im plem enting Activity Based Costing
October 21 -23
The Crescent Hotel Phoeni x, AZ
Con trollers' Conference
Op ryland H ot el Nash vi lle , TN
Novem ber 23 -24
Corporate Financial Managem ent
October 26 -27
Conference
Im plementing Activity Based Costing Marriott Marqui s —New York, NY
Op ryland H ot el Nash vi lle , TN
Decem ber 2
October 26 -28
Federal Cost Accounting Standards
Pro fessional Education Program
John Wayne Airport Marri ott —
Th e Westin Hotel -- Cincinnati, OH
I rvine, CA
N o ve m b e r 5
Fed eral Cost Accounting Standards
Newark Airport Marriott —
Newark, NJ

D e c e m b e r 10. 11
CMA Exam ination

Novem b er 11 -12
Path way s to Con trollersh ip
Intercontinental Hotel —
Chicago, I L

To R e gi ste r C a l l :
201 - 573 -6219

r ..

IM A ' s N E W E X E C U T I V E E D U C A T I O N S E R I E S

1A is pleased to announce its new
Recutive Education Series of
termediate to advanced level
minars, workshops and updates
r experienced management
countants.

.counti ng for Income Taxes
:tober 28- 29— Chicago
)vember 18- 19—San Francisco
wember 7 -8 —New York

Taxation for the Financial
Manager
October 26 -27— Chicago
November 16- 17—San Francisco
FASB Implementation Workshop
October 28 -30 —New York
November 11- 13— Chicago
December 9- 11— Orlando

SEC Workshop
October 19- 20—New York
November 9- 10— Chicago
December 7 -8—San Francisco
December 16- 17— Washington, DC
Advanced Accounti ng an d Repo rting
Tech nical Upd ate
December 14- 15— Washington, DC

ASSOCIATION
NEWS

HARSHRECEIVES
SCHOLARSHIP
IMA's Committee on Academic Relations recently selected Mary F. Harsh, Roanoke Chapter, as the
recipient of its $20,000 doctoral dissertation grant for
the 1922 -93 academic year.
Ms. Harsh, a student at Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University, is writing her dissertation on "The
Impact of Activity-Based
Costing on Managerial Decisions: An Empirical Analysis." This grant is awarded
by IMA to encourage outstanding doctoral students
to write their dissertations
on topics related to management accounting, controllership, and financial man-

agement. The application
deadline for the 1993 -94
grant is March 1, 1993. For
more information, contact
Hadassah Baum, IMA director of academic relations, (201) 573 -6306.

EMERITUSLIFE
ASSOCIATES(ELAs)
Allan H. Allers, Boise.
Sherman M. Ancier, Trenton.
Joe F. Anthony, Tulsa.
Merrit J. Austin, Muskegon.
Edward P. Balch, New
Hampshire,
O.B. Bautista, Kansas
City.
Mary J. Beebe, Boise.
William D. Beim, Chatta-

Marc F. Massoud, CMA, (I.), Dengler- Dykema Distinguished Professor of Accounting at Claremont Colleges and chairman of the Doctoral Grant Selection Committee, and Robert E. Bell, Jr., CMA, president of Hickory Industries and chairman of IMA's Committee on
Academic Relations, congratulate award - winner Mary Harsh.
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hoochee Valley.
Philip E. Bergquist, Danbury Area.
Robert J. Bevenour, Cedar Rapids.
Robert A. Bills, Binghamton.
Eugene C. Blackman, Indianapolis.
David P. Blake, Westchester,
Bernard Blum, Hartford.
Marvin R. Bolduc, Bangor- Waterville.
John J. Braecio, Rochester.
W. Clyde Bryant, Greater
Greenville.
Andrew S. Butkowski, Lehigh Valley.
Joseph Calace- Mottola,
New York.
Robert W. Carlson, Richmond.
William H. Castle, Roanoke.
John K. Cherry, Chicago.
Howard J. Christopher,
St. Louis.
R.C. Cranfill, Blue Grass
Area.
James B. Creager, Denver.
William J. Dawson, West
Tennessee.
William F. Delbaugh,
Member -at- Large, USA.
Neil B. Distelhorst, Columbus.
William E. Dittenhaffer,
York.
Charles Dolce, Connecticut Gateway.
Rayford E. East, Spartanburg Area.
Beverly K. Etchells, Phoenix.
Robert M. Fetzer, Member -at- Large, USA.
Lillian V. Filardo, Connecticut Gateway.
Edward C. Finney, Asheville.
Max H. Fitz, Cedar Rapids.
Warren D. Fix, Orange
Coast California.
John A. Gidncy, Reno Area.
Lawrence H. Gillett, Syracuse.
V. Earl Griffin, South Birmingham.
Robert P. Grogan, Bridgeport.
George E. Hamilton,
Trenton.
Albert S. Harris, Philadel-

phia.
Donald B. Hilton, Mass
Route 128.
Irving D. Hoadley, New
Haven.
Mehsin L. Hoffman, Jr.,
Peninsula -Palo Alto.
Robert E. Hoke, Harrisburg Area.
Richard G. Holcomb, Baton Rouge.
Harry J. Jenkins, Jr., Mid Hudson.
Howard M. Kahn, Albany.
Herbert L. Keenheel,
Philadelphia.
James F. Keil, Michiana.
James L. Klein, St. Paul.
Spiros H. Klipfel, Member at- Large, Greece.
Murray L. Krasik, Raritan
Valley.
Joseph H. Kressman,
Morris- Essex.
Alcide G. Levesque,
Southeastern Massachusetts.
John E. Loucks, York.
Harold W. Luquer, Piedmont High Point.
Michael W. Makar, Hartford.
David O. Martin, Fort
Worth.
Walter E. Martinson, Boston.
Olin J. McGill, Pittsburgh.
Joseph J. Mercurio, Florida Gulf Coast.
E.L. Mendenhall, Des
Moines.
Frederick B. Mickel,
Johnstown.
Russell C. Middleton,
South Jersey.
Ralph S. Miller, Mid-Florida.
Joseph Mitchell, Elkhart
Area.
E.H. Morahan, Raritan
Valley.
Robert Munday, West Los
Angeles.
Carl E. Nagorski, Erie.
Ronald D. Neil, Cedar
Rapids.
Denton J. Nester, Reading.
Paul F. O'Hara, Worcester
Area.
G.A. Olson, San Francisco.
Geraldine C. Pickens, Tyler Area.
John A. Pickett, Pittsburgh.
Melvin W. Polster, Cleveland East.
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1991.92 LYBRAND MANUSCRIPT
COMPETITION
John P. Keenan and Charles A. Krueger were presented the
Lybrand Gold Medal —the highest award in the 1991 -92
manuscript competition —for their article, "Whistle- blowing
and the Professional." The article was published in the August issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGS. Mr. Keenan
is associate professor of management at the University of
Wisconsin - Madison, and Mr. Krueger is an associate professor of management at Management Institute, University of
Wisconsin- Madison. Both are members of the Madison
Chapter.
The Lybrand Silver Medal went to David Hall, CMA, Tulsa Chapter, for his article, "Speeding Up New Product Development," which appears this month. Mr. Hall is a planning analyst with Transok, Inc. His co -author is Jerry
Jackson (nonmember), an employee of Amoco Corporation.
The Lybrand Bronze Medal was awarded to John D. Flirter, Illinois Northeast Chapter. Mr. Festers article, "PPG's
Journey to ISO 9000," appeared in the July issue. Mr. Flister
is the chief accountant for the Specialty Chemicals Business
Unit of PPG Industries. His co-author, Joseph J. Jozaitis
(nonmember), is quality projects manager of PPG.
James P. Powers, Mass
Route 128.
Charles E. Reeves, Nashville.
Robert L. Richeson, Wabash Valley.
Theodore Roman, Jr.,
Washington.
Anthony J. Romero, Redwood Empire.
Robert G. Roth, Fox River
Valley.
Elaine T. Rudolph, Los
Angeles.
Lanty M. Runner, Richmond.
Edgar E. Schmidt, Long Island.
Alfred P. Serino, Morris Essex.
George A. Seyfer, Cedar
Rapids.
David A. Sheldon, New
Hampshire.
Gordon W. Sleeper, North
Central Indiana.
Robert H. Smith, Trenton.
Edward D. Smith, Columbia.
H. Dwight D. Stair, Akron.
Ronald & Stillman, St.
Louis.
Arthur T. Swick, Chicago.
Gerard P. Tessier, Boston.
Richard J . Thomas, Lake
Erie Central.
Wilbur R. Thomas, Illowa.
John G. Tkaczyk, Rochester.
Richard J. Trepanier, Wa-

terbury.
Wells C. Turner, Dayton.
William F. Van Orsdol,
Peninsula -Palo Alto.
C.V. Voelkers, Cedar Rapids.
William Warshauer, Jr.,
Washington.
Hal W. Wilharm, Indianapolis.
George B. Wilhelm, Jr.,
Fort Worth.
John G. Zwiener, Washington Tri- Cities.

IN MEMORIAM
Mae K. Alvey, ELA, 69,
Owensboro Area, 1970.
Joseph C. Anderson, 47,
Greater Greenville, 1970.
William C. Barbee, ELA,
Washington, 1968.
Arthur R. Barryman,
ELA, 75, Florida Gulf Coast,
1983.
Milton C. Bauck, ELA, 81,
Illowa, 1975.
Charles D. Baxter, ELA,
Lancaster, 1973.
T.R. Biddison, EIA, 77,
East Tennessee,
William A. Bloch, ELA,
Boston, 1973.
John D. Born, 35, Northwest Arkansas, 1991.
Darryl W. Bray, 42, Muskegon, 1978.
Maurice T. Breen, ELA,
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74, Cedar Rapids, 1982.
Roger F. Brown, EIA, 81,
Cleveland, 1976,
Clifford V. Bryant, EIA,
80, Knoxville, 1981.
L.A. Burns, ELA, 74,
Northern New York, 1975.
Douglas L. Buss, ELA, Detroit, 1972.
Richard T. Calanni, EIA,
62, Rochester, 1964.
George Candea, ELA,
Cleveland, 1972.
Robert E. Carroll, 58, Milwaukee, 1965.
JJ. Cas taldo, 72, Bridge-

port, 1961.
Volney C. Castles, ELA,
Fort Worth, 1969.
Millard T. Charlton, EIA,
92, Washington, 1981.
Diane G. Cloke, 34, Seattle, 1984.
L.J. Colbath, ELA, Member-at- Large, USA, 1974.
Francis J. Cooney, ELA,
77, Hartford, 1981.
R.L, Crawley, 63, Ashville,
1958.
Carl Dannenfelser, ELA,
Reno Area, 1972.

IMA CERTIFICATES OF MERIT, 1991.92
The following authors were awarded Certificates of Merit for
their outstanding contributions to management accounting
literature in 1991 -92: Patricia J. Bost, CMA, and John A. Yea kel, Albuquerque, "Is Accounting Ignoring Countertrade ";
Claudia L. Campbell, Bellevue Eastside,"The Hired Problem
Solver "; Ronald B. Clements, (nonmember), and Charlene
W. Spoede, CMA, Central Texas,"Trane's SOUP Accounting"; Michael A Coon, Jamestown - Warren,"FIRE ? "; Steven
R. Drexel, CMA, Oakland County, "Managing Workers'
Compensation Costs: An Analytical Approach "; Robert E.
Duquette, Reading, and W. Scott Balestrier, (nonmember),
"VEBA —An Old Idea Should Make a Comeback "; Albert
Garceau, (nonmember), and Linda Garceau, Cleveland,
"Managing Your Job Search"; Olen L Greer, Stevan K. Olson, and Marty Callison, Greater Ozarks, "Understanding
the Numbers "; Nabil Hassan, Dayton, Herbert E. Brown,
Paula M. Saunders, and Nick Koumoutzis, (nonmembers),
"Stolle Puts World Class into Memory"; John W. Hill, Bloomington, Michael B. Metzger, and Dan R. Dalton, (nonmembers), "How Ethical Is Your Company ?"
Also: John W. Hill, Bloomington, Michael B. Metzger, and
Mark James Erceg, (nonmembers), "Ethical Abuses in Coupon
Accounting", David E. Keys, CMA, and Kurt F. Reding, CMA,
Fox River Valley, (ill.),"Statistieal Process Control: What Management Accountants Need to Know"; Alfred M. King, CMA,
Bergen Rockland,and Marion A. Youngers, (nonmember), "Let
the Buyer Beware "; Ilene K Kleinsorge and Jack C. Bailes, Salem Area, "Cutting Waste with J1T"; Emil Milacek and Carl P.
Allen, LaCrosse- Winona, "Accounting Education: Does More
Mean Better ? "; Ken Milani, Michiana, and Paul V. Mannino,
(nonmember), "Budgeting Issues in an International Business
Environment'; Daniel B. Richardson, CMA, Member -at- Large,
and Vincent Rullo, (nonmember), "Going Global: Are You Reading for an Overseas Job ? ".
Also: Ken Rubin and Bryan Lundstrom, CMA, St. Louis,
"Foreign Sales Corporations for Manufacturers "; C. David
Strupeck, Ken Milani, Central Illinois, and James E. Murphy, III, (nonmember), 'Me Responsibility Center Approach to Athletic Department Financial Management ";
Curtis C. Verschoor, CMA, Northwest Suburban Chicago,
"Outsourcing Internal Auditing ", Michael D. Woods, Pied mont-Greensbor,"Completing the Picture— Economic
Choices with Activity-Based Costing'; Frank Zolfo, CMA,
Stephen F. Cooper, CMA, Morris- Essex., (N.J.) and Paul S.
Dzera, (nonmember), "Evolution of the Accountant's Role in
Bankruptcy Proceedings."
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CLASSIFIED
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
HAS YOUR ACCOUNTING
CAREER PATH GONE AFOWL
Then start your own Comprehensive
practice. 25 year proven system includes
marketing, training, equipment, software and support.
Minimum requirements are $100,000
net worth and $15.000 cash,
Comprehensive
Business Service, Inc.
1925 Palomar Oaks Way
Carlsbad, CA 92008
1 -1300-323. 9000
WE PROVIDE SAVINGSon gas, electric• and phone costs. "Free Analysis."
ENERGY GROUP PH: 201- 942.8628
FAX: 201. 9562940
LEr THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small business.
GrantsAoans to $500.000. Free recorded message: 707448,1330. (OR7)

CONTINUING
EDUCATION
EARN CPE CREDIT using self -study
"Quarterly CPE Exams" covering MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING. Free Brochure. 1-80n-043.82A8. Extension 1040.

COMPUTERSOFTWARE
Advanced General ledger System.
Designed specifically for management
accountants and organizations with

Give Yourself the

PADGER
EDGE:
Build your own successful accounting practice with the company Success Magazine calls the "Number
One Accounting Franchise in
America!" (March, 1991) Give
yourself the competitive edge with
Padgett's:
• Intensive 4-week training
• Client marketing systems
• Yearly tax seminars/support
• Streamlined accounting system
• On -going field support
• Owner manuals and
much more.
CALL 1-800-323-7292
Call collect in CA:

(916) 966-2348
FOR FULL
DETAILSI

PADGETT
BUSINESS
SERVICES

An
Accounts ng i
Franchise

complex accounting requirements. User-defined financial and budget reports,
multiple companies with consolidations,
complex organizational structures, data
retention and reporting for unlimited
number of years, multiple budgets per
year, cost allocations, unit quantity accounting, data exchange with other applications, LAN support, strong audit
trails and security. Fully integrated A/P
system available. For comprehensive
brochure contact DHDial & Company,
39 Meeting Street, Charleston, SC
29401. (803) 577.7997. FAX (803) 5771X194.

HELPWANTED
Financial Operations Manager. Apply principles of accounting to analyze financial information and prepare financial reports. Carry out systematic
internal audits of all systems, investigate
errors and weaknesses and take corrective actions. Direct and coordinate funotions of staff, working to very tight time
schedules. Analyze manual and computerized accounting systems for improved
efficiency. Require bachelor's degree in
accounting and 4 yrs experience in position or in directly related accounting
management. Experience must include
6 months cost accounting, computerized accounting systems, and 2 years
general accounting. Fu8-time position,
$25,000 /yr. Apply at Texas Employment
Commission, Sherman. Texas, J.O.
#6844315 or send resume to the Texas
Employment Commission, TEC Building, Austin. Texa.4 78778. J.O. #. Ad paid
by equal opportunity employer.
SENIOR ASSOCIATE ACCOUNTANT-Prepare audit plan and strategy

READER
SERVICE
CARD N0.
4
12
16
10
17
19
14
1
4
15

6
8
13
5
7
9

for each engagement; on -site supervision of audit engagement review and
evaluate work of 24 Associates depending on engagement, communicate all audit issues arising during engagement
with client prepare financial statement
and disclosure checklist management
letter comments, and audit difficult or
complex audit areas; conclude audit engagement by evaluating performance of
Associates and preparing an actual to
budget analysis for Manager. 40
hrs /wk, 8 am. to 5 p.m.; Salary $32.000
per year.Position requires a B.S. degree
in Accounting and 2 yrs prior employment experience as an Associate Accountant with on -site audit experience in
the banking and health care industries,
consisting of not less than 1/3 of total andit experience. Also, must have knowledge of LOTUS 1.23 and WordPerfect
software, Send resume with Social Security No. to Indiana Dept. of Workforce
Dev.,10 N. Senate Ave., Indianapolis, IN
46204, Attn: G.R. Replogle. Include LD.
#3288393 with response. Must be U.S.
citizen or U.S. permanent resident to apply.
ATTENTION:Continuing Education
7Yainent- Trainers to teach practical
one -day courses for Management Accountants are needed at a variety of tocations throughout the U.S. Course materials will be provided and developed by
IMA "Real World" experiences are a
must! Instructors will be paid a fee, plus
expenses.
Courses currently under development
include: `Aciivity Based Management
... An Integrated View," "Sure -Fire
Steps For Improving Your Budget Process," "Preparing & Delivering ... Mes
sage Basel! Financial Reports."
Additional courses for the future include: "Cash Flow Analysis," "Dealing
With Difficult Behavior, " 'Total Quality
Management."
To apply, please submit in writing a de-

Are you seeking a new career path?
A business of your own?
• ''•
•
and rovide •
•
•
and
•
•
services to closely held
and family owned businesses.
Join

r ', •

•

Your energy, technical abilities
and Interpersonal skills combined
with the Federation's proven
marketing process and practice
system can provide you with
a high Income executive
level proctk e.
Wife to:

Peter Baudoln. CPA. CMA
P.O. Box 53834
Lafayette, LA 70505
(318) 234 -7600

tailed cover letter, resume and three references to: Kathleen C. Leach, CPA, Director of Courses & Program Develop
ment, Institute of Management
Accountants, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, New Jersey 07645.1760.
ATTENTION: Course Writers and
Developers—Experienced course writers and developers are needed to prepare practical one-day courses for the Institute of Management Accountants'
Continuing Education Program. Subjects include: Total Quality Management, Cash Flow Analysis, Dealing With
Difficult Behavior.
To apply, send a detailed cover letter.
and resume and three references to:
Kathleen C. Leach, CPA. Director of
Course & Program Development. 10
Paragon Drive, Montvale, New Jersey
07645.1760.

Do we ever pay the
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doubt i t . . . but
it's a good idea
to confirm that
we're not.
Letourexperienced
staff and powerful
computerroutineseasily
DISCOVER & RECOVER
pastoverpaymentsatnocost.
Plus,we'IICONFIRM
theeffectivenessofyourcontrols
tohelp PREVENTfutureerrors.
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
AND EVALUATION
November 6-7, 1992 • The Stardust Resort & Casino • Las Vegas, Nevada
A SYMPOSIUM SPONSORED BY THE
INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANTS
and the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING SECTION OF THE
AMERICAN ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION

The eases to be presented in this symposium describe a broad range of issues related to the
measurement of performance and evaluation of entities, people or specific actions. The cases illustrate
common management accounting problems, including lack of information, difficulties in identifying
proper cost allocation drivers, the presence of randomness in the environment, including some factors
which are at least partially uncontrollable, motivational challenges, and the need to adapt systems to
change. Some of the cases describe approaches the companies' managers and management
accountants have taken. Others describe problems with which they are actively struggling. The
sessions are being coordinated by Dr. Kenneth A. Merchant, Professor of Accounting, University of
Southern California.

YOUR REGISTRATION FEE OF $200 INCLUDES:
•
•
•
•

Six case presentations, 12 hours of Continuing Professional Education Credit
All registration materials
Accommodations at the Stardust Resort & Casino on Friday, November 6 and
Saturday, November 7 (additional nights at extra cost)
Reception and dinner on Friday, continental breakfast, lunch and reception
on Saturday
For more information, call Hadassah Baum (201) 573 -6306

ENROLLMENT IS LIMITED - REGISTER EARLY!!
1992 IMA/AAA MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING SYMPOSIUM
Registration Form
Name
College /Company

Nickname for Badge
Phone (

)

Address

Send $200 registration fee payable to Institute of Management Accountants to:
Hadassah Baum, Institute of Management Accountants, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760

There's something special
about specialists...
they do a better job.
And that's what Robert Half and Accountemps is all about... qualified
permanent and temporary accounting, finance and information systems
professionals. Companies have relied on us for professional, prompt and
costefficient service since 1948. We have 150 offices worldwide. Call your
local office today.

s ROBERT
N Lf
e

accoun
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o
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